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To grace your home ... a new high 
... in high-fidelity high styling 

From your magnificent Carlton, you get exquisitely 
accurate sounds. Nothing extraneous. Nothing exag- 
gerated. Rich middle tones. Precise highs. Bass...with 
body...no boomlness. Living sound...music as music 
should really sound ... does sound in a concert hall. 

Exacting research by Electro -Voice audio engineers 
have produced the Carlton's unique Phase Loading.' 
Add the Carlton's contemporary enclosure design, 
meticulously crafted from fine hand -rubbed hardwoods 
by Electro -Voice's master furniture makers, and you 

CARLTON, IVA-Mahogany, Net $265.00; Limed Oak 
or Walnut, Net $270.00. 

CARLTON IV (Deluxe speaker components)-Ma- 
hogany, Net $359.00; Limed Oak or Walnut, Net $364.00. 

SHERATON EQUIPMENT CONSOLE-matches 
Carlton enclosure. Dimensions: 33%" high, 37%" wide, 
19%" deep. Compartment A: 10%" high x 18" wide x 
17%," deep. Record player mounting board adjustable. 
Clearances 3%" and 6" above board. Compartment B: 
10'/," high x 18" wide x 17%" deep. 1'/," clearance above 

haveone of the finest speaker systems you can own. 
Hear the Carlton before you buy ... you'll want to 

build your entire music system around its superb capa- 
bilities. You'll like the magnificent matching Sheraton 
Equipment Console which is generously custom - 
designed to hold your amplifier, tuner, turntable or 
record changer, tape deck PLUS record and tape library. 

Hear Electro -Voice "Living Sound" demonstrated at 
your nearest High Fidelity dealer... or write for literature 
on all Electro -Voice High -Fidelity Equipment. 

mounting board. Mahogany, Net $173.00; Limed Oak or 
Walnut, Net $181.00. 

'The CARLTON 15" 4 -way system utilizes new Electro - 
Voice Phase Loading. The "K" type driver is actually at 
the rear of the cabinet, close to the floor and facing the 
wall. This positioning adds almost a full octave to your 
bass range. Crossover at 300 cps to coaxial mid -range 
driver; the VHF driver takes over at 3500 cps to 21,000 
cps in the Carlton IV; 18,000 cps in the Carlton IVA. 
Individual "brilliance" and "presence" level controls in 
both models. Size: 33%" high, 26%" wide, 19'%," deep. 

® ELECTRO -VOICE, INC. 
BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN 
CANADA: E -y of Canada Ltd., '73 Crock ford Blvd., Scarboro, Ontario 

FOREMOST IN ELECTRO -ACOUSTICS . . 

Microphones, Phono-Cartridges, High -Fidelity Loudspeakers and Enclosures, Public Address Speakers, Marine 
Instruments, EVI Professional Electronic Instruments and Military Material. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
RESPONSE: 

ELEMENTS: 
OUTPUT: 

COMPLIANCE: 
TRACKING FORCE: 

WEIGHT 
STYLUS: 
MOUNT; 

CHANNEL TSOLATTON: 

20.16000cpe.32.5 db to RIAA 
Ceramic 
(Westrex 1A) .5 volt rms. 
2.x 10a CM/dyne 
6 grans 
2.4 grams 
,7 wiíl 
ETA (RETMA). Standard:I' 
and 7/16" c entfrs 
20db 

t:ftHTSA\XP OF E- 
ST lAi'1`l.,Illl:1 lEO 
. arPe; yiow: -~r~n uset apcijp, ted as tlié sta'zi:dlrd of the, industry: 
Don't buy a;neui-Ilkh-f.t,,,elity cartridge until: 
you've read tlis' vit al stereo report. 

Tui MJSsriNic Lnlis to,popular-pricedstéreophonic sound reproduction 
has been found: It's the.new Electro -Voice TOTALLY COMPATIBLE 
Stereo Cartridge ... plays the new stereo discs superbly .,.. LP's too .. 
'even better than existing cartridges. 

By breaking the stereo cartridge cost.bottleneck, Electro=Voice has made 
popular -priced quality stereo a reality. E -V's ceramic stereo cartridge 
(Model 21D with .7 mil diamond Stylus)sells for only $19.50 (Audiophile 
net) and is available now at your aúdio dealer or from your serviceman. 

Here are some of the answers to your questions coñcerning stereo: 

Q How does the COMPATIBLE E -V Stereo Cartridge 
differ from CONVENTIONAL cartridges? 
A It has the ability to play both the new type stereo- 
phonic discs and conventional records. Inherent in its 
design is an improved monaural performance. Exclusive 
design for rumble suppression of 15 db or better will 
permit the use of Electro -Voice's Stereo Cartridge with 
any type of changer or transcription player! 

Q Are stereo .discs .compatible ; with conventional car- 
tridges? 

A Most cartridges damage the stereo record, DO NOT 
BUY STEREO DISCS UNTIL YOU HAVE AN E -V 
STEREO CARTRIDGE. You may then play monaural 
or stereo discs monaurally. Add a second speaker and 
amplifier, aid you have stereophonic sound. 

:Q What about modification problems? 

A Using an Electro -Voice Stereo Cartridge, which is 
constructed ;so ,that its output is already corrected to 
the RIAA curve, you will not require the equalization 
of the second amplifier. Inserting the cartridge is simple. 
It will 'fit virtually any standard tone or transcription 
arm. The addition of a second amplifier and speaker 
not complicated. 

Q What' abóiit record availability? 
A Recordings by major --record manufacturers will be 
available in mid -1958: 

'Q What effect will stereo cartridges and:records have 
on your present equipment? 
A Only your cartridge will be obsolete. All other corn- 
ponents are compatible with stereo,. 

Q What if you don't have a HI .FI systemnow should 
you wait? 
A No. Proceed as before-with one-exeeption:'you should 
insist on'a stereo cartridge initially. When you are ready 
for stereo, merely add a, second speaker and amplifier. 

Q How do you go about getting your Electro -Voice 
Steréó Cartridge? 

A Visit yoúr dealer: If you don't know the name of 
your nearest dealer, please write Electro -Voice. Ask for 
E -V Stereo Model 21 D with .7 mil dial -mild styleis hr 
E -V Stereo, Model 26 DST Turnover with .7 mil dia- 
mond Stereo 'tip and 3 mil sapphire tip for monaural 
.78 rpm records ($22.50). 

IS HERE 

don't buy an obsolete cartridge .:` replace with the 
totally compatible Electro -Voice stereo cartridge 

--- ® ÉLECTRO-VOICE, INC. y Cia BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN 
NADA: 7 -V of Canada Ltd.. 73 Crockford Blvd:. Scarboro.,Ontnr)o 

FOREMOST' IN ELECTRO -ACOUSTICS .. . 

Microphones, Phono-Cartridges, High -Fidelity Loudspeakers and Enclosures,Public,Arldress Speakers, Marine 
lnstrunlents, EVI Professional Electronic Instruments and Military Material. 



He who is fortunate enough to own the Garrard 301 Transcription Turntable 
and the Garrard TPA/10 Tone Arm can enjoy the unique pleasure of 
knowing that his is the finest ... the handsomest ... record -playing 
combination in the entire high fidelity galaxy. 
A pair of great products... great 
because they reflect 35 years 
of skill and the standards 
of leadership. No gadgets ... 
no compromises... only 
the time -proven features 
which guarantee 
continuing, undeviating 
excellence. 

Il 

There's a Garrard 
for every 
high fidelity system 

511 

Model 301 
PROFESSIONAL 
TRAHSCRIPtIOH IURHTl9LE 

Features continuously variable control of each speed... 
the record can he "tuned" to match a musical instrument 
Heavy-duty 4 -pole shaded motor is entirely Garrard -built 
Cast aluminum turntable is a lull 64 lb. . . . 
dynamically -balanced 
Motor and connected levers are completely isolated 
from unit by an exclusive damping system of tension. 
compression springs 
Exclusive built-in pressure lubrication system 
Performance of each 101 is certified with a written 
individual test card $89.00 

Model fSC9O 
4 -Speed Super 
Auto -Manual 
Changer 
$67.50 

WORLD'S FINEST 
RECORD PLAYING 

EQUIPMENT 

Model RC81 
4 -Speed Deluxe 
Auto -Manual 
Changer 
í:54.5a 

9r, 

Model TPA/10 
TRAIISCRIPTION 
LORE ARM 

Built to insure professional Quality performance, with 
traversing and vertical friction reduced to absolute 
minimum by special cone - type ball- bearing pivots, 
as in the finest chronometers 
Takes any cartridge 
Fits into more installations than any other profes- 
sional tone arm. since it Is adjustable in length and 
tracking angle . . . plays up to a full 16" record 

Simple to install, with specially designer templates 

$24.50 

Model RCI21/11 
4 -Speed MIxer 
Auto -Manual 
('.Banger 

$42-50 

Model T Mkf 
4:.gpent 
?ra:rual Player 

$32.50 

For Information, write: Dept. Of -121, GARRARD SALES CORPORATION, PORT WASHINGTON, N. Y. 
4 RIF/ & MusIc REVIEW 
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i- i "Until actual sound is produced, music does not exist." 
Ralph Vaughan IVrllrams 
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THE FIRST AND 

ONLY FULLY 
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RECORDING AND 

PLAYBACK SYSTEM.... 

AT AN AMAZING 

LOW PRICE! 
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recorder 
Now; you can actually 
record-as well as 
playback-stereophonic 
sound.. The new 
STERECORDER 
captures all the realism 
of the original performance 
...then reproduces this 
exciting" living sound" 
With full dimensional 
depth and direction. 

STERECORDER góes 
beyond high fidelity and 
"halfwav" stereo units 
with only monaural 
recording. Hear a 
dertonstratron today! 

From thr,Ju,nouo nnmc in notion picrures 
Superscope Inc.. Audio Electronics Division, 

780 Gower St, Hollywood, Calil. 

Sounding Board 
David -Hall,, Managing Editor 

PERSONA.LIT.IES ttave made 
record industry news this past 
spring-not the concert artists and 
pop hit luminaries but some of the 
intriguing folk who,have been be- 
hind the production of some of the 
finest LPs ín the past teat years. 

Dario Soria and Dorle JartneI, 
husband and wife team, who 
created the superb catalog of Angel 
classical recordings and who bowed 
ottt -when Capitol 'took over, have 
now turned up under the aegis of - 

RCA Victor: They will be working,. 
on a large-scale deluxe 'album prof' 
cict for the Red Seal line to bé car- 
ried out over a long term period. 
You can be sure that something 
good, new and special will come of 
this. Congratulations to all con- 
cerned. 

Another'hutstanding figure in the 
recording field, whose good taste, 
-in jazz programming and packaging , 

compares with .the Sodas in the 
Ionghair field, is George Avakian, 
After nearly 20 years with Colum- 
bia Records, he has mow taken over 
the New York office of that lively 
independent jazz label on the west 
coast, World -Pacific. Back in the 
1930's when he was still a student 
at Yale, Avakian sparked the re- 
issue from Columbia's vaultL of for- 
gotten master recordings by men 
now regarded as among the giants 
of jazz. Louis Armstrong, Dave 
Brubeck, and Miles Davis were 
among the top jazrmen he later 
brought to Coh.unhia. A topnotch 
jaiz critic and historian, -Avakian 
cultivates his fine taste in concert 
music at first hand through, his 
family relationship to the gifted 
violin -and -piano téom' of Anahid 
(Mrs. Avakian) -and Maro Ajemian. 

BOOK NOTES-The first quar- 
ter of the- year has brought some 
sharply contrasted volumes across 
Our desk, among them Irving Kolo- 
din's The. Composer as Listener 
(Horizón -Press, New York, $5.75) 
and Joel Tall's Technique of Mag- 
netic- Recording (Macmillan, New 
York, $7.95). Kolodin's attracti.:ely 
bound and printed volume grew 

-- 

oút of a 1940 compilation of writ- 
ings on music by -great composers 
(The Critical Composer) 'but here 
all is expanded and reorganized 
(though without detailed index). 
We have comments b",v composers 
on the lives and works of their fel- 
low creators, past and present, on 
the ever -controversial problem of 
interpretation, on the throesof cre- 
ation, on audiences, and on critics. 
My own favorite items' were Rich- 
ard Strauss on conducting (he was 
a first-rate master of -the baton in his 
prime), Berlioz on the nine Bee- 
thoven,symphonies, and the barbed 
commentary by that same great 
composer -essayist on the claque. 

The confirmed hi-fi man who 
wants a real groundiirg in the his- 
tory and fundamentals: of magnetic 
recording (tape and film) will find 
solid stuff in the 472 pages by vet- 
eran CBS tape recordist and editor, 
Joel Tall. Indeed, it is in history 
and fundamentals that the book is 
strongest; hut we miss any extend- 
ed consideration cif stereophonv 
and -fail. to, see why more than 30 
Pages should have been given over 
solely to problems of recording bird 
calls and nature sounds. 

On a more ,casual level of 'dis- 
course we -find, our own record re- 
view staffer, Ralph J. Gleason of 
San Francisco and its Chronicle; 
holding forth with an anthology of 
jazz writings fróin various hands 
(his own. included) tinder the title 
Jam -Session ( Putnam, New York, 
$4.95). I missed here the thread of 
continuity which seemed to hold 
together itsimmediate predecessor, 
The Jazz Makers, compiled by Nat 
Shapiro and Nat'Hentoff, and I was 
distressed by the lack of an index. 
I found much pleasure and amuse- 
Ment, though, in the two pieces 
from the late Jelly Roll Morton -and 
for:tnd jest as harrowing and mov= 
ing. as ever -Elliott Grennard's short 
story Sparrow's Last Jump written 
ten years ago -and based'oh a sing- 
ularly tragic episode in .the life of 
Charlie Parker. -END 

H><Ft & Músic REVIEW 



A thrilling new sense of présernce! 
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A new listening experience awaits you 

at, your audio dealer's now! It's the exciting new sound 

of the re`vólutiónary.néw Stephens Trusonic,150 full range 15 -inch 

loudspeaker: a bass response more robust and full-bodied 

than ever before. possible. Secret? An astounding engineering 

achievement.,.a flexibly mounted coné,ñow ín a 15 -inch speaker 

for the first time: The 150 FR free cone suspension loudspeaker 

is unsurpassed in clarity of tone and faithfulness of reproduction... 

coveting an audio range of 2Q to 14,000 cycles per second. 

The Trusonic line of full range free cone 

suspension speakers is now complete. Hear the' new _ 

15 -inch model, now at your audio dealer's. 
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Listen... you'll always hear more from: 

'T S TMY ON =C INC. 
8538 Warner Drive, Culver City, Calif, 
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win a 

dream 

trip 

for 

two 
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BRUSSELS 
WORLD'S FAIR? 
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win other exciting prizes... 
inthe big. new Rek-O-Knt,contest! 

Rek-0Kut's exciting, -new cohtest is a 

music -lover's delight! You can win a 

trip fbr twoto the Brussels Wórld's Fair -- 

.via Sabena Belgian World Airlines,.. 
Magnificent Rondine turntables ... and 

turntable arms.-- 'list by listening to 
a Rek-O-Kut demonstration, Simply 

stop in at your high fidelity dealer, ask 

him to -demonstrate high fidelity repro- 

duction on a Rondine turntable, and 

fill out an entry blank. 'There are no 

iSuzzies to solve- no jingles to write - .. 

no coupons to clip- nothing to buy! 
You'll be eligible for oríe of the big cón 
test prizes..... and you'll have enjoyed 
music reproduction at its finest-on 
a Rondii e'1 Prices from $59.95. 

Selected for -dl spiny at the American 
Pavilion, Brussels World's Fairl 

tot the high fidelity dealer nearest you, wide: 
REIC O kUT COMPANY. INC. 
25 -19105th Street, Corona 68, New York 
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j u sit 1coo ki n g 
BROWSING in the. hi-fi salons 

around- town is a pleasurable 
way to .spend an occasional after- 
noon. It provides an opportunity to 
see the latest products, as well as 
meet the men whet sell them and 
some .of the people who buy them. 

At. a,tastefully laid out sllowroóm 
the other clay, I saw the Grommes 
Model 208 Stereo Preamplifier, This 
hi-fi control center is the maiden 
stereo effort of Precision Electron- 
ics, Inc., and it serves notice that 
the Grommes name will be up 
among the leaders in stereo just as 
in monaural. 

The Model 20$'has two 'iridepetid.- 
eat channels designed to operate 
with .two high quality power ampli; 
fiers.0 Both channels. possess vari- 
able equalization for- records and. 
may be .fed directly from tape 
heads. Either channel may be used 
as a monaural preamp to drive both 
amplifiers, -while ganged controls' 
simplify operation and ingenious 
feedback circuitry provides desira- 
ble flexibility. The unit is com- 
pletely contained and self -powered 
with D.C. on the filaments to re- 
nno've a possible source 'of n.c. lróu§é 
wiring burn. It is styled in charcoal 
gray and brass and is priced at 
$124.50. 

A ,glance .át the economy shelf 
revealed Tile Sonata, Harman-Kar- 
don's Model FA -10 that lists for 
$114.95 and comprises an FM tuner, 
a preamplifier and a 10 -watt ampli- 
fier on a single chassis: The FM cir- 
cuit includes AFC (automatic fre- 
quency control) to facilitate easy 
tuning. -The ptcamp has input re- 
ceptacles for phono cartridge. and 
tape head and includes a loudness 
contour control. Styling is modern 
and tasteful in copper arm black. 

6 A prover amplifier is distinguished from 
a preamplifier by the abse.uer of tone con- 
trols, record equalizer, volume controls- 
all of which appear as port of the pre- 
amplifier. 

Over at the counter, I listened 
to a clerk expound the virtues of 
the Noreleo Magneto -Dynamic 
phono cartridge. 'He told the ens -- 
tamer of its high compliance, low 
moving mass, high output and wide 
linearity. based on precision Enró:- 
pean workmanship and an applica- 
tion of the magnetic cartridge. prin- 
ciple that operates with the magnet 
in motion and the coil statiónary- 
Five gram tracking allows this car- 
tridge to be used with -a record 
changer or transcription arm,. The 
$29.95 price includes a one -mil dia- 
mend stylus. 

In the tuner depar:tnrent; I ad- 
mired the functional hándsonreuess 
of H.H. Scott's 311-C FM Tuner. 
Exceptional sensitivity and stability 
are claimed for this unit, which sells 
for $129,95; excluding case. A front - 
panel signal -strength meter simpli- 
fies precise -tuning, while the special 
electronic circuit prevents the re- 
ceiver from drifting or wandering 
from a Weak station to an adjacent 

strong station, A connecting cable. 
up 'to 70'feet long ( running to the. 
preamp/amplifier) can be used 
witliotit noticeable lost. Multiplex 
connections provide for future FM 
stereo developments and a separate 
tape output adds present flexibility. 

More store counter activity ac- 
quainted me with the British lieco- 
ton-Colclring Model RG-550 phono 
cartridge. Operating on the mag- 
netic variable. reluctance ,principle, 
it tracks at from S to 4 grains in a 

transcription -a.rnr and from 5 to 7 
grants in a record -changer. Mu - 
metal shielding eliminates .hum. 
while high output permits its use 
directly svith zany preamplifier. 

At about this tine,` preparations 
began for clbsing the saloir, so I 

called it -a day. I'll be back=though 
for ,another 'hour or two of brows- 
ing; so plan to come along and v<e]l 
both go JUST LOOKING. 

-WARREN DeMOTTE 

¡LIFT & Music REVIEW 
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unquestioned masterpieces of precision! 

ri 
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The precision marching of West Point Cadets never fails to quicken the pulse. Dedicated men with a common 

purpose. ,.,the group achievement transcending the sum of individual efforts...The precision achieved -P 

in JBL Signature Speakers is the result of such effort. Each skilled craftsman-be he machinist, 

designer, coil winder, engineer, or cabinet maker-is determined that preserving "JBL" as the symbol of the 

highest precision in loudspeakers shall be his individual responsibility. To you this precision means 

more accurate sound reproduction. More realistic sound reproduction. Cleaner sound reproduction. 

JBL precision brings you and the original performance closer together. You can readily identify' 

JBL Signature units. JBL Extended Range Speakers have a large, silvery, dural dome in the center; 

and rigid, cast frames. JBL High Frequency Units may be equipped with the acoustical lens. Y. 

Or the unit that catches, your eye may be the 075 with its gleaming, annular exponentially tapered horn. See and hear 

these paragons of precision in the demonstration room of the Authorized JBL Signature Audio Specialist in your 

community. For his name and address and a free copy of the new JBL catalog, write... 
"JBL"means JAMES B. LANSING SOUND, INC., 32/9 caritas avenue, los angeles 39, California 

JUNE 1958 
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GOOD STEREO DEPENDS 
ON THESE VITAL 
EV 20 SERIES FEATURES: 

Response: 20-16000 cps. 
= 2.5 db to RIAA 

Elements: Ceramic 
Output: (Westrex IA) 

.5 volts rms. 
Compliance: 2. x 10-' 

CM/Dyne 
Tracking Force: 6 grams 
Weight: 2.4 grams 
Stylus: .7 mil 
Mount: EIA (RETMA) 

Standard 1/2" and 
7/16" centers 

Channel Isolation: 20 db 

ir Right now... 
aII L -- J 

- Changers and i 
Record Players 

á 
are wired ; 

i 
for Stereo! 

Right now... 
the new 

L J 

® 

0-1CZ 
Compatible * - 

Stereo 
L - a 

1 Cartridge : 

and any 
t 

Player i 
I-_ -1 

make a 
I-- -- ---! 

perfect 

1 Stereo 1 

1-- -------I 
combinatiónl ; 

Single Stylus Cartridge: 

Model 210 with 
diamond stylus_..319.50 
Model 21S with 
sapphlrc 

N 

e 

compatibility means Full Lateralization; 
Ultimate Depth; Maximum Stereo 
AND Better Monaural Right Now! 

l J 

Turnover Cartridge: 
Model 260ST 
Diamond Stereo 
Sapphire 78_ .... 322.50 
Model 26ST Sapphire 
two sides....._..12.50 

The Ú 20 series cartridges, with their .7 mil tip radius, 
track the.critical higher frequencies of all records with 
greater accuracy 'and freedom than ever before! With 
any Garrard player, they bring you the new way to play 
music-LP's or stereo discs monaurally; stereophonically 
with a second amplifier and speaker when you are ready. 

Write for literature and names of dealers 

! - 

m 
ELECTRO -VOICE, INC. 

á Oren BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN 

EXPORT: 13 East 40th Street, New York 16, U.S.A., Cables: ARLAB 



Your Entena 
Jazzy Pops, Stage and Screen 

Reviewed by: 

RALPH J..GLEASON 

STANLEY GREEN 

NAT HENTOFF 

R & H --Screened and Live. 

RODGERS-HAMMERSTEIN tar 
South Pacific (original soundtrack recording.) 
Mitzi Gaynor, Giorgio Toni, Muriel Smith,' 
Bill Lee, and others v,rfh Orchestra, Alfred 
Newman cond. RCA Victor LOC'1032. 

Together with Oklahoma!, South Pa- 
cific probably- will rate ás the sill -time 
most popular and profitable of the R&I-1 

musical 'blockbusters, and enthusiasts of 
the score wijl surely hue much to please 
them in the current release. True, Mitzi 
Gaynor and Giorgio To-ai (the dubbed in 
voice for Rossano Brazza may not com- 
pletely erase the memory of Mary Martin. 
and E7í0 Pinza (who could?), but they 

._...,.._i 
évo4,r....' M a 

UT iFIC 

are 'both fine,. and Tozzi in particular 
makes something very dramatic out of 
Some Lnchanted' Evening by singing it 
first in an almost hushed, intimate style, 
and then building up to a full -voiced 
climax. Muriel Smith, who played Bloody 
Mary in London, sings for Juanita Hall, 
and Bill Lee ( John , Kerr's "voice") gives 
the lovely Younger than Springtime a 

most tender interpretation. 
All the original songs are intact, and 

there is -also a wistful number, MI/ Girl 
Back Home, that was dropped before the 
original production hit New York. La the 
manner of the Pal Joey and Cigi albunis, 
the record label fails to list the names of 
the singers, and sentimentalists may also 
note with a feeling of sic transit gloria 
ntundi that "DiMaggio's .glove" is now 
merely "a baseball glove"' in the song 

JUNE 1958 

!DCfl' 
BEST .OF THE MONTH 

For Super -Deluxe Treatment of a Rodgers -Hammerstein Masterpiece-RCA 
Victor's handsome South Pacific album with ,the superb singing of Met 
Opera baritone Giorgio Tozzi (this page). 

For the Definitely Nev.; and Original in Jan-ABC-Páramóunt's Sing a Song 
of Basie with brilliant instrumental -style vocals backed by Nat Pierce's piano 
and Basie's rhythm section (p. 1'6). 

For -Great inspirational Improvisation in Modern Chamber Jazz -Be sure to 
hear Relaxin' with Miles -Davis Quintet on Prestige (p. 78). 

For Tops in Hi-Fi'Musical Wit and Novelty-You'll get a charge out of With 
Bells On featuring Sid Bass's Orchestra on the VIk label with every percus- 
sion instrument ín the book (p.78). 

For a Gripping Sonic Evocation of the Near East-Angel's collection of Music 
on the Desert Road is a "mus`t's! (p. 80). 

Bloody Mary. The -sound 'is somewhat 
below best quality on some of the tracks. 

S. G. 

A RECORDED PORTRAIT OF RICH- 
ARD RODGERS & OSCAR HAMMER - 
STEIN Ii in Conversation with Arnold 
Michaelis. 
MGM 2E4RP 2,12". 

Last fall,..Arnold Michaelis visited both 
Richard Rodgers and Oscar f-lammerstein 
on two separate occasions for the purpose 
of recording their conversations with him. 
Now presented' iii a two -record album- 
one devoted to each mats-what has 
emerged is a continually fascinating docu- 
ment that not only encompasses their 
experiences in the'theater, but -also covers 
problems of artistic creation, international 
understanding, and' the need for faith in 
the face of possible disaster. 

Of particular interest are Rodgers''ree- 
ollections of his first partner, Lorenz Hart, 
("Ile was just about everything sewed 
up in a very small package") and Ham- 
merstein's Mmpressions of Florenz Zieg- 
feld when he mud Jerome kern went to 
the prochacer's home to find Out when 
he would start work on Shous Boat. The 
composer illustrates a few of his musical 
themes at the piano, and Hammerstein 
recites some of his own lyrics, 

S. G. 

Ella and the Duke 

ELLA FITZGERALD SINGS THE 
DUKE ELLiNGTON 'SONG BOOK with 
Duke Ellington and His Orchestra, plus 
All -Star Combo. 
Rockin' In Rhythm: Take the "A" Train; I'm 
Beginning To See The Light; Perdido; Cot- 
tontail; Solitude: Sophisticated Lady: Azure: 

i Let A Song Go Out Of My Heart; Prciede 
To A Kiss: Mood Indigo: Lush Life; All Too 
Soon; Chelsea Bridge: Portrait Of Elie Fill. 
gerald; The E And D Blues & 22 others. Verve 
MGV 4010114 4 12". 

This project is not only twice as large 
as either of Ella's previous Verve 'Song- 
books" (one devoted to Cole Porter and 
the other to Rodgers and Hart), but Ws 
also more than twice as' successful musi- 
cally. For one thing; there are none of the 
Slick, routine Buddy Bregmiun an-imge- 
mrnts wlaíc'h weighed down the other 
two. For another, Ella appears more 
comfortable and more spontaneous in El- 
lington's material than with the more 
urbane lyrics'of Porter and Hart. Elling- 
ton's stipple melodies, after all, are 
thoroughly jazz-although-uaany have be- 
come widely popular standards. Ella is 
essentially a jazz singer rather than a 

supperclub sophisticate, even though she 
now is scoring more_and more in non -jazz 
rooms. 

Most of .Ellington's songs unfortunately 
have been set to rather mediocre lyrics; 
but for Ella's born -like singing, the ordi- 
nariness of the words are not necessarily 
a disadvantage.. Not having to worry 
about subtleties of metaphor and other 
word play such as occur in Porter and 
Hart, she eau relax and improvise with 
ease. In fact, some al her best work in 
the Ellington Songbook occurs in the 
wordless -scat singing in 'which sbc happily 
indulges through sections of tunes like 
In A Mellotorie; The E and D Blues, 
Rockin' In Rhythm and Cott ritail, 

Her backing by the full band and by 
the small combo ís generally stimulating 
with l ñrticularly superb tenor saxophone 
work from Ben Webster in the'small'unit 

(Continued on next page) 



(Confirmed from preceding page) 

performances. The longest work in the 
set is the sixteen minute instrumentihl 
Portrait of Eno by Ellington, an engaging 
if slight tribute, marred by e totally banal 
series of short introductory word portraits 
by Ellington (phis omit by Billy Stray - 
hem too) that Norman Creme shoold cer- 
tainly, have cue 

hnr the rest, the 'album is h cry enter- 
taining. It contains sonic of Ella's best 
singing on records along with her recent 
Verve album, Like Somcetne hi Lone 
( Verve 40(14) and her earlier Ella Sinus 
Cershtcin (Deceit S376). The notes are 
adequate although they do not provide 
all the solo credits `n the band numbers 
and fail to provide what was most needed 
for a set like this-a -musical analysis of 
the distinguishing ebroneteristics of El- 
lintgton's consideIT,blc body Of Songs. I 
also question Leonard Feather's procla- 
mation that Miss Fitzgerald is the "great- 
est singer in the history of jazz." It seems 
to this reviewer that Ithe debate is iiot 
yet closed and that a good ease can still 
be made for Billie holiday or Louis 
Armstrong. 

N. H. 

ELLINGTON INDIGOS featuring 
DUKE ELLINGTON and His Orchestra. 
Solitude: Mood Indigo: Witlow Weep For 
Me; Daecing In The Dorf S 5 ethers. Colum- 
bia CL 1085. 

A relaxed dance set, such Os the Elling- 
ton hand plays thousands of times a year. 
The program consists of standards, not 
all by Ellington, phis a new Ellington 
ballad, The Sky hell Down. It is espe- 
cially enjoyable to hear trumpeter Ilnrold 
Baker, a musician with constant taste 
an cl beautiful tone, with the band again. 
Other soloists include Duke, Johnny 
]dodges, Jinney hlsmilton, and Ray Nance 
on trumpet and ills rather schmaltzy vio- 
lin. Not one of Ellington's more absorb- 
ing collections, this is nonetheless a gen- 
erally attractive group for performances 
and a superior album for dancing. 

N. H. 

Lennie and Kurt, On Stage 
BERNSTEIN: Trouble in Tahiti. 

Beverly Wolff and David Atkinson with Vocal 
Trio and 'Orchestra, Arthur Winograd cond. 
MGM E 3646. 

Don't be misled by the title; Leonard 
Bernstein is not competing with Rodgers 
and Hammerstein. Far from the. South 
Pacific, his "little opero" deals with an 
average clay in the lives of an upper 
middle class suburban couple, a subject 
that has become an ever-increasing con- 
cern to writers today. But Trouble In 
Tahiti is not new; its world premiere took 
place some six years ago, so it might 
therefore be considered something of a 
pioneering effort. 

Very little really occurs in the forty 
minute work, but the crmposer has been 
able to infuse the ordinary happenings 
of one clay with so much wry humor 
and pathos, that the Opera is not only 
completely entertaining from beginning 
to end, but even has a certain musical 
1? 

stature that the mere hones of its plot 
could rat possibly convey. 

In describing Trouble In Tahiti, Mr. 
Bernstein has referred to it as being in- 
spired by popular song, and with its 
roots in the American musical theater. 
\finny of its themes are beind, but this. is 

precisely what is intended. Typical is 

the "Creek chorus" of three whose lab 
is to sing nauseating lines in tribute to 
rho l'iñppy American suburban home in 
much the seine manner es ci singing cone 
mercial. 

The high spot is quite properly the 
wife's lengthy description of '!'rouble In 
'l'alsil.. si completely dreadful movie she 
has just seen, and in retelling the story 
she proceeds to rip to shreds just about 
every known film -musical cliché about 
tale south setts. It is :h hilnrlous, devas- 
tating spent, and ene which new easily 
find its way into enure comic sinieess 
repertory. But Bernstein thus not written 
wholly on the level of satire and bur- 
lesque. Toward the end, an unusually 
stark tiod telling effect is achieved by a 

brief, non -singing interlude in which 'the 
wife gropes desperately to talk things over 
with her husband. 

Beeerly Wolff. and Disyid Atkinson are 
perfectly cast in the two solo parts. and 
Arthur Winograd conducts with obvious 
relish, A complete libretto is enclosed. 

5. G. 

WEILL: American Theater Songs - 
September Song; It Never Was You; Speak 
Low: Lose in The Stars & 8 others. Lotte 
Lenye with Orchestra, Maurice Levine cond. 
Columbia KL 5229. 

The death of Kurt Weill in 1950, at 
the age of 50, brought to an end one 
of the most memorable careers in the 
American musical theater. A victim of 
ilitlerx Cei meny, Weill first Came to this 

KURT WEILL 

LOTTE LENYA 

0.. 

country in 1935, end from the very first, 
demonstrated an almost unexcelled of ie 
inmate- ,.tad brilliance in his contributions 
to the Broadway stage. While other ca- 
reers of that period had their ups and 
clowns, Weill continued on a sternly, sure 
road that seemed to be completely un- 
influenced by the then current musical 
fads or boxoffice formulas. 

This new collection, meaningfully in- 
terpreted by his widens', Lotto Letiya, is 

an admirable cross section of his output 
for tie, American theater. Presented in 
chronological order, the songs include sc 

lectious front all seven of Isis nuhior stage 
works from Knickerbocker Holiday, in 
1938, to ,his last complete musical, Lost 
in the Stars, in 1949. In these produc- 
tions, he worked iu collaboration with 
such major talents as \taxsecll Anderson, 
Ira Gershwin, Ogden Nash, Langston 
Hughes, troll Alain Juy Lem", timid iii 
every ease Weill was able to inspire these 
men to the utmost of thc'ii very consider- 
able ability, 

5. G. 

B'way-Hollywood Turnabout 
LIVINGSTON-EVANS: Oh Captain! 

Tony Randall. Susan Johnson, Jacquelyn Mc- 
Keever & Original Broadway Cast, plus 
Eileen Rodgers with Orchestra, Jay Bleckton 
coed. Columbia OL 5280. 

Perhaps the main trouble with the score 
for Oh Captain! is that Jay Livingston 
and Ray Evens. who have heretofore Con- 
fined their activities to movies and tele- 
vision, have taken the assignment of writ- 
ing their first Broadway score a little too 
seriously. They seem to have been sr> 

concerned with 'exposition and -inte- 
gration" that whatever individuality and 
life their music might otherwise possess 
become all but submerged in the story. 

After setting the scene with A Very 
Proper "I men, they establish chernctet's 
and conllicts with three separate varia- 
tions on Life Dons a ¿Ilan a I'near, and 
then repeat the whole idea in still an- 

other number called Three Paradises. in 
fact, it isn't until about midway through 
the first side of the record Ilhat things 
really break loose-though only temporari- 
ly-with a completely captivating air titled 
Smi rprise. 

The rest of it rather plods along with 
such items as a revelation :lout a sexy 
girl elm doesn't want to be sexy (Fem- 
ininity); a stately refutation of childhood 
dreams in it's .\'Beer Quite the Some; and 
a plea for the direct approach to sex 
called Keep 11 Simple ("Why be tricky? 
Grab a quickie"). The music picks up 
again with the bubbly Morning Music 
of Alantmiartra, but that just about does it. 

As the captain, Tony Randall's idea of 
a British accent sounds more like what 
Itans Cornier] once described as "thea- 
trical phony'," but the rest of the 1)lat crs 
all seem to know what they are doing. 
RCA's contract with Abbe Lame, the 

(Continuer) on page 14 ) 
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Before You Buy Another Record -"Send 
` For Your .FREE Westminster: Preview 

Here's the mast exciting new record buying idea -in years- 
the Westminster Preview Plan. It's our way of introducing 
you to the matchless quality of Westminster recordings- 
and at substantial savings ló you. 
Superb musical excerpts from outstanding Westminster te 
leases are specially pressed on 7" Long Play 331/3 records. 
You get these directly from Westminster FREE. You pay 
only a nominal handling and postage charge. (You have no 
further obligations l) 
With each Preview you receive four coupons, each entitling 
you to $1.00 off the nationally. advertised price of any $4.98 
or $3.98 Westminster record as Iisted on the Preview. (Shotild 
you take both Previews, you could -save as much as 88.00.) 
Once you've listened to your Preview and decided on the 
records you want to own take the coupons to your dealer. 
He'll be happy to give'you the discount on your selections. 
So send for your Westminster Previews today. preview your 
records before' you buy and save money when you buy. The 
special Preview record is yours to keep whether you buy any 
records or not. 

Fill out this coupon Today. 
This tiger is good 

for a limited time. 

Your Preview records contain excerpts from: 

CLASSICAL 
STRAUSS - Till Eulensplegat, Don Juan, Rosenkavalier Suite. Philharmonic 
Symphony Orchestra of London conducted by Artur Rodzinski, (XWN 18680) 

'RIMSKYKORSAKOFf - Scheherazade. Vienna State, Operra Orchestra, con- 
ducted by; Hermánn.Scherchen,()(WN 18660) 

CERSHWIN - Rhapsody In Blue, An American In Paris. The Utah Symphony 
conducted by Maurice Abravanel. (XWN 18687) 

BALLET AT THE OPERA -Vienna State Opera Orchestra conducted by 
Armando Alibertl.. (XWN 18681) 

POPULAR 
SEEMS LIKE OLD TIMES-Sy Shaffer and his Orchestra. (WP 6083) 

NOW DID HE LOOK/-Joan Merrill vócalisti-with vocal and instrumental 
group. (WP 6086) 

INDIAN LOVE CALL - Frimi Presents FrimI.,RudoÍi Frisil plays and conducts 
the Krim! Orchestra. (WP 6069) 

THE TOO, TOO MARVELOUS BEA - Bea Abbott, vocalist, with Hal Otis and 
tUs Orchestra. (WP 6078) 

WESTMINSTER 'RECORDS, 275 SEVENTH AVENUE. N: Y. C. DEPT. M-18 

Pléasc send Inc the follajring Previerv(s) 

Classical Popular Binh 

I enclose 21 eents,(50 cents for hóth) to cover cost,óf handling and postage. 

NAME_ 

ADDRESS 

CITY. ZONES 'AY 

This offer is good only within the Continental limits of -the United States. 
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FOR INTEGRITY IN MUSIC... 
Some speakers are better 'than others. Three things make "the difference -the 
manufacturer's conception, his ability to produce speakers that accurately reflect 
his intentions, and, most important, your personal preference. Strómberg- 
Carlson designs and makes its speakers so that they are accurate, crisp, and 
honest: They meet the highest musical standards 'in their ability to reproduce 
sound. Hearing is believing. listen to any of 
these speakers at your Stromberg-Carlson 
dealer today. 

F- 

RF-473 12" 
Diffusex 
Transducer 

/ 

A wideronge, single -cone, high-quolity speaker. 
Diffuses principle for wide dispersion of high 
and middle frequencies. Curvilinear cone, Alnico 
V magnet. Power handling capacity: Program 
material more than 50 watts peak. Frequency 
response: 30-14,000 cps. 535.00. 

I' 

RF-475 1 5" 
Coaxial 
Transducer 

The largest Alnico V magnel in the industry. 
Every ounce is necessary lo produse superior 'tran- 
sient response, for sharp, clear, low -frequency 
sound. Compression type tweeter, unusually clean 
throughout She range. Power handling capacity: 
Program material, Woofer-more than 100 watts 
peak. Tweeter-more Ikon 32 watts peak. Fre- 
quency response: Woofer 30.1,500 cps. Tweeter - 
1,500 to 20,000 cps. 5129,95. 

- 

we ;qua 'Ad& 

RF-460 8" 
Transducer 

A great 8" speaker. Dollar for dollar, the best 
high fidelity music reproducer money con buy. 
Power handling capacity: Program material 18 
watts peak. Frequency response: 45-14,000 cos. 
520.00. 

RF-471 12" __ Coaxial 
Transducer 

A dual -magnet, dual -cone coaxial speaker, the 
very essence of Stromberg-Corlson's conception 
of speaker design. Power handling tapacityt 
Program material, Woofor-mote than 50 watts 
Peak. Tweeter -32 wolf: peak. Frequency re- 
sponse: 'Woofer -30 to 2,000 cps. Tweeter - 
1,500 ro 15.000 cps. 549.95. 

RF-466 15" 
Coaxial 
Transducer 

A dualmognet, duo) -cone coaxial speaker. Dollar 
for dollar, the finest 15" high fidelity speaker of 
all. Power handling capacity: Program material, 
Woofer-more than 100 watts peak. Tweeter -32 
wolfs peak. Frequency response, Woofer 30.2,000 
cps. Tweeter -1,500 to 15,000 cps. 575.00. 
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(Continued from gtage 12) 

show's co-star, kept her from doing her 
part on the record, but Eileen Rodgers 
subs %%hart ply. 

S. G. 

LOEWE-LERNER: Gig; (original 
soundtrack recordingJ- 
The Parisians; The Night They Invented Cham 
pagne; I Remember lit Well & 6 others. Mau- 
rice Chevalier, Hermione Gingold, and oth- 
ers with MGM Studio Orchestra. Andre 
Previn cond. MGM E 3641. 

The first movie collaboration of My 
Fair Lady's fair-haired boys, composer 
Frederick Loewe and lyricist Man Jay 
Lerner, strikes me as something of a 

disappointment. There is an authentic 
enough feeling of the period in the music; 
and whenever he is heard, Maurice Chev- 
alier really, sparkles, particularly on the 
witty and tender I Remember It Well 
(sung with I-Ierntione Cingold ) and the. 
jaunty I'm Glad I'm Not Young Anymore. 

On the other hand, the humorous sen- 
timents of it's a Bore, The Parisians and 
She Is Not Thinking of Me are rather 
sophomoric and labored; and Say a Prayer 
is more mournful than touching. Then, 
in an almost shameless attempt to cash 
in on a prior success, the lengthy intro- 
duction to the title song seems to have 
been evolved from Professor Higgins' 1'tn 
an. Ordriiariy Man with a dash of I've 
Grown Accustomed to Her Face thrown 
in. 

In the new manner of labeling sound- 
track musicals NY hen the stars sip not do 
their own singing, only' the characters 
of the story are listed. You can bet it's 
Chevalier and La Grande Cingold, but 
who belongs to those weak voices dubbed 
in for Leslie Caren and Louis Jourdan? 

S. G. 

Jazz-New Coitiets, 
Old Timers 

ANY OLD TIME featuring ARTIE 
SHAW and His Orchestra with vocals 
by Billie Holiday. Lena Horne, Helen 
Forrest. 
Any Old Time; Conics Love; Chanfez les 

bas; Concerto For Clarinet & 9 others. RCA 
Victor LM 1570. 

THE BiG REUNION featuring the 
FLETCHER HENDERSON ALL-STARS - 
Rex Stewart, Emmett Berry. Taft Jordan, Joe 
Thomas (trump'ts), J. C. Higginbotham. 
Benny Morton, '[lickie Wells (trombones). 
G orvin Bushell, Hilton Jefferson, Coleman 
Hawkins, Ben Webster, Haywood Henry, Bus- 

er Bailey (reeds), Red Richards, Al Casey, 
Bill Pemberton, Jimmy Crawford (rhythm). 
Sugar Foot Stomp: Honeysuckle Rose: Three 
Thieves; King Porter Stomp & 5 others. Jazz - 
tone J 1285 (retail distribution by Urania) 

SING A SOING OF BASiE. 
Dave Lambert, Annie Rose. Jon Hendricks 
(vocals), Nai Pierce (pieno), Freddie Green 
!guitar), Eddie Jones {'bass), Sonny Payne 
(drums). Everyday; 'Ore_ O'clock Jump; 
Down For Double; Avenue C & 6 others. 
ABC -Paramount ABC 223. 

OSCAR PETTIFORD ORCHESTRA 
IN HI-FI-Vol. II. 
Oscar Pettifordt (bass & 'cello). Art Farmer, 

Ray Copeland, Kenny Dorham (trumpets), 
Julius Watkins.. David Anrom (French horns), 

(Co/Winter/ on page 1l ) 
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look! they're here! new 

records from 
ABC -PARAMOUNT 
Six more' significant reasons why your high-fidelity 
system should start with the new 

Electro -Voice 
compatible 
stereo cartridge. 

Model 21D Price $19.50 Net 

. 
Compatible because it will bring you stereo music 
from stereo discs 
Compatible because your monaural records will 
be reproduced with a brilliance and fidelity never 
before heard 

Here's vivid, fascinating reality ... here's listening excitement 
of a far wider scope than ever before possible. 

With stereo .. ; you not only listen ... YOU PARTICIPATE! 

Your Electro -Voice high-fidelity distributor has these six 
sparkling musical treats IN smelt Now. First releases in the 
ABC Paramount Stereo disc library. 

Stereo reproduction will be further enhanced using Electro - 
Voice high-fidelity loudspeakers and acoustically -perfect fine - 
furniture enclosures. More important than ever are the 
advantages offered` by_ Electro-Voice... foremost in high- 
fidelity components. 
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Latest Recoidingl {` 
Eydie Gorme , 

Vamps the Roaring 20's 
Orchestra conducted by Don,Costa 
ABCS-218 
Price $4.98 List 

For additio>wl'inf ormalion on the E -V Stereo cartridge, please write Electro -Voice, Inc., Buchanan,11/11ehígan 
Y 

MAN IN an OMlMrA a..acyatii:'.iX 

HiFFih an Oriental Gorden 
Aulhentkexciting music 
edible toss 
,ABCS-224 Price 54.98 list 
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a 
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More College Orin)ing Songs 
sung by The Blazers 
ABCS-219- Price $4.98 Lisp 

itssvussq 

'k 

Heoveñly Sounds in Hi -FT 

Ferrante & Teicher 
ABCS-221 Price $4.98 list 

Wu i lft - .. 

i 
y 

World Wor II Songs in HI -Fi 
The Four Sergeants with 
Rosa Marie Jun 
ABCS-222 -Price $4.98 lñt 

+ N 

,,.5 I7t,1li1S5 IN HI -FP 

Strauss in Hi-fi 
Symphony Orchestra 
Conducted by Valentino 
ABCS143 Price $4.98 list 
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S I$1URAMIC 

THE QUALITY 

RECORDING TAPE IN 

THE NEW PERMANENT 

PLASTIC CONTAINER 

Here is an extraordinary new product 
designed to protect, preserve gird facili- 
tale storage of your Sonoramic Wide 
Latitude Recording Tape. It's the exclu- 
sive NEW Sonoramic permanent plastic 
container, complete'with free pressure - 
sensitive labels for quick, easy indexing. 
Sonoramic's stip'erb quality 'recording 
tape (available in 'Standard Play, 11/2 

mil acetate, 1200 feet; Long Play, l mil 
Mylar", 1800 feet; V2 mil Mylar , 2400 
feet and Tensilized Doubie_Play Mylar, 
2400 feet) PLUS the new container 
snakes this your best buy in magnetic 
recording, tape. Ask_for it at your 
dealer's today. 
A DuPont trade nark 

VREE: USEFUL Tope=Trine Ruler and 
colorful brochure on Sonoronic. Write 
Dept. M-1Ai, -The Ferradynamies Car- 
peratirin, Lodi, New Jersey, 

SONORAMIC IS A -PRODUCT Of THE 

4;nainlcd COROEATION 
// 10101. NEW JERSEY 
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I Al Grey (trombone), Gígi Gryce, Sahib 
Süiñaé, Jerome Richardson, Benny Golson 
(reads)., Betty Glomenn (harp) Dick Katz, 
Gun Johnson, Whitey Mitchell ),rhythm). 
Now See How You Are; I Remember Clif- 
ford; Li lla.Niles & 4 others. ABC Paramount 
ABC 227. 

Any Old Time is a set of Arlie Shaw 
reissues from 19.18-45. :Aside from the 
one Billie Holiday vocal on the title tune, 
Oran ''f -tot Lips" Piagé s singing and play-. 
ing in St. James Infirmary, Billy Butter - 
field's trumpet, and two professional - 
vocals by Helen. Forrest, there is little: 
of musical interest in the collection. The 
Shaw banll at its hest was never as co- 
hesively Bowing. nor nearly as original as 
the Ellington or Basic units of the swing. 
era. Shaw's clarinet was v arm ,but not 
especially inventive. The album will by 
of most interest to those who have "grow- 
iug-up" memori-es attached to the music. 

A reunion-rather than a reissue-album 
is the Jazztone bill featuring several dis- 
tinguished alumni of the Fletcher 1Icn- 
Ierson bands óf the Twenties and early 
Thirties. Rex Stewart is- director and be 
also lad to recruit several equally im- 
portant ringers in place of Henderson 
Sidemen who are nolonger available. The 
band on the record is substantially the 
same orchestra that provided the musical 
.elinaax.'of Iast suaiutiet's first Great South 
Bay ( Long island) Jazz Festival. Al- 
though, there are several rough spots in 
ensemble and solo work, ..the record ist- 
clieate; eloquently that these older jazz- 
men in their forties and fifties still have 
much to say 'that Is vital and personal. 
Drummer Jimmy Crawford's irrepressible 
eheerleading throughout the session is in. 
fections. Much credit i -s due George 
Simon who produced the album: 

The mast unusual "big band" set in 
recent jazz history is Sing a Song of Basic, 
Creed Taylor's most venturesome- produc- 
tion yet for ABC-Parmaan et. Thtee ex- 
perts in fully instrumcntalized jazz sing- 
isig-Dave Lcurlbert, Annie Ross, Jon 
1Hiendricks-have taken as series of Count 
Basic Big hand arrangements, added 
words to both ensemble and solo parts, 
and by multi -taping have created the only 
all -singing bíg hand on jazz .records. In 
other words, the :irrangetnents are the 
same as on the original Basic instru- 
mental recotdings'except that each note 
ii sung instead of played. Tho vocal flex- 
ibility of the performers is often astonish- 
ing, particularly Annie Ross' uhility to 
sing the "shakes" in' the high trumpet 
parts. Jon Hendricks' lyrics arc admirably 
unpretentious, functional afacl naturally 
,idiomatic. Good rhythm siappart by Basle's 
current bassist and drummer with Nat 
Pierce op piano, An altogether delightful. 
album, 

The second volume: of the Oscar Petti- 
ford orchestra, a hand now functioning 
only in recording studios, demonstrates 
like the first that its repertory has n 

wider and more subtle range of colors 
and jazz arranging devices than .most 

other big bands now recording-except 
Ellington's. There are several first-rate 
soloists and others who are competent 
if not distinctive. Evident, however, ís 
the band's need for more rehearsal before 
their next album so that the sections can 
play with mor -e consistent authority. Also, 
the harp remains irrelevant as" nsed thus 
far in the band. The liner notes are 
inadequate, failing to give complete per- 
sonnel and solo credits (all this basic 
information is given with the stereo tape 
package). The. annotator is also embar- 
rassing. in his .hard -sell insistence that 
"'this is die finest bíg band LP you will 
hear." In view of a number of Basic, 
Ellington and Herman albums still in the 
catalogue, the statement is patently ah- 
serd: 

N. H. 

"The Voice" When Young 

THE FRANK SINATRA STORY fea- 
turing Frank Sinatra with various or- 
chestras, 
The House I Live In; "ye Got A Crush On 
You; The Birth Of The Bides & 20 others. 
Columbia C 2L 6 2 12". 

Despite its ambitious packaging, this 
set of Sinatra reissues from several years 
ago is not one of the more indispensable 
Sinatra collections available, With tt few 
exceptions, the backgrounds are static and 
sometimes saccharine in contrast with 
the inuda more flowing, pulsating accom- 
paniment Sinatra has been receiving in 
some. of his recent Capitol albums 'from 
Nelson Biddle. Sinatra himself has 
bec:urrie a more assured, more. mature 
singer than he was at the time of these 

::.t 

recordings although 'there rare several pirr- 
'formances of value hese, among' them a 
sensitive 1'ue Got a Cru,Sla on You with 
lovely backing by the unbilled Bobby 
Hackett. As a whole, however,the album 
is no match for later Capitol sets like 
Songs for Swingin' Lovers and. In the 
Wee Snia!) lloras. 

There is an enormous liner essay (eight 
columns spreading over three sides of 
the envelope) by Gilbert MilLstein of 
The New York Times. It is an engaging, 
informative semi -profile, hut nowhere are 
there any details concerning the dates of 
the recordings or the identities of the 
conductors and n -rangers on each um - 

(Continued on page 18) 
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This man 
is making 

MUSIC! 
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HERE THE IDEA is BORN. Here, the first step on the road that leads 
to perfection. From the drawing board of this engineer will 

emerge a new design.in high fidelity, proudly bearing the name-FISHER. 
In a very real sense, this mán is creating more, than a high fidelity instru- 
ment-he is creating music. At FISHER, every engiñeer is keenly aware 
that the end product of his efforts is better sound reproduction. Toward 
that objective, all FISHER engineering is dedicated. That is the reason 
for the long years of superior performance and trouble -free .operation 
that FISHER owners the world over .have come to know and respect. 

A case in point is THE FISHER Gold Cascode FM -9ÓX, shown above. 
It.is a high ,fidelity -FM tuner with a sensitivity of 0.5 microvolts-uncon- 
ditionally guaranteed to be the most sensitive in the world! 

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS 

THE FISHER FM -90X 

Exclusive Gold Cascode RF Amplifier stagy 
and circuit design for sensitivity of 0.5 micro-' 
volts. Wide Bond Detector for easier tun- 
ing, and freedom from drift Frequency 

response, uniform from 20 fo 20,000 cycles, 

within one decibel: Two precision meters 

show iignalstrength and center-of-chonnei. 
Exclucívo Low -Noise Neutralized Triode 

Converter. f Zero -rime Cons/ant Duo! Dynamic 
Limiters. Folded dipole antenna and com- 
plete instructions supplied. Nine tubes, 

SIZE: 131/2" wide, 9" deep, 62i0" high. 

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION 21-37 44th DRIVE L. 
The Oldest and Moil Honored Name in High Fidelity ° 

JUNE i958 

1. CITY 7; N. Y. 
la 
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THE PAUSE THAT 
PROTECTS 

YOUR RECORDS 

t 
`; \, 

- 
E..;,. ,; 

exclusive feature of 
GLASER-STEERS GS=77 

high fidelity changer 
Now, the original brilliant performance of 
your records can be preserved for hundreds 
of additional plays. This requires an auto- 
matic record changer that handles records 
with a gentleness not yet achieved by any. 
other changer on thé market. The changer 
that accomplishes this,.. the new GLASER- 
STEERS GS -77. 

'TURNTABLE PAUSE is one dramatic reason 
why the GS -77 handles records more gently 
than any other automatic record playing 
mechanism. During the record -change cycle, 
the GS -77 turntable comes to a complete haft, 
and doesn't resume motion until the stylus 
has come to rest in the run-in groove of the 
next record. This completely eliminates the 
grinding action which occurs where records 
are dropped onto a`moving turntable or disc. 

The GS -'77 TONE ARM affords further pro- 
tection. Improved mass distribution and low 
pivot friction have so minimized arm reso- 
Hance and tracking error that these flagrant 
causes of groo4é rind styluswear'are now vir- 
tually eliminated. In addition, the arm has 
been so designed that stylus pressure between 
the first and top records in' a stack does not 
vary more than 0.9 gram, 

SPEEDMINDER goes still further - for by sim- 
ply setting the appropriate stylus',Into play 
position, the GS -77 automatically plays at 
the correct record speed, end in the micro- 
groove position, intermixes 33% and 45 rpm 
records regardless of their sequence in the 
stack. 

The GS -77 is the perfect high fidelity 
record changer. It combines traditional turn- 
table quality with modern automatic conveni- 
ences - and it does this with incredible 
mechanical simplicity. No wonder 

...audiophiles are switching to the new 
GLASER-STEERS GS -71 

$69,50 less 'cartridge and base 
(base illustrated, S9:60) 

H 'M-6 
GLASÉ R -STEERS ;CO.RP. 
20 -Main Street, Belleville 9, N. J. 

Please send me complete iniorinotli n on the 
-G5=77. 

NAME 

ADDRESS -- 

CITY ZONE STATE 
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bcr. I hope Columbia was not trying -to 
camouflage the fact that 'these are re- 
issues. 

N. H. 

Paging Day, Also (tillers 
HOORAY FOR HOLLYWOOD fea- 

turing DORIS DAY with Orchestra, Frank 
DeVol cond. 
I'll remember April; Over The Rainbow; A 
Foggy Day; Pennies From Heaven. Colum- 
bia C 2L 5 2 12". 

THE WALTZ QUEEN featuring 
,P.ATTI PAGE with -Orchestra, Vic Schoen 
cond. 
Memories; Now is The Hour; Wondering & 

9 others. Mercury MG 203f8. 

HIMSfeaturing ANITA ELLIS with 
Orchestra, Hal Schaefer cond. 
Bill, Jim; I'm Just Wild About Harry; Piccolo 
Pete & 7 othor, Epic.LN 3419. 

Doris Day's two-vóltnne Anthology of 
songs Frdm films has beeni intelligently 
selected and supports the liner note's' 
thesis that many listeners forget or oh- 
derertírnate the sizable number of stand- 
ards that wore first written for Holly- 
wood. Doris Day sings with her eustonmiy 
zest and refreshingly ungimmicked phras- :. 

11 FOR iESOi.d;-S'Vid't,19t) 

I" le ft ± 

She does not twist all songs into 
one narrow style hut instead adapts her- 
self to the needs of each number. She 
has a much better beat than 'nest tPop 
singers and a consistently attractive vocal 
quality that projects much warmth. Ar= 
rangements are competent and the notes 
contain background data on each number. 

Patti Page's- collection of waltzes 
pleasant enough although syrupy in 
places. It's limited in interest mainly 
because of bland. arrangements. Patti 
Page herself is a moro accomplished pop 
singer than may he generally realized 
by those who have heard only her twang- 
ing hits like Tennessee Waltz and Mania 
from the Traht. She has good intonation, 
the ability in communicate emotion with- 
out squirming, and intelligent phrasing 
when the arrangement permits. 

Anita Ellis' sketches of -lime :lie dis- 
appointing. Miss Ellis, whai has spent 
part of her career dubbing ir5 the singing 
tracks for such, filth stars as Rita Hay- 
worth and Vera Ellen has nrK,er enjoyed 

as full a public recognition is ;her vocal 
capacity usually deserves, She has a 
trained voice with more disciplined power 
than most of her contemporaries in "the 
pop field and a fullness of sound that can 
be very, arresting. In this album, how- 
ever, she is too often overbearing in her 
interpretations and the consequent lack 
of relaxed, flowing phrasing becomes an- 
noying, Hal. Schaefer's rigid,'Unimagina- 
tive -backgrounds are no help. If Miss 
Ellis would breathe easier 'In her next 
outing and,be given more complementary 
support, she could ,produce a valuable 
alhiun. 

N. H. 

Combo Kaleidoscope 
PORTRAIT OP SHORTY featuring 

SHORTY ROGERS AND HiS GIANTS. 
Saturnian Sleigh Ride; Martian;' Lullaby; The 
Line Backer; 'Grand Slam- Play? Boy;.A Geo- 
physical .Ear; Red Dog Play; Bluezies. RCA 
Victor LPM 156i. 

COUP DE GRAAS featuring JOHN 
GRAAS and His Orchestra, 
Van Nuys Indeed; Development: Land Of 
Broken Toys; Swing Nicely' Wallin' Shoes; 
Blues Street; Rogeresque; Blocksounds. Em- 
Arcy MG 361117. 

A NIGHT iN TUNISIA featuring 
ART BLAKEY'S JAZZ MESSENGERS. 
A Night In Tunisia; Off The Wall; Theory Of 
Art; Couldn't It Be You?.; Evans. Vik LX 1115. 

WARM WOODS featuring' the 
PHIL WOOD QUARTET. 
In Your Own Sweet Way; Easy Living; Waltz 
For A Lovely W"fe; Like Someone In Love'; 
Gunge Din & 3 others. Epic LN 3436. 

STRING FEVER featuring CHUCK 
WAYNE and His Group. 
Lullaby in .Rhythm: Embraceable You; Body 
And Soul: Lover Man; Love For Sale & 6 
others: Vik LX 1098. 

This collection of albumi ís a neat ex- 
ample of the basic difference between 
the jazz, philosophies on the East and 

PORTRAIT of SHORTY =TA K. r.°%1 

West Coasts and might, incidentally, serve 
'its a primer on \Vest Coast jazz. 

Shorty' Rogers, the bearded guru of 
West Coast jazz is heard playing trumpet 
and flugelhorn with a big brand composed 
of the hest Hollywood studio jazzmen. 
The music is less constrained than usual 
but still packed with the familiar devices 
of Rogers' arrangements. The basic simi- 

(Continued on page 20) 
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Listen to music scored in the heavensc,pellets of water drumming on 'an umbrella...torrents of drizzles 
dancing on the walk below and swirling away in a gurgling stream] Now you can bring these and other 
inshíririg-but-elusive sounds into the comfort of your living room...with the new American Concertone 
Series 60, a tape recorder that. records and plays -back in full -dimensional stereo (or single track). Engi- 
neered to studió specifications, the American Concertone is fully ccintrolled by five push -buttons, can be 
operated by,remote control, accommodates reels up to 10%" for four hotirs of continuous.recording, and 
shuts off automatically. It can be mounted on the wall or ín a console, or used as a portable. Available on 
easy terms,.. at your dealer's now. Write for Bulletin 5000JG 

AMERICAN CONCERTONE 

!114. 

MADE BY THE AUDIO DIVISION OF AMERICAN ELECTRONICS, INC., 655 W WASHINGTON BLVD.-, Los ANGELES, CALIF. 
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with the new 
groove -cleaning 

LEKTROSTAT KIT 
the first record cleaner 

designed forlong-play and 
stereo records 

Something wonderful happens to 
records cleaned the Lektrostat way! 
Music sparkles with new clarity... 
annoying pops, crackles, and hisses 
disappear. You get these amazing 
results every time you clean with 
Lektrostat... first completely effec- 
tive record cleaner designed for 
both monaural and stereo long -play 
records! 
Here at last ís a record cleaner that 
removes stubborn dirt and dust from 
record grooves - simply . .. safely 

.1.. surely- the way no other rec- 
ord cleaner can! Only Lektrostat 
has a non -gumming, anti -static de- 
tergent with true cleaning action. 
Only Lektrostat has an Applicator 
with specially engineered pile that 
penetrates deep down 'into record 
grooves. Only Lektrostat teams up 
this detergent and Applicator for the 
most effective protection your rec- 
ords have ever known! 
Lektrostat Record Cleaning Kit is a 
product of Déxter Chemical Corp., 
pioneers in anti -static chemicals and 
detergents: Buy it 
at your local record 
or high fidelity 
dealer ... S200 

dexter chemical corporation 
845 Edgewater Road. New York 59; N.Y- 
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laxity of all Rogers' arfangemeots has now 
reached a point where it 'is difficult to 
tell one LP from another. Isere, the 
soloists are led by Pepper Adams, a rem 
merkably forthright baritonist who is 

heard loud and clear through the smog. 
Purchasers may be thankful that RCA 
has included a chart of the. solos in order. 
This ís very helpful. The liner notes, on 
the other hand, are absolutely useless. 

French hornist John Grans' album 
sounds curiously old-fashioned today, it 
is a throwback to the first days of West 
Coast jazz when the musicians, trauma- 
tized by legitimate musical learuin% 
raided classical dtivic's wholesale and 
almost forgot completely about swinging. 
There are good moments when Art Pep- 
per plays tenor, but Decelopment will 
remain as one of the best examples of 
the jejune Hollywood jazz. 

In direct and striking contrast, the Jazz 
Messengers eschew formality and depend 
on a tremendous, frenetic drive and a 
heavy, complex rhythm. There is a de- 
cided element of brutality in their music 
and a definite lack ,e1 grace-in 

ay. 
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delicacy whatsoever. If jazz is to lead 
straight back to the. jungle, this may be 
the jazz of tomorrow. However, it ís 
curious to note that Jackie McLean, the 
altoist who is present here under a pseu- 
,donyna, is a lyric musician while the 
regalia- saxophonist, Johnny Griffin, is 
almost as relentlessly fierce as drummer- 
leader.Art Blakey himself. 

The Messengers are the other skirt of 
the coin from Rogers -and Grans, with em- 
phasi§ on emotion to the eulusion of 
anything else.. On the other hand, East 
Coast musicians such as aitoist Phil 
Woods seem able to combine both ap- 
proaches, with the result that the \Vodds 
album offers excitement, interest and 
beautiful flowing suing throughout. As a 
follower of the late Charlie Parker. Woods 
necessarily speaks the Parkerian language 
but he has managed to bring to ít his own 
accent and thus retains his individuality. 

The 'Chuck Wayne album contains. 
work by a small group and by u anedium- 
slzed hand-eleven pieces. Both groups 
feature, naturally, the singing lyricism of 

the leader's guitar, which has remained 
for a decade an impressive jazz voice. 
Wayne has arranged all the.mttsic-a roust 
creditable job, by, the way-and the 
eleven -piece band is a fine, swinging 
happy -sounding group. This is not, de- 
spite the liner notes, W;iyne s first LP. it 
is good, incidentally, to hear the expect 
drumming of Sonny Igoe once more in 
something other .than a dixieland setting. 

R. J. G. 

hi the "Hot" Tradition 
THE ROARING TWENTIES featur- 

ing EDDiE CONDON and His All -Stars. 
Wolverine Blues: Davenport Blues; Chine 
Boy: Si. James Infirmary & 8 others. Colum- 
ba CL 1089. 

MARDI GRAS TIME WITH THE 
DUKES OF DIXIELAND. 
Way Down Yonder In New Orleans; Louisi- 
ana:At The Mardi Gras; King Zulu Parade; 
Panama Rag & 7 others. Audió'Fidelity AFLP 
1862. - 

The. Eddie Colydon dixieland enclave 
in New York has produced some ,satis- 
fying music down through the years, even 
if the leader's guitar-piddng has been 
conspicuous by 'its absence. Despite the 
fact that the personnel of the Conduit 
mob :titers-groups split off, return, de- 
part again and return .again like some 

THE HOMING TWENTIES 

EDDIE CONDON and his ALL-STARS` 

bubbling culture growth-tire over-all 
level remains the same: good, competent, 
free improvisation by the horns, and solid, 
usually swinging rhythm. The newest ef- 
fort ís no exception, though by now the 
clichés are becoming worn, even though 
still spirited. This 'collection offers an 
even dozen jars standards. 

By way of contrast, the Dukes of Disfe= 
hand are as young, for the most part, as 
the Condon group is mature. The music 
they play is 'modeled more directly on 
the New Orleans ensemble style and they; 
like the West Coast revivalists, write 
some new 'numbe s. now and then. They 
bring- spirit and a most delightful warpath 
of tone to everything they play. In addi- 
tion, they are very well recorded., It is; 
nevertheless, hard to think of them as 
much beyond the level of gifted amateurs,though 

this may be their salvation, for 
they obvious! -y 'enjoy what they do. 

R- J. G: 

(Contiiiued on page 78) - 
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if good music 

is what you want 
to hear... 
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Center of attention: Dell's exclusive Mogic Touch -Control. lust pull - and the music storls Yo play. 

This new Bell Stereo Amplifier does everything... 
plays Stereo records,, Stereo tapes, Stereo FM -AM tuner 

rr HE SLEEK, SLIM. SILHOUETTE in stereo 
1 is here: You can tell it's a Bell be- 
cause this new 2 -channel stereo amplifier 
with the long, low look is only 4 inches 
high - and all decked out in a most dis- 
tinctive saddle -tan cover. 

This is the Bell Model 3030. a smart - 
looking, sweet -performing new high fi- 
delity component that does everything. It 
plays stereo records, stereo tapes, stereo 
FM -AM tuner and provides you with 15 
watts output on each channel - for a 
total of 30 watts output on Stereo. 

In addition, it performs at 30 watts on 
monaural through one speaker. Fre- 
quency response is 20-20,000 cps ± I/2 clb. 

A complete 2 -channel amplifier on a 
single compact chassis, this new Bell has 
JUNE 1958 

all the convenience of one set of controls 
for both stereo channels, all located on 
the front panel: 

Single -knob Balance Control auto- 
matically maintains the correct volume 
between your two speakers ... also lets 
you play any monaural program source 
through both amplifier channels. Level 
Control has built-in Channel Reverse for 
Stereo ... Noise Filter has low and high 
frequency cut-off ... Continuously Vari- 
able Loudness Control compensates for 
bass and treble at low listening level, 

Built-in pre -amps include equalization 
for magnetic and ceramic phono. With 
this feature, you can look forward to the 
promise of stereo records- and still en- 
joy your present monaural discs. 

But why wait? Take a tip from the 
above picture and listen to fine music on 
stereo tape now with your new Bell 
Stereo Amplifier and a Bell Tape Trans- 
port. Tape equalization on the amplifier 
lets you playback direct from Tape 
Heads; Auxiliary position provides in- 
puts for Tape Pre -Amplifiers. 

Ash your Bell dealer for descriptive 
literature and detailed specifications, or 
write Bell Sound Systems, 555 Marion 
Road, Columbus, Ohio. 

Sound Systems, Inc. 
Columbus 7, Chile 

A Division of Thompson Products, Inc. 

IN CANADA: Thompson Prodscls, Ltd., Toronto 
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HERE IS HOW YOU CAN 
CONVERT TO STEREO..... 

You can play any monaural source connected to Amplified"A".through 
both amplifiers, effectively doubling power output 

Allows you to monitor stereo tope 
recordings as you make then, 

You can reverse channels 
ir program materiai remires 

Lets you play stereo from 
any source 

For playing monaural recórds 
with your stereo pickup 

Ploy any monaural source connected to 
Amplifier "B" Ihrough-botlr amplifiers 

r-r 
.n ncN*,101. 

Master power switch turns on A -C of 
both amplifiers simultaneously 

NEW H. H. SCOTT 
STEREO- DAPTOR 

Updates your present H. H. Scott system 
for stereo records and tape 

Lets you buy a monaural H. H. Scott 
system now; convert to stereo later 

Just add the Stereo-Daptor and a new H.11: Scott amplifier to your 
present H. H, Scott system and you can play the new stereo records; 
stereo tape; stereo AM -FM or stereo from any source. 

The Stereo-Daptor permits control of two separate amplifiers from 
a central point. A Master Volume Control adjusts the volume levels 
of both channels simultaneously. Special switching lets you play 
Stereo, Reverse Stereo, use your Stereo Pickup on Monaural Records, 
or play monaural program material through both amplifiers at tlic 
same time. This gives you the full power of both amplifiers. 

No internal changes are required when used with H. H. Scott 
amplifiers. Stereo-daptor will work with any two identical H. H. 
Scott amplifiers, or between older 99 -series amplifiers and the new 
99-D or 210-F. 

IMPORTANT! Stereobaptor works with All current H. HL Scott amplifiers and 
most older models . . . with any system having separate pre -amplifier and 
power amplifier . . . and with cónipiete amplifiers having tape monitor input 
and output provisions. 

Send for 
complete 

information 
NOTA 

SIEREO- 
OAPtOR - . -- 

_af1.11 AD7)ltl',SS 

Provides loudness compensation 
on both channels. if desired 

The master volume ~trot odiusts volume level 
of both amplifiers simultaneously 

HERE'S HOW THE 
STEREO-DAPTOR 

WORKS 
AM Om 

STEREO TUNER 

MONAURAL 
TAPE PNONO MONAURAL 

RECORDER PICKUP PICKUP 

SPEAKER A SPEAKER I 

STEPEO.DAPTOR 
Bahr 

ao.nol aon,er 

SPECIFICATIONS 
H.,H.,Scott StereoDaptor 

Stereomaster Control Center 

Compatibility: Any amplifier in any or 
the groups shown below may be used 
With a second amplifier IN THE 
SAME DAMP ter hest results with 
the SteveeDuplor. 
Group I: 99-A,B.C,D;2104 120.A; 

-110-B; 210-C. 
Group II : 121-A,B.C; 210-0 
Group III : Any systems with separate 
oleampliliers and ppower amplifiers. 
Group IV: Two identical complete 
amplifiers having tape monitoring 
input Met pulpit Connections 
Central:: Mauer Volütne. Loudness. 
Volume: function Selector (with 
three pSSilipnt - Stereo, Reverse 
Stereo; Monaural Records; Monaural 
Channel A: Monaural Channel D) 
Tape Monitor: Power off (on volume 
control). 
Connecting Cables: Four two -foot 
shielded cables are supplied for all 
necessary connections. Maximum 
recommended cable length 3 feet. 
Custom Inttallatisn: The Stereo-Daptor 
Is easily custom mounted, and no 
special mounting escutcheons are 
required, 
Price: p4.95' cómptelely enclosed. 
Accessory cases extra. 
elig)rlay higher Weer of 1hR Roakica 

H. H. Scott Inc. 111 Powderrnlll Road, Maynard, Mass. 

.Export t Tefevcu Yntern:ctionl,l Corp.. 36 West 40th Street, New York City 

Rush me complete information on the New 
H. H. Scott Stereo-Daptor and your new catalog Al R-6 
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So many exciting new records in 
the Audio Pidelity' catalog! 

We just can't show them all 
. . . please write for catalogs. 

A IL/ 10 111 0 IF 1 XI 1E IL TY* Jive. 
Dept. MR -5, 770 Eleventh Avenue) New York 19, N.Y: 
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the 
experts Say... ¡n High Fidelity the best buys 

KITS and WIRED 

are 5EICoÇ '-- 
BETTER ENGINEERING Since 1945 EICO has pioneered the 

concept of test instruments in easy -to -build kit form - has become world-famous 
for laboratory -precision instrument at low cost. Now EICO is applying its vast 

experience to the creative engineering of high fide/ily. Result: high praise from such 
authorities as Canby of AUDIO. Marshall of AUDIOCRAFT. Holt of 1 -UGH FIDELITY, 

Fantcl of POPULAR ELECTRONICS, Stocklin of RADIO TV NEWS. etc. - 
as well as from the critical professional engineers in the field -t 

SAVE 50% Mass purchasing, and a price policy deliberately aimed to encourage mass sales, 
make this possible. 

EASY INSTRUCTIONS You need no previous technical or assembly experience to build any 
EICO kit - the instructions are simple, step-by-step. "beginner -tested." 

DOUBLE 5 -WAY GUARANTEE Doth EICO, and your neighborhood distributor, 
guarantee the parts, instructions, performance ... as well as fifelime service and 

calibration at nominal cost .. , for any EICO kit or wired unit. 

BEFORE YOU BUY, COMPARE At any of 1200 neighborhood RICO distributors 
coast to coast, you may examine and listen to any EICO component. Compare 

critically with equipment several times the EICO cost - then you judge. 
You'll see why the experts recommend EICO, kit or wired, as best buy. 

¡Thousands of unsolicited testimonials on file. _ 
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HFT90 FM Tuner 
with "eye-tionlc" tuning 

HFS2 Speaker System: Uniform loading & natural 
bass 30-200 cps achieved via slot -loaded split 
conical bass horn of 12 -ft path. Middles & lower 
highs from front side of 81/2" cone, edge -damped 
& stiffened for smooth uncolored response. Suspen- 
sionless, distortionless spike -shaped super -tweeter 
radiates omni-directionally. Flat 45.20,000 cps, useful 
to 30 cps. 16 ohms. HWD: 36", 151/4", 111/2". 

rates as excellent .. , unusually musical .. , 

really non -directional" - Canby, AUDIO. "Very 
impressive" - Marshall (AUDIOCRAFT), Walnut or 
Mahogany, $139.95. Blonde, $144.95. 

HFT90 FM Tuner equals or surpasses wired tuners 
up to 3X its cost. New, pre -wired, pre -aligned, tem- 
perature -compensated "front end" - drift -free. 
Sensitivity, 1.5 uy for 20 db quieting, is 6X that of 
other kit tuners. DM -70 traveling tuning eye. 
Response 20-20,000 cps±1 db. Cathode follower & 
multiplex outputs, Kit $39.95'._Wired 565.95'. Cover 
$3.95. Less cover, excise tax Incl. 

HF61A Preamplifier, providing the most complete 
control & switching facilities, and the finest design, 
offered in a kit preamplifier, " , , . rivals the most 
expensive preamps , is an example of high 
engineering skill which achieves fine performance 
with simple means and low cost" - Joseph Marshall, 
AUDIOCRAFT. HF61A Kit $24.95, Wired $37.95, HF61 
(with Power Supply) Kit $29.95. Wired $44.95, 

11F60 60 -Watt Ultra Linear Power Amplifier, with Acre 
T0.330 Output Transformer, provides wide band- 
width, virtually absolute stability and flawless tran- 
sient response. " ... is one of the best -performing 
amplifiers extant; it is obviously an excellent buy." 
-AUDIOCRAFT Kit Report. Kit $72.95. Wired $99.95. 
Matching Cover E-2 $4.50, 

<i G -11 23 
HFS2, 11F20 

-Integrated Amplifiers 
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HF61 Preamplifier 

11E50 50 -Watt Ultra -Linear Power Amplifier with ex- 
tremely high quality Chicago Standard Output Trans- 
former. Identical in every other respect to HF60 and 
same specifications up to 50 watts. Klt $57.95, Wired 
$87.95, Matching Cover E-2 $4.50. 

HF30 30 -Watt Power Amplifier employs 4-E184 
high poseer sensitivity output tubes In push-pull 
parallel, permits Williamson circuit with large feed- 
back & high stability. 2-EZ81 full -wave rectifiers for 
highly reliable power supply. Unmatched value In 
medium -power professional amplifiers. Kit $39.95. 
Wired $62.95. Matching Cover E-4 $3.95. 

HF.32 30 -Watt Integrated Amplifier Kit $57.05, 
Wired $89.95. 

HFS2 50 -Watt Integrated Am lifier with complete 
"front end" facilities and Chicago Standard Output 
Transformer. Ultra -Linear power amplifier essentially 
Identical to HF50. The least expensive means to the 
highest audio quality resulting from distortion -free 
high power, virtually absolute stability, flawless 
transient response and "front end" versatility. 
Kit $69.95. Wired $109.95. Matching Cover E-1 $4.50, 

HF20 20 -Watt Integrated Amplifier, complete with 
finest preamp-control facilities, excellent output 
transformer that handles 34 watts peak power, plus 
a full Ultra -Linear Williamson power amplifier circuit. 
Highly praised by purchasers, it is established as 
the outstanding value in amplifiers of this class. 
Kit $49.95. Wired $79.95. Matching Cover E-1 $4.50. 

Prices .5% hl_^her In the Welt 

HF12 integrated Amplifier 

HFS2 _ Speaker System 
r 

JI 

;mow 

11F60, HF50 Power Amplifiers 

11E12 12 -Watt Integrated Amplifier, absolutely free of 
"gimmicks", provides complete "front end" facili- 
ties & true fidelity performance of such excellence 
that we can recommend it for any medium -power high 
fidelity application. Two HF12's are excellent for 
stereo, each connecting directly to a tape head with 
no other electronic equipment required. Kit $34,95. 
Wired $57.95, 

HFSI Two -Way Speaker System, complete with fac- 
tory -built cabinet. Jensen 8" woofer, matching Jensen 
compression -driver exponential horn tweeter. Smooth 
clean bass; crisp extended highs. 70-12,000 cps r- 6 
db. Capacity 25 w. Impedance 8 ohms. HWD: 
11" x 23" x 9". Wiring time 15 min. Price $39.95, 

MAIL COUPON FOR CATALOG 

EICOO 33-00 Northern Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N.Y. 

Show me how to SAVE 50% on profes- 
sional Test Instruments and High Fidelity. 
Send me free catalog and name of neigh- 
borhood distributor. 

Nome 

Address 

City . Zone State 

t> 

1M 

HF30 Power Amplifier 

33-00 Northern Boulevard, L. I. C. 1, N. Y. 
Over l Million EICO instruments in use the world over. 

HFSi 

Speaker System 610311 01955 
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ON COLLECTING 

By JAY SMITH 

When the Original 
Dixieland Jazz Band cut 
its first disc back in 1917, 
they little suspected that 
they were creating a new 
cult-the collectors of 
hot." Jazz pundit Leon- 
ard Feather in his Ency- 
clopedia of Jazz offers this 
definition in his Clossa+y 
of Terms Used by Jazz 
Musicians: 

"hot, adj. Imbued 
with intense jazz feel- 
ing (used by musi- 
cians only during 
the 193Os)." 
Beginning from a min- 

uscule nucleus of fanatics 
utterly convinced of the 
merit of their cause-that 
trot jazz was the music 
that really mattered- 
these pioneer collectors 
continued to increase in 
numbers and ardor during 
the ,He 1920's and 30's. 
By now, most of them are 
grandfathers, confirmed 
bachelors, or slightly tar- 
nished playboys; and the 
discs which they garn- 
ered so single-mindedly 
have aged less visibly 
than their owners. 

The absolute purists 
among this group collect- 
ed strictly for the pleasure 
of the music; but there 
were any number of 
"splinter" representatives 
who took it upon them- 
selves to become special- 
ists-in certain artists, ín 
particular instruments, or 
even in single songs such 
as St. Louis Blues, Royal 
Carden Blues, or Sweet 
Suc. 
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An all-time great, Muggsv Spanier, vas "right 
there" with his Bucktown Five. Some collectors 
believe his only worthwhile performances were on 
78s. The labeLs at the side represent a few of the 
many active companies. The "Hit of The Week" 
sold during the early Thirties at corner newsstands 

for 251-but the performances were terrific. 



Cootie Williams gave many stirring performancs within the past thirty,vebrs, 
but his most recent rendition of St. Louis Blues was aptly played at the April 
funeral of W. C. Handy, the beldvtrd Father of the Blues. 

'The bonanza era for these col- 
lectors reached its peak in the Mid - 
Thirties. It was this period which 
produced .an extraordinary phe- 
nomenon-that of a Frenchman 
showing Americans how to discover. 
-their- own most original Music. It 
was one Charles Delaunay of Paris 
who had become so distressed ovéí 
this apparent blind spot of Amer - 
leans to hoi that he made up his 
initid to do something about it. 

Despite the separation by three 
thousand 'iniles from the original 
sources of his subject, Delauriay 
managed to compile a staggering 
mass of information under the title 
Hot Discography This consisted 
of a listing of trot records complete 
with performing personnel and the 
dates on which the recordings were 
made. This pioneer volume was 
first published in 1936 And though 
'mule in format, it was the first se, - 

attempt to (1'ociiment the his- 
tory of what the Fl-ench then called 
Le Jazz Hot (an American edition 
was published, in, up -dated form, 
only in 194S, by Criterion.) 

By Virtue of this work, collectors 
were afforded a broadened field for 
their hobby. True, they were aware 
of Louis Armstrong's Hot Fives and 
Sevens, of Bessie Smith and her 
blues -shouting sisters, of Bix 
derbecke and his wistful cornet. 
26 

But the Frenchman's work made 
public the scores of pseudonyms 
under which many hot artists were 
-forced to record, their identities 
masked far busihess or publicity 
purposes. Cornetist Jimmy Mc- 
Partla.nd says, "Benny Goodman,. 
Jack Teagarden and I. were working 
with Ben Pollack's Orchestra under 
contract to Victor. We needed 
some exh-a loot so Gil Bodin ?ar- 

ranged some recordings with Irving 
Mills. None of` us were sure just 
what he wanted. When we started 
warming up in the studio we fooled 
around corning up St. Louis Blues. 
The recording director rushed in 
and nearly flipped. That'was exact- 
ly what he wanted ii to record." 

And that was just what they did 
record, only they -called it Shirt Tail 
Stomp. To the collector it was a 
diabolical scheme; for when the 
records were issued, the pseudo- 
nyms and the styles employed by 
the musicians made identification a 
near impossibility. 

Fictitiously nained groups were 
born and died on the studio Boor. 
The "Midnight Airedales," "Slimy 
Clapp and 1 -Jis Band O'Stuishine,; 
"The Louisiana Sugar Babes" and 
"The Bed Onion Jazz Babies" could 
and did include such giants as 
Glenn Miller, Miff Mole, Benny 
Goodman. hats Waller and 'Louis 

Armstrong to name only a few. 
To add to the confusion, the ma- 

jcir record companies generally cut 
more than one "take" at each re 
cording session, From these, the 
best was selected. for issue and the 
others stored in the master vaults. 
Only- too often when a second or 
third ,issue of a successful record 
was pressed, an alternate take was 
;issued inadvertently. This offered 
the collector not only a fresh solo by 
his favorite hot man, but the task 
cíf rtraCking'the issue by listening or 
scrutinizing each record for a di- 
minutive take -number impressed in 
the shellac adjacent to' the label. 

And só collections were amassed. 
Day after day, the addict rum- 
maged through dusty stacks of used 
.discs in neighborhood' second-hand 
shops. If lucky, he ooulcl walk out 
with a rare King Oliver for the 
princely sum of a nickel. Issues by 
the Bob Crosby Baricl,, Duke Elling- 
ton, Mildred Bailey, and other hot 
artists were scorned at the time of 
release as a philatelist would con- 
temptuously disdain purchasing a 
stamp at the post office. .Now, 
twenty years later, a horrible gnash- 
ing of molars occurs at the revival 
of this memory. 

Shortly before Pearl Harbor, .ht5t 

collecting found its place in the 
scheme of Americana. Local "Hot 
Clubs" were formed, auctions were 
arranged and trades consummated 
by mail as far away as Asia. One 
affluent member of the hot frate.r- 
nity bid well over one hundred 

(Coluinued on page 32) 

If you want a recording your friends 
will never forget, try finding Bunny 
Berrigan (below) backing up Fats 
Waller ºt the keyboard. 



For those readers whose appe- 
tites may be whetted by the chal- 
lenge of prospecting for 78 rpm 
"antiques" in attics, basements, junk 
yards, used -furniture stores, bazaar 
sales, auctioneer's warehouses and 
chicken coops, collecting "hot" still 
offers tempting rewards, Unique 
and often satisfying finds are made 
daily. 

Shuffling through an average 
cache of discs will evoke such gro- 
tesques as Cohen on the Telephone, 
Sousa's Band, Nat Shilkret's Orchestra, 
The Okeh Laughing Record, Waring's 

L OUIS ARMSTRONG 
Lonesome Blues OK 8395 
Georgio Grind OK 8318 
Sweet Little Papa OK 8379 
KnockIn' A Jug OK 8703 

CHARLES AVERY (Piano) 
Woikin' glues OK 8208 

MILDRED BAILEY 
Someday Sweetheárt V. 3057 

B ARBEQUF JOE it HIS HOT DOGS (Wingy Marione) 
Big Butter & Egg Man Ch 16192 

COUNT BASIL 
GoIn' to Chicago OK 6244 

B EALE STREET WASHBOARD BAND (Dodds Brothers) 
Piggly Wiggly Ve 1403 

BECHET-SPANIER 110 FOUR 
Sweet Sue MRS 2003 

BUNNY BERRIGAN 
I Can't Get Started Ve 3225 

CHU BERRY & HIS LITTLE JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
Body & Soul Cent 1502 

BUCKTOWN FiVE (Muggsy Spanier) 
Hot Mittens Ge 5618 

CASA: LOMA ORCHESTRA 
Caso Loma Stomp OK 41492 

PAPA CELESTIN (Trumpet)' 
Block Rag OK 8198 

CHARLESTOWN CHASERS (Goodm an, Teagarden) 
Basin Street Blues - Co 2413 

COW COW DAVENPORT (Piano) 
That'll Get If - Ve 1408 

HERMAN CHITTISON (Plano) 
Honeysuckle Rose En 500438 

ROD CLESS (Clarinet) 
Froggy Moore BW 29 

EDDIE CONDON 
Oh Baby, Co 35930 

COOK'S: DREAMLAND ORCHESTRA (Keppard) 
Spanish Mamma . C. 727 

BOB CROSBY 
Smokey Mary be' 2669 

JOHNNY DODDS (Clarinet} 
Weary Blues - Vo 13632 

TOMMY -DORSEY 
Marie VI 25523 

DUKE ELLINGTON 
Creole Love Call VI 21137 
1 Let a Song Go Out of My Heart Br 8108 
Piter Panther Patter. - VI 27221 

WILL EZELL (Piano) 
Barrelhouse -Man Paro 12549 

B UD FREEMAN 
The Buzzard De 18112 

B ENNY GOODMAN 
That's A Plenty Vo 13705 

A Guide to Collecting Hot 
Pennsylvanians and Yerke's Jazzma- 
rimba Orchestra. These should be 
discarded. Toward the bottom of 
the last stack there may be a disc 
by Perry Bradford's Jan Phools, re- 
corded ín 1925 and featuring (mi- 
nus label credits of course) Louis 
Armstrong, James P. Johnson and 
Buster Bailey. The price will be in 
the ten to twenty-five cent bracket 
depending upon how irritated the 
shopkeeper has become or how re- 
lieved he ís to complete the deal. 

Detailed guides, tailored for the 
collector, are available in Albert 

McCarthy's Jan Directory and the 
out of print New Hof Discography. 
And, in nearly every major city 
there exists a local hot club whose 
members extend a genuine wel- 
come to those smitten with this type 
of collecting fever. 

While it is virtually impossible to 
print an all -encompassing discogra- 
phy, the following is a selected list- 
ing which reflects many facets of 
hot music. Generally speaking, any 
records by the artists listed will af- 
ford intervals of revealing and stim- 
ulating listening. 

Texas Tea party- Co 2843 
Down South. Camp Meeting Vi 23387 
Opus 3 V( 26763 

GRAMERCY FIVE (Artie Show) 
Summit Ridge Drive Vi 26763 

BOBBY HACKETT 
JaDo Vo 3 198 

FLETCHER HENDERSON (Louis Armstrong) 
Everybody Loves My Baby Re 9774 

EARL HINES 
Blues in Thirds CARS 7036 

BIWE HOLIDAY 
Billie's Blues Ve 3228 

JAM SESSION AT VICTOR (Fats Waller, Bunny Berrigon) 
Blues VI 25569 

JAMES P. JOHNSON (Piano) 
Bleedirt Hearted Blues ...... Vi 19123 

EDDIE LANG (Guitar) 
Church Street Sobbin' Blues OK 8633 

MEADE LUX LEWIS (Piano) 
I'm in the Mood (or Love Brf 505053 

JIMMY LUNCEFORD 
White Heat VI 24368 

WINGY MANONE (Chu Berry) 
Loch Lomond .. bb 7389 

JELLY ROLL MORTON (Piano) 
The Pearls Vo 1007 

MOUND CITY BLUE BLOWERS (Condon, Teagarden) 
Tailspin Blues VI 38087 

NAPOLEON'S EMPERORS (Dorsey Brothers) 
Gettin' Hot VI 23039 

KING OLIVER 
Dippermouth Blues Ge 3132 

BEN POLLACK (Goodman, Glen Miller, Teagarden) 
Singapore Sorrows Vi 21437 
Song of the Blues V1 22147 

BESSIE SMiTH 
He's Gone Blues Co 14083 

JESS STACY (Irving Fazola) 
Clarinet Blues Vs 813.2 

JOE SULLIVAN (Piano) 
Gin Mill Blues Co 2876 

JACK TEAGARDEN (Trombone) 
A Hundred Years From Today 8r 6716 

VARSITY SEVEN (Coleman HawkínS) 
Save It Pretty Mamma Vs 8733 

VENUTI-LANG ALL ' STARS (Goodman, Teagarden Brothers) 
Beale Street Blues, Vo 13864 

FATS WALLER (Piano) 
'Clothesline Ballet VI 23015 

WHOOPEE MAKERS (Goodman, Teagarden) 
Makin Friends Co 36010 

THE WOLVERINES (Six Beiderbecke) 
Big Boy ..... .... .,..,Ge 3365 
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DISC STEREO- BANDWAGON - 

STEREO-short for stereophonic-is a colloquial 
expression denoting recorded sowed (hat has 

depth. and directionality-previously available on 

tape only. In the home it. is achieved through the 
use of two separate amplifier and two .separate 
speaker systems-the latter spaced from six to 

ten feet apart. Until ten months ago any serious 
consideration of stereo for the home was predi- 
cated upon the !ESC of -magnetic tape (pre- 
recorded) and a special "tape transport" -unit. 
Within this short period, the high fidelity in- 
dustry has- been turning handsprings over a new 
method of putting stereo .saled on LPs. This is 
how the situation stands as seen by Pte staff of 
HiPi :r MUSIC REVIEW. 

Stereophonic sound will enhance the perform- 
ance of es ery hi-fi system. In small living rooms, 
in large, living rooms, in acoustically bad sound- 
ing rooms; stereo makes all music sound better. 
It adds life, in the form of directionality and 
depth illusion. tut, it demands (1) an additional 
investment upon the part of the hi-fi enthusiast 
and (2) the availability of equipment and good 
recorded material. If these two factors are taken 
into account. the enthusiast can get started with 
stereo without worry. The disc stereo bubble is 

not likely to burst-rather, it is going to solidify. 

Mercury Records' Irving Green has drawn an 

apt analogy between razors and blades to express 
the relationship between record companies and 
the manufacturers of hi-fi stereo playback equip- 
ment. Without a supply of blades ( the stereo 
LPs) and razors (cartridges and preamplifier 
switching) the idea of home stereo from records 
would be impractical. However, in late April at 
least nine independent record companies were 
known to be producing stereo LPs. All of them 
were cutting their records according to the same 
method.° 

The equipment front is being led by Electro - 
Voice's live -wire VP Larry LeKashman, who is 

arousing wide -spread acceptance of the E -V ce- 
ramic stereo cartridge. Undeniably of good hi-fi 
quality, its low cost, easy installation and high 
output make the ceramic cartridge an attractive 
bet for the manufacturers of packaged hi-fi. Do- 
it-yourself fans and home-grown hi fi systems 
are also proving to be an active market for the 

In sharp contrast to the TWA 45 rpm disc and Columbia 
33 LP in the 1.445 battle of the turntable _pceds. 

ceramic. Rapidly developing ceramic cartridges 
of their own, but currently outdistanced by E -V, 
are Webster of Racine. Erie Resistor (a new- 
comer to the field ), Ronettc, and several others. 

For optimum quality in playing monaural I,Ps 
six out of seven hi-fi enthusiasts use magnetic 
cartridges. Complex and delicately constructed, 
the stereo magnetic cartridge is likely to be a 

costly del ice. Quality -wise, various models sam- 
pled by the I-IiFi & MUSIC REVIEW staff per- 
formed excellently, but hand -made models are 
not the final test. Cost -wise, they rank two or 
three times the price of the best diamond stylus 
ceramic. Fairchild, Pickering, Shure, Stercotwin, 
Rek-O-Kut, General Electric, and Weathers have 
all assembled prototypes. 

Almost es ery manufacturer of a professional - 
type tone arm has either modified or will modify 
his product to accept stereo cartridges at a slight 
additional charge-the Shure Studio Dvnetic arm 
and cartridge (see page 57) can he changed over 
for about 50% of the original purchase price. 
Record changers with built -on tone arms are the 
easiest to convert to stereo. By mid -June the 
entire Garrard changer line (RC -98, RC -121-1I, 
etc.) will handle stereo magnetic or ceramic car- 
tridges through a simple wiring change. 

Besides the cartridge, the home hi-fi system 
needs another speaker and amplifier or amplifier/ 
preamplifier combination. Fisher, Pilot and Har- 
man-Kardon have special preamplifiers available 
to accept disc stereo as well as tape stereo inputs. 
H. H. Scott has introduced a "Stereo-Daptor" as 

a small accessory to simultaneously control the 
switching and volume level of both stereo chan- 
nels. Undoubtedly, by the time this appears in 
print there will be numerous other stereo equip- 
ment accessories available at moderate prices. 

The major manufacturers of packaged phono- 
graphs (some of it so-called hi-fi) have an- 
nounced their intention of concentrating on 
stereo packaged phonographs for the home ( first 
in the game-Paramount Enterprises). Prices will 
start at $150 and run clear out to $2000. Several 
manufacturers are ready to add to or corn ert 
their existing monaural systems to stereo play- 
back for prices starting around $65. Admira], 
Magnavox, Philco and Zenith are all planning on 
heavy stereo package promotion in the early fall 
months. 

tr 
The first sit stereo LP releases have been exten- 

sively tested by the staff of HiFi & \IR. These 
included: Audio -Fidelity's Marching Along with 

i 
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the Dukes of Dixieland, Bullring, Johnny Puleo 
and His Harmonica Gang, and Railroad Sounds; 
Counterpoint's Juanita Hall Sings the Blues; and 
Urania's version of Saint-Sacns' Third ("Organ") 
Symphony. 

The stereo effect was comparable to that pre- 
viously achieved with stereo tape. Directionality 
was frequently pronounced and there was a tend- 
ency in some recordings toward distortion of 
dynamics-most of the defects were undoubtedly 
due to the inexperience of the recording com- 
panies in "mastering" the discs. Comparisons of 
identical selections (stereo discs vs. stereo tape) 
showed the slight hiss in pre-recorded tapes was 
largely absent in the LP version. 

Playback of mnnartral LP records with various 
stereo cartridges showed quality in no w\ ay in- 
ferior to that of a good monaural cartridge; but 
poor quality resulted when attempting to play 
stereo discs with a standard monaural cartridge, 
regardless of its construction or price. So the 
word here is-play stereo discs only with a stereo 
cartridge; the stereo cartridge will play monaural 
recordings and is compatible in this direction. 

Audio -Fidelity now has four more stereo disc 
releases on the market-Lionel Hampton, Leon 
Berry on the Giant LVurlit_er-Vol. III, Bagpipes 
and Drums, and Mardi Gras Time with the Dukes 
of Dixieland. Urania, in addition to its Saint- 
Saens Third Symphony, now has Offenbach's 
CoIte l'arisienne ballet, Strauss Sparkles in Hi -Fl, 
the Rossini-Respighi ballet Boutique Fantasque 
with Sir Eugene Goossens conducting the Lon- 
don Philharmonic, Phil Moody's Razz -Ma -razz 
album and Society Dance at the St. Regis with 
Milt Shaw's Orchestra. Five more releases arc 
scheduled by September. ABC -Paramount has 
put a half -dozen stereo discs on record shop 
shelves including Strauss -in 1Ií-I'i, Etde Come 
Vamps the Roaring Twenties, More College 
Drinking Songs, Heavenly Sound featuring the 
duo -piano team of Ferrante mmcl Teicher, Songs 
of World War 11, and Hi -Fl in an Oriental 
Garden. 

Contemporary records on the Nest Coast has 
announced the Shelley Manne jazz treatment of 
Mt! Fair Lady for stereo disc. Counterpoint's lat- 
est is a stereo disc of 'cello concertos by Boo- 
cherini and Vivaldi with the Baltimore Conserva- 
tory Orchestra, Reginald Stewart conducting and 
Aldo Parisot as soloist. Conccrtapes and Hallmark 
are among the other labels currently introducing 
stereo LPs. To help beginners in stereo get started 

quickly and cheaply, Electro -Voice has a special 
demonstration disc available at $1. A New Jersey 
mail order club, the Stereophonic \insic Society, 
makes a tempting offer for those starting in stereo 
via the disc. An initial investment of under 
twenty-five dollars brings with it an E -V stereo 
cartridge, a choice of three stereo discs, and a 

year's membership in the Society with future 
stem co discs available at a 25% discount, 

Thus far the stereo disc show has appeared to 
be strictly an independent record label affair; but 
you may be sure that the majors-RCA Victor. 
Columbia, Capitol and the rest-when they get 
going will flood the stores with an enormous 
variety of classical, popular, and jazz LPs in top- 
notch performances by the best artists with the 
best kind of sound. RCA Victor will be first of the 
majors in the field with its initial stereo disc re- 
leases appearing in July. Capitol has promised its 
product for the early fall. Columbia has been 
delayed, due to its attempt to produce a "com- 
patible" stereo disc; but now that it has decided to 
go along with the universally adopted system, 
you may he sure that its stereo LPs will be on 
the market by the fall. In short, 200 -plus stereo 
discs should be available in the stores by Septem- 
ber-and, after that, the deluge! 

The major record companies, however, will 
continue to issue standard monaural ,LPs as usual. 
Stereo discs, like stereo tapes, \will be regarded 
for the time being as an "extra service." Since 
stereo cartridges can play monaural discs, there 
is no problem of obsolescence of your present 
collection of monaural discs. 

How it is to litre with stereo after initial impact 
has worn off" is no easy question to answer. Those 
who have had tape stereo in their homes over the 
past two years stoutly maintain that this is the 
way to listen to electronically reproduced music. 
This is undoubtadly the case as applied to first- 
rate stereo recording-whether on tape or disc. 

By the same token, errors of microphone place- 
ment and other recording faults, when heard as 
stereo, will tend to be compounded in tern is of 
listening displeasure. The forthcoming flood of 
stereo discs, which will create a new mass medi- 
um for musical enjoyment, will force music lovers 
anti audio engineers to listen with new and in- 
creasingly critical ears. The exploration and 
exploitation of stercophony promises to be a sing- 
ularly stimulating adventure both for those who 
produce it and those who will be listening to it 
in their homes. 
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COLLECTING "LE JAZZ 
HOT" 

(Continued from page 26) 

dollars for a rare disc; won, and flew 
from the West Coast to the East to 
collect his investment. 

But the War put deeply into the 
hobby. Shellac became scarce and 
recording output, for a time, was 
slashed. Those records which did 
find their way into the market were 
issued on a synthetic material which 
produced a gritty, scraping cacoph- 
ony. Worse,' the scrap drives ex- 
tracted tons of old discs from attics 
and cellars, and countless rare items 
were forever lost. Small wonder 
that droves of patriotic collectors 
volunteered as door-to-door work- 
ers. 

From Fat to Lean to Dilemma 

As the War drew to a close and 
the record industry geared for 
peacetime production, so the col- 
lector, casting his khaki aside, once 
more haunted the second-hand 
shops, the Salvation Army outlets 
and theatrics of maiden aunts. But 
pickings were lean. The fat days 
were past. Then, the record com- 
panies introduced a new phenome- 
noni-the LP record. Through this 
medium, one could enjoy five times 
as much music as previously was 
available on one disc. And the au- 
dio quality Of the performances was 
astounding-. Hot collectors faced a 
dilemma. What would this mean to 
their hobby? .1f the major com- 
panies reissued their rarevitems for 
lack of anything else to issue, values 

li 

would drop overnight. On the other 
hand, "such reissues would afford 
superior quality and possibly offer 
takes not previously available. 

The major companies, however, 
were not inclined toward issuing 
records -for such -a potentially stnall 
market. They felt that contempo- 
rary music was more certain of ac- 
ceptance? and the newcomer, bebop 
was the, favored stile. 

A Little Bootleg for- ó Hot 
Vacuum 

To fill this- hvi 'vacuum, a few of 
the mailer, 'ii dependent companies 
went into the bootie,* business, 
From the best available copies of 
the rare discs of the Twenties and 
Thirties. they cut masters and is- 
sued LPs. Although an unethical 
procedure, it proved to be a profit- 
able one. The reception given these 
-items was overwhelming, far sur - 
_passing the predicted rnarke.t. The 
major companies remained aloof for 
a time, viewing the situation, with 
only wary curiosity. When it was -at 

last realized that the bootleggers 
were gulping down a -chunk of 
profit which rightfully belonged in 
their own coffers, an enraged howl 
ensued. Upon investigation, a big 
firm, band hit by this piracy, learned 
with considerable eml5arrassment 
that its own custom pre5ssing facili- 
ties were being nsed'by one of the 
prime offenders iii this bold busi- 
ness, bli"thcly sailing along under 
the banner of "folly Roger." 

The jumble ended in the courts 
and the pirates were blasted into 
oblivion. But a point had been 

made and the large companies be- 
came aware not only of the poten- 
tial market for hot brit also of their 
obligation to the art form which lay 
neglected in their master s aults. 

At last the public.had come to ac- 
cept hot music. Reissues Hooded 
the record shops and were snatched 
UP by the younger collecting cult. 
As had been hoped, alternate takes 
were issued. And now that hot hail 
become ain,accepted part of Ameri- 
can music, pseudo -critics and eru- 
dite "jazz" w'r'iters climbed aboard 
the wagon to acclaim this "new" 
music. 

The collector of the 1950's occu- 
pies a unique position compared to 

'that of his elder counterpart. For 
the mere stroll to his supermarket 
he can often purchase a plastic pro- 
tected record, complete with list- 
ing of personnel, date made, the 
take (ifapplicable), and a detailed 
narrative óf the action which takes 
place thereon. And once home, hi- 
p draws from the disc the ultimate 
in quality. 

Somewhere 'in his mouldy den 
yet lurks the crusty pioneer collec- 
tor. He is a hit awed by the swift 
turn of events. IIis walls are still 
litied with green jacketed Okebs, 
Victors, Banners, Cennetts, Colum- 
bias and Ilarmonys, and he owns a 
formidable array of long plays. Yet, 
with all this néw fuss about hot, he 
wonders whether collecting will 
ever be the same and, twenty years 
from now, will his kid get -the same 
kicks pawing a dusty stack of Law- 
rence Welks in the hope of making 
a find and filling out his set.of rare 
Pete Fountains? -END 

\t, 
Listening with both ears makes a big dijj'érence al the Electro -Voice stereo cartridge de»ronsu-ohon dtiririg 

the insikaite of Radio Engineers convention in New York City. 
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Hi -/i is a bridge between music and the listener. It spans distance 
in time as well as space. No matter tuhere, no matter when the music 
rcas played, high fidelity puts it always in the present. This columna 
zeros in on music, to bring it into sharper focus for high fidelity fans. 

S 
By H. H. FANTEL 
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SYMPHONIC SAFARI 
IOUR high fidelity sound system is a potent instru- 

rnent of exploration. It may lead to musical discov- 
eries that become personal treasures for a lifetime. 
But the hi-fi novice can just as well get lost in what 
may seem to him a wilderness of sound. Plainly, he 
needs some sort of road map to help him find meaning- 
ful trail -marks. 

Here we unfold such a map of one of music's richest 
provinces: the symphony. Through the symphonic ter- 
ritory, as it spreads over the past two hundred years, 
we have marked a sort of Cook's Tour, highlighting the 
major landmarks and the special tourist attractions." 

The symphonic form as we know it today took shape 
about the time of the American Revolution. When 
Bostonians were turning their harbor into a teapot, 
Franz Josef Haydn of Austria hit on a highly success - 
furl formula of musical composition. Now called the 
"Viennese Classical Style," this symphonic pattern 
usually consists of four separate movements, each dif- 
ferent in tempo and mood. Together, these separate 
movements form a balanced whole symphony. 

This formula is not arbitrary; it is designed to 
achieve the esthetic goal of diversity within unity. It 
might be somewhat outrageously compared to those 
9[ one -a -day" vitamins which combine in a single cap- 
sule all the varied elements of a balanced close. 

Classic Elegance 

In pioneering the newly defined symphonic style, the 
work of Ilaydn was soon superbly complemented by 
that of Mozart. The orchestras of that time, the late 
1700's, were relatively small-no heavy brass and no 
percussion other than kettledrums-mostly strings, plus 
woodwinds and trumpets in pairs. This very compact- 
ness afforded an agility which the massive orchestras 
of later times could not match. It's something like a 
small sports car besting a Cadillac on sharp turns. 

And there are plenty of such hairpin turns in the 
musical style of that day. Sharp angles, darting lines 
with an occasional detour into a slow lyrical stretch 
mark the course of many a Mozart symphony. 

Superbly controlled lightness is one of the keys to 
JUNE 1958 

Mozart's style. In his hands, the symphonic form far 
transcends the often empty elegance characteristics of 
his time. Indeed, through many of his more mature 
works runs an undercurrent of taut strength, of hidden 
profundity-, and in his slow movements, of genuine 
poignance. It is partly this tantalizing contrast be- 
tw een the impersonal and polished surface of Mozart's 
music and its highly emotional substratum that ac- 
counts for much of its enduring fascination. The fe- 
brile quality underlying Mozart's music lends to many 
of his works an intensely concentrated vitality-a feel- 
ing almost of imminent explosion. In this. Mozart is 
totally unlike Haydn, who apparently operated at 
much lower internal pressure and whose symphonies 
exude for the most part a comfortable aura of intelli- 
gent and good-humored serenity. 

Continuing in our vein of automotive analogies, we 
arc reminded of the late Hendrik Willem van Loon 

Beethoven: "ten -ton truck among flivvers." 
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Bettmonn Archive 

MILESTONES FOR A SYMPHONIC SAFARI 

(HiFi & MUSIC REVIEW recommends these packages) 

The Viennese Classics 

Haydn - The Lost 6 Symphoeiet (WSldike) Vanguard 

Moran - The Lost 3 Symphonies (Klemperer) Angel 

Beethoven - The 9 Symphonies (Tascanini) RCA Victor 

The Romantic Vein 

Schubert - The Unfinished A "Great" C Major Symphonies (Stall) Epit 

Schumann - The 4 Symphonies (Kleluki) Angel 

Mendelssohn - The Stork 1 Italian Symphonies (Roult) Westminster 

Brahma - The 4 Symphonies (Wolter) Columbia 

Bruckner - The Romantic d 7th Symphonies (lochum) hetra 

Franck - Symphony in U Minor (Porgy) Mercury 

Tehaikoveky - The Last 3 Symphonies {Sonderttng P. Mrovintkyl Detect 

Dvorak - The New World Symphony (Tosconini) RCA Victor 

The 20th Century 

Sibelius - The 7 Symphonies )Collins) London 

Mahler - The ist A Jth Symphonies (Walter) Columbia 

Nielsen - The Sth Symphony (Jensen) London 

Vaughan Williams - The London, Pastoral, -lib, 5th A 6th Symphonies 
(loult) London 

Prokoriev - The Sth Symphony {Sehippers) Angel 

Shostakovlch - The 10th Symphony (Mitropoulas) Columbia 
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Mahler: intensity, anguish arel orchestral fireworks. 

who in his memorable book The Arts likened Beetho- 
ven to a ten -ton truck making its way among a flock 
of (livvers. 

There is something decidedly truck -like in the way 
Beethoven's symphonies came barging in on the musi- 
cal scene of the early 1800's. For one thing, his or- 
chestra sounds bigger and was bigger. Brass interjec- 
tions are scored with telling force. The kettledrums, 
increased in number from two to three, are no longer 
confined to occasional rhythmic accents. They are po- 
tently woven into the orchestral fabric. New rhythmic 
devices are used to create tension and drive. Perhaps 
the most startling of Beethoven's rhythmic innovations 
is the dramatic use of silence-the breathless, porten- 
tuous pause, 

Beethoven's musical raw material, his themes, also 
occasionally evoke the image of a powerful, lumbering 
truck. Gone are the finely pointed darts of Mozart. 
Beethoven's melody comes in massive chunks, sup- 
ported by rough-hewn, four-square harmony. Gone, 
too, is Mozart's elegant stylization. Beethoven's musi- 
cal language is direct, pithy, and overwhelming. 

Often it speaks of desperate human struggle, and at 
such moments one senses behind it a clenched fist. 
"Victory through Struggle" is a recurrent idea in Bee- 
thoven's musical language. 1lis Fifth and Ninth Sym- 
phonies in particular express Man's heroic struggle 
with Fate. To Beethoven, this struggle transcends the 
merely individual. These symphonies speak in human- 
istic universals-the tragedy and triumph of mankind. 

To accommodate expressive content of such magni- 
tude, within the formal framework of the symphony, 
Beethoven was forced to enlarge its scope. He more 
than doubled the physical dimensions. Mozart's half- 
hour symphonic span was enlarged to nearly an hour. 
To fill this greater framework Beethoven conceived 
last and complex musical construction plans, demand- 
ing by necessity new and elaborate types of thematic 
development. The miracle is that he achieved in his far 
flung tonal edifices such logical cohesion and unity. 

Having established the "Victory -through -Straggle" 
pattern, Beethoven also laid the groundwork for other 
types of symphonic expression-lyrical symphonism as 
represented by his Fourth Symphony; while in his 
Sixth (Pastoral) Symphony, evocative of a summer day 
in the country, he created the prototype for ail the 
"tone paintings" and "tone poems" by which later gen- 
erations of composers attempted more literal portrayal 
of situations and events. 

Romantic Reaction 

After Beethoven's gigantic achievements in the realm 
of the symphony, his death left aspiring younger sym- 
phonists of the day in a bad way. \Vhat more could 
they contribute to the medium? Partly as a reaction, 
men like Schubert, \Iendelssohn, and Schumann 
turned chiefly to lyrical expression. Instead of con- 
cerning themselves with the cosmic fate of man, they 
delved into possibilities for sympltoi.ic exploration of 
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Sampling the symphonists. A vast panorama unfolds from classically pristine Haydn (top left) to complex contemporary 
Vaughan Williams (lower right). Romantic midway stops -in this evoluti'on are Tchaikovsky (top center) and Dvorák 
(shown with his daughter, Magda,. at top right)- Franck (lower left) infused symphonic.fortn with religion feeling. 

both inner mood and exterior view. -Their symphonies 
constitute a tonal culmination of the early romantic 
movement which had by then swept over all forms of 
artistic expression. 

In abandoning Beethoven's cosmic humanism, the 
romantics sacrificed in their symphonies much of the 
scope and compelling force that Beethoven had been 
able to infuse into the medium An abundance of soar-. 
ing tnelódy with contemplative gentleness suffuses 
their scores, which in our taut times still carries with 
it a welcome other -worldly spell. 

By the time of the American Civil War,' composers 
had developed tricks designed to intensify those ele- 
rrients that were the special hallmark of the "romantic" 
musical idiom. Harmonies slithered from key to key, 
suggesting aching unresolved tensions, inner unrest, 
and endless longing. This was the new tonal language 
of chromaticism, alien to Beethoven's musical speech. 
It was an idiom that' had its modern beginnings ín cer- 
tain late Mozart works and which culminated in 
Wagner's Tristan ,und Isolde Prelude. 

Orchestration also underivent striking transforma- 
tion. In the "classical Viennese style" of Haydn, Mo- 
zart and Beethoven, the. strings of the orcbestra always 
provided the basic body of sonority with the other 
choirs (woodwinds, brass, percussion) ' used as occa- 
sional icing for the tonal cake. 

But the romantic misters, led by Wagner and Tchai- 
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kovsky-taking'full advantage of improvements in the 
technology of wind instrument manufacturing-devel- 
oped two sharply contrasting and highly colored types. 
In Wagner we' have lush instrumental blending and 
"endless" melody as opposed to the sharply etched 
sonorities of thé Viennese classicists. Tchaikovsky for 
his part developed, via leads furnished from Berlioz, 
and Liszt, a searingly brilliant orchestral'style. 

Tchaikovsky brewed his special brand of symphonies 
with compelling sweep ttnd.passiou. Even at first heat - 
lug, his richly melodié music carries the listener along 
in a brilliantly colored avalanche of sound and pulls 
him through the emotional wringer in no uncertain 
terms. 

Autumnal Harvest 

Johannes Brahms, Tcháikovsky's great German con- 
temporary, had the same harmonic and orchestral pos- 
sibilities at his beck and call. But how differently he 
used theml Instead of Tchaikovsky's brilliant flashes 
of constantly changing color, Brahms offers a trinal 
fabric of rich, darkly glowing hue-a warm aura of 
heavy gold. .Brahms disdained emotional rampagé. He 
worshiped Beethoven's ideal of the symphony as a 

monumental creation of cosmic grandeur and achieved 
-a wonderful blend of classic scope and romantic lyri- 
cism: Indeed, in Brahms the German symphonic tra- 
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dition ripened into autumnal fruit. 
The lush rapture of late romanticism also impressed 

itself on the work of Antonin Dvofák, who poured the 
Slavic folk idiom of his native Bohemia into a Brahms- 
ian mold. His Schubertian melodic fertility pre- 
cluded any strict conformity to that pattern-as the 
colorful New World Symphony so aptly demonstrates. 

Men of God 

The late decades of the century also saw two soli- 
tary symphonists, both of whom spent many years as 
church organists. Their profound involvement with 
matters of Divinity distinctly marked their music and 
set it apart from the humanistically oriented art of the 
period. The better known was Belgian -born Parisian 
César Franck, whose single but now immensely popu- 
lar symphony was far too earnest and intense to win 
the applause of his fellow townsmen during their 
frivolous gaslight era. 

Public indifference also dogged Anton Bruckner, 
who spent his formative years in the organ loft at St. 
Florian Monastery amid the religious images and fairy- 
tale splendor of the Austrian baroque. His symphonies 
are exalted, if somewhat long-winded, hymns of praise 
to God and the Glory of His Creation-sonorous, sub- 
lime, and basically simple. When Bruckner's sym- 
phonies were first presented, the musical public of 
Vienna was too "sophisticated" to sense the depth of 
the musical language of a man whose greatest creative 
impetus came from religious contemplation. Only in 
recent years, thanks to LP recordings, has Bruckner's 
music found its way to the hearts of Listeners in great 
numbers beyond the borders of Austria and Germany. 

A major and belatedly recognized bridge from the 
past to the contemporary symphonic style is found in 
the work of Czech -born Austrian Gustav Mahler. 
Richly melodious in the romantic tradition, Mahler's 
music already vibrates with the tense nervousness of 
the new century. Mahler often derives his themes from 
the Austrian folk idiom. Simple, songlike little ditties- 
waltzes and marches among them ---crop up amid com- 
plex orchestral textures. But soon these childlike sim- 
plicities become distorted with episodes evocative now 
of neurotic fear, then frantic terror, while subsequently 
degenerate into obsessively churning repetition or shrill 
caricature. But in the end, Mahler will resolve these 
conflicts and tensions in a climactic finale of fervent 
affirmation. In this relentless exposure of personal feel- 
ings and often neurotic fantasies in his music, Mahler 
marks the final stage of the romantic style. In him, 
musical romanticism reaches an apex of self -involved 
psychological complexity that could lead only to the 
atonal masterpieces of Alban Berg. 

Mahler marshals huge orchestral forces with the skill 
and understanding he acquired as one of the great 
conductors of his era. He virtually revolutionized the 
use of woodwind, often using them as a massed choir, 
creating the effect of a separate military band playing 
within the symphony orchestra. He also augmented 
the percussion group with such devices as cow bells 
and birch twigs, using the ensemble for coloristic as 
much as rhythmic purposes. In four out of his nine 
complete symphonies, Mahler called for the use of 
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human voices-either solo, in choral ensemble, or both. 
It was as if Mahler needed every possible sound, the 

whole vocabulary in the language of tone to give ex- 
pression to those vast yearnings and mystical enormi- 
ties of his creative imagination. Beyond this, romanti- 
cism could not go. It was the epitaph of the era. 

Two imposing Scandinavian symphonists, Jean Si- 
belius of Finland and Carl Nielsen of Denmark (both 
born in the same year, by the way), played an impor- 
tant role in resolving one of the basic problems of con- 
temporary musical style-how to reconcile a basically 
regional musical dialect with the great classical tradi- 
tion represented by the universalism of a Beethoven. 

The early symphonies of Sibelius follow the national- 
istic -romantic leads of Tchaikovsky and Dvofák; but 
from the Third Symphony onward, we find the Finnish 
master developing his own special brand of "northern" 
classicism-even going back to the same basic or- 
chestra as Beethoven, sans tuba and the percussion 
trimmings that had become so popular at the turn 
of the century. 

Present Horizons 

In our own day, the symphonic form has gone out 
of fashion to some extent in favor of scores for the 
dance, for films, or for 10 -minute symphony program 
spots that can be filled with a novelty entailing not too 
much rehearsal time. The encompassing scope and 
searching depth of a full-length new symphony finds 
little nurture in an age that has fallen prey to distrac- 
tion and lost the taste for contemplation. 

Despite this apparent trend, great symphonies are 
still written, the outstanding contemporary symphon- 
ists of our time being England's Ralph Vaughan Wil- 
liams and two Russians-Dimitri Shostakovich and the 
late Serge Prokofiev. 

First and oldest of these symphonists (he is now in 
his mid -eighties and has just completed his ninth sym- 
phony) Vaughan Williams speaks a unique musical 
language evocative of the deepest currents of English 
culture. His terms are not only of English folksong 
and early Tudor music, but also of William Blake's 
other -worldly poetic mysticism and John Milton's 
capacity for blazing indignation. The London, F minor, 
Fifth, and Sixth symphonies are eloquent instances in 
point. 

The foregoing, we hope, will serve as a reminder of 
how today's LP repertoire provides unique opportuni- 
ties for journeys of discovery through the entire realm 
of symphonic music. In variety of interpretation, par- 
ticularly the record catalogs offer incomparably more 
than a whole literature of concert -going. Our ap- 
pended "package" discography is intended as merely 
a jumping off spot in this respect. We urge home lis- 
teners not to confine their "symphonic safari" to the 
well -traveled path of the old warhorses, but to range 
far afield and to gain the opportunity of seeing and 
hearing the whole symphonic territory in broadest and 
deepest perspective. The works listed in our discogra- 
phy are peaks in the history of music. In addition to 
enjoyment for their own sake, these peaks also provide 
the phonographic explorer with the elevation necessary 
to survey the areas lying between and beyond these 
musical landmarks. -END 
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 M'tzscc»y' Musical Merlin, 
Rimsky-Korsakov (March 18, 1844-June 21, 1908) 

The placid Conservatory Professor could call forth. music of blazing splendor 

.r 

By NICOLAS SLON1MSKY 
Author of Music Since 1900, Lexicon of Musical invective 

WHEN Scheherazade was first heard in America, the 
amazed correspondent of the Musical Courier ex- 

claimed: "Rimsky-Korsakov-what a name! It suggests 
fierce whiskers stained with vodka!" 

Several decades later, Hollywood's technicolor film 
makers portrayed the composer as a young marine offi- 
cer enjoying himself in the Casbah. Inspired by the 
dancing of a sinuous Algerian maiden, he \vas shown 
quickly jotting down the third movement of Schehera- 
zade on the back of a wine list; and later that same 
evening, according to the movie, a Casbah restaurant 
orchestra played the newly completed suite in highly 
creditable manner. 

The real -life Rimsky-Korsakov was far from such an 
intriguing figure. I-Iis vodka consumption was mod- 
erate, although as a young ensign in the Russian Navy, 
he went to sea and did touch at various Mediterranean 
ports; but on the evidence of his Clrronicle of My Mu- 
sical Life, there were no known contacts with Algerian 
dancers. His personal life, as a whole, was utterly re- 
spectable and not at all conducive to dramatization 
in color, or even in black and white. 

There was nothing in his appearance, manners, con- 
versation, or correspondence to set him apart from the 
Cliekhovian world populated by the Russian intellec- 
tuals of 75 years ago. He was a mediocre conversa - 

Professor Nicolas Riinsky-Korsakov in his study-a 1905 photograph from Nicolas Slonimsky's private collection 
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.R.imsk-v as naval cadet and as budding professor. 

tionalist with limited ability as a 
musical. performer. He played pi- 
ano badly, and as a conductor could 
give merely adequate presentation 
from a limited rcpertorvof Russian 
symphonic works. He wore a pro- 
fessorial beard, used glasses, and 
lived practiéally all his life in St. 
Petersburg, with his wife, Nadezhda 
Nicoláyevna, née Purgold, arid 
growing children. He enjoyed mod- 
erately good health, and succumbed 
to a heart attack in 1908 at the age 
of sixty-four. 

That Rimsky-Korsakov, typical 
figure of the St. Petersburg acade- 
mician, could create music of elec- 
trifying vitality and brilliant color 
is not so paradoxical as it might 
seem. It ís well known that writers 
of 'colorful and exciting stories are 
often sedentary and possess little 
personal kinetic force. 

Childhood, the Stars, the Sea,, 
Music 

On March 6, 1844 (according to 
the Russian old-style calendar) 
Rimsky-Korsakov's father, a 60 - 
year -old rnicldle-class citizen from 
the small town of Tikhvín, in the 
Novgorod district, wrote- down in 
his pocket almanac; "Mika, born at 
4:53 p.m." The mother, Sophie, was 
an illegitimate daughter of a rich 
landlord named Skaríatin. 

As a child, Nika stuttered and his 
parents feared that he would never 
learn to talk normally. He was.com- 
pulsively 'tidy and cried when he 
even dirtied his hands or fingers. He 
also had one overwhelming passion, 
a toy drum, which he pounded ín- 
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THE BEST OF RIMSKY-KORSAKOV 

As Recommended by 
Our Record Review Staff' 

Scheherazode-Symphonic Suite 
Philadelphia Orchestra, Ormondy 
Columbia CL 850 

Capriccio fspaenol 
Russian Easter Overture 
Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Para'y 

Mercury MG 50039 

The Golden Cockerel-Suite 
The Tale of the Czar Saltan-Suite 
Philharmonics Orchestra, Dobrowen 
Angel 35010 

Sovtoto 
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cessantly. From the dnnn to ,a real 
musical instrument was a natural 
transition, and before too long 'he 
was trying to play the piano. 

Hís older'brother was a. naval offi- 

cer and his sea duties fascinated 
the young boy: When he learned 
to read, hís favorite books were 
stories of ocean voyages. He also 
liked astronomy, and at the age of 
twelve wrote to his mother "1 woke 
up during the night and to my great 
delight I saw Olion, Betelgeuse, 
Sirius, Castor'and Poltux, and many 
other stars." 

Rimsky-Korsakov's ,interest it t m u= 

sic took 'a sharp alptu'rn at the age 
of 'thirteen after he had seen his 
first opera in St. Petersburg. He 
wheedled fifteen kopeks from his 
parents to buy music paper, and be- 
cause he -adored Italian ópera, -made 
an attempt to arrange the sextet 
from Lucia for piano. Gradually his . 

horizons broadened and he began 
to appreciate symphonic music; 
Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony be- 
came for him "the best in the 
world." 

Music was not a career for a 

young man in old Russia. So he was 
trained for naval service, and in 
1862 was sent on a three-year cruise - 
aboard the clipper, Alrnaz. The 
Ship reached the port of New York 
in 1864, while the Civil War was 
raging. The Russians were then re- 
garded as clear friends of the North 

With fellow crewmen in New York aboard the clipper Alma- 
Ensign Rimsky-Korsakov at right. 
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and oh the occasion of the arrival 
of the Alma; Longfellow wrote an 
ode of friendship to the Russian 
Czar. 

The ship proceeded to Brazil, 
where the young ensign was en- 
chanted with the tropical climate 
and naively dxpressed his amaze- 
ment at winter in June. The voyage 
was planned to be around the world, 
but in Rio de Janeiro the Captain 
received orders to return to Russia. 
The trip back through Gibraltar and 
into the Mediterranean offered the 
chance For a brief visit to the Ca- 
sino in Monaco, where several gold 
coins were lost at the gambling 

Career in St. Peterabnrg 

Rimsky-Korsakov was only twen- 
ty-three when the critic Vladimir 
Stasov vrotc the famous article in 
which he referred to "a small but 
already- mighty company of Russian 
musicians." He had in mind the 
members of the so-called Balakirev 
Circle-of which Rimsky-Korsakov 
was one. It is impossible to say how 
Stasov's rather generalized and 
anonymous reference became crys- 
tallized in a definite number: The 
Mighty Five. But thenceforward, 
Rimsky-Korsakov took up the ban- 
ter of Russian nationali-sm, with ' 

Rimsky in his last years, flanked b,y his daughter and by the young 
Igor Stravinsky, ,theñ his pupil. 

table. Then the ship turned back 
to the Straits of Gibraltar and by 
way of England and Norway re- 
lurned to St. Petersburg. 

This. was the most exciting geo- 
graphic event in Rimsky-Korrakov's 
life. He later made several visits in 
Germany and in France; but by that 
time his heart was with his work in 
St. Petersburg, rvhere he had be- 
come professor at the Conservatory. 
In the meantime, history wás being 
:made in Russian music. Mussorgsky 
sounded the slogan, "To the new 
shores, and the new shores were 
definitely of nationalist Russian 
configuration, as opposed to the 
Western European influences repre- 
sented by Tchaikovsky and Anton 
Rubinstein. 
JUNiE 1958 
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Balakirev, the mentor and only 
trained musician of the lot; Cui, the 
music critic and military 'writer; 
Borodín, the -chemistry professor; 
and Mussorgsky, the genius without 
a permanent occupation. 

At first,' Rirsky=Korsakov was 
quite, militant in his nationalism, 
even- `Using 'Russian indications of 
tempo and expression marks in his 
early manuscripts. For publication, 
however, he charged them to the 
traditional Italian. Like his col- 
leagues of the Might!/ Five, Rimsky- 
Korsakov felt a sense of inadequacy 
as a composer. He was self-taught 
and had avoided the rigorous train- 
ing that:in Germany or France was 
a matter .of routine. When he was 
appointed professor of harmony at 

the St. Petersburg Conservatory, he 
had to teach and learn the rules at 
the same time. Even when inter- 
nationally famous, he complained 
of his inability to work with pro- 

. fessionál dispatch: "I work ineffi- 
ciently; 1 set down wrong notes on 
paper; 1 seem to be unable to fix 
a relatively simple rhythmic idea, 
and at times cannot find the right 
interval without trying out the 
melody on the piano. While copy- 
ing the final draft, I cannot remem- 
ber even a couple of bars correctly, 
and have to follow_the original note 
for note. . Non -Russian com- 
posers work steadily to old age; con- 
sider, for instance, Wagner and 
Verdi. I am .fifty-eight years old, 
and apparently for. a Russian it is 
óld enough.' 

This fatigue and self-proclaimed 
old age at fifty-eight was 'part of 
Rimsky-Korsakov's Russian moodi- 
ness; but as a-mattel- of'biographi- 
cal fact, there was no slackening in' 
his energies to the very end of his 
life. During the abortive Russian 
Revolution of 1905, Rimsky-Korsa- 
kov fought valiantly -against the at- 
tempts of authorities,'to expel con- 
servatory students for participation 
in political meetings, and found 
himself relieved of his duties as a 
result. Even during the last week 
of his life he was busily engaged 
in a fight with censorship officials 
wbo demanded the deletion of some 
allegorical lines in his operatic set- 
ting of Pushkin's text of The Gol 
den Cockerel; for it came tóoclose 
to satire on the Russian. govern- 
ment of the last Romanoff. He re- 
fused 'to compromise, and as a. re- 
sult, the opera was not produced 
until after his death. 

Luxe of the East-New-Seales 
and. Rhythms 

Russian composers 'have always 
felt a strong attraction to the Orient, 
not the fabled Orient of Cathay 
and Cipango, but the trans -Cauca- 
sian Persian East and the rich sub- 
continent of India, so full of bright 
sun and -of dark mystery. Schehera- 
zaule was the earliest revelation. 
from Rimsky-Korsakóv's palette of 
this splendidly accoutered Orient. 
The culmination of his Oriental 
idiom. was also his final masterpiece, 
the opera The Golden Cockerel, the 
work of a music':al Merlin in its vi - 
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"Rimsky-Ko,sakov is absolutely mad" were words. (in Russian) providing metrical memory key for Sadko chorus. 

brant harmonic textures and ser- 
pentine scales. 

Academician though he ;vas, 
Rimskv-Korsakov was no stuffy con- 
servative. Neither was he a w i1d- 
eyed innovator or experimenter with 
substances dangerous to euphony; 
but he did advance, slowly hut sure - 
]v, to the very border of the ac- 
cepted science of his day-the U1 - 
tima Thule of justifiable dissonance. 
So luiig as he could find a rational, 
explanation for a musical proce- 
dure, he was quite willing to try his 
skilled hand at it. His opera -ballet 
Mlada (1890) included in the score, 
for instance, an ocarina tuned in the 
scale of alternating whole tones and 
semitones-neither major, minor, 
nor chromatic! Here was a defiance 
of tradition at a time when Wagner 
was still regarded as a violent revo- 
lutionist. Modern composers of a 
later clay, unaware of Rimsky-Kor- 
sakov's little ocarina scale, discov- 
ered ít for themselves, and some ex- 
plicitly claimed priority for its 
invention-\Villein Pijper of Hol- 
land, Felix Petvrek of Vienna, Lud- 
omir Rogowski of Poland, and, in 
America, Normand Lockwood and 
Robert Palmer. 

Startling usages abound in The 
Golden Cockerel: here a scale of 
alternating semitones and minor 
thirds, harmonized by consecutive 
augmented triads, and there an ex- 
ceedingly bold superposition of di- 
minished -seventh chords on a total- 
ly unrelated whole -tone row. Re- 
markable modernistic devices are 
found also in that least known of 
Rimsky-Korsakov's operas, Kaschey 
the Immortal. 

In the domain of rhythm Rim- 
sky-Korsakoy was not averse to de - 
pal -tine from tradition. Russian folk 
music is Lased on asymmetrical 
rhythms, 5/4 being particularly fa- 
vored in some melorhythmic pat- 
terns. In the first act of the opera 
Sadka (1S91i) he treated a whole 
choral episode in a compound asym- 
metrical meter of 11/4. In order to 
master this unusual beat, the choris- 
ters of the St. Petersburg Opera 
used to practice it by chanting the 
11 -syllable Russian sentence, "Rim- 
ski/-Korsakou sovsem su'masoshol" 
40 

(Rimsky-Korsakov is absolutely. 
macl ), 

Every Key Its Own Color 
While he had no belief in any 

mystical correlation between musi- 
cal sounds and ideas, he did have 
an instinctive feeling for a corre- 
spondence of colors and keys. .In 
his scheme, the major keys pos- 
sessed these Imes: 

white 
D flat warmly Clark 
D 
E -flat 
E 
F 
F -sharp 
C 
A -flat 
A 

golden 
somberly Clark 
dark blue 
bright green 
gray -green 
golden brown 
violet 
roseate, youthful 

B -Hal strong and Clark 
B steely Clark' 

Among minor keys, Rimsky- 
korsakov had definite associations 
only for C minor, which was golden 
yellow, and C -sharp minor, which 
was purple -red. The key of A maj- 
or was particularly clear to his heart 
because it represented youthful 
emotion, and was connected ín his 
mind with spring and with dawn. 
The theme associated with Spring 
in the opera Snow Mcairlrn is cast 
in that key, and when his older col- 
league Balakirev suggested trans- 
position a tone higher, for the sake 
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Newspaper comment on Rim.sky's 
di.sani.ssal from the Conservatory. 

of better singing tessitura Iliinsky- 
Korsakov rejected it outright; the 
"steely Clark" key of B being quite 
contrary in his mind to the charac- 
ter of Spring. 

These color associations are en- 
tirely subjective and the listener 
would have to possess absolute 
pitch to appreciate such esoterica. 
But no such guide is needed for en- 
joyment of the gorgeous instrumen- 
tal timbres deposited in wonderful- 
ly proportioned layers throughout 
his scores-of which Scheherazade, 
The i?ussian Easter Overture, and 
Capriccio Espagnol are so typical. 
IIe was a master of orchestration, 
and believed that scientific musical 
perfection could be achieved by 
combining instruments in requisite 
super positions, and alternating solo 
passages in contrasting succession. 
In his treatise on orchestration, he 
selects, without false modesty, ex- 
amples solely from his own works 
to prove each point of discussion, 

East Conquers West 

The initial impact of Rimsky- 
Korsokov's Russian -Oriental music 
on non -Russian audiences produced 
a genuine shock reaction. Vienna's 
renowned and feared critic, Ed- 
uard Hanslick, protested against 
this close of "Russian champagne, a 

little sour. . , ," Yet this "sour 
champagne' proved intoxicating 
and creatively exhilarating to mu- 
sicians of the Latin countries. 

The orchestration of Debussy 
(who during, his youth spent sev- 
eral summers in Russia as house 
musician to Tchaiko'. sky's patron- 
ess, Mme. Nadehcla Von Meek) 
owes much to Rimsky-Korsakov's 
imagination. Rcspighi's Roman 
pines could well have grown on the 
banks of the Neva River (he was a 
Rimsky-Korsiikm, pupil in 1901); 
and Manuel de Falla's three -cor- 
nered hat is cut coloristically from 
the same cloth as Rimskv-Korsakov's 
Russian cap. A music critic once 
verily remarked that the hest Span- 
ish composer was liimsky-Korsakos, 
for his Capriccio Espagnol breathes 
Iberian fire even more effectively 
than the native product. 

{ Continued on iioge 48) 
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higher level and hence create a stronger signal on one 
disc than another. (Many attempts have been made to 
standardize this so as to attain minimum distortion and 
optimum signal-to-noise ratio on the disc, but some 
record companies still believe that the record that 
sounds loudest sells best. ) These variations in rela- 
tive loudness level on the disc itself fool the automatic 
control into applying inaccurate tonal compensation. 
For instance, for a very loud, screaming type of record, 
the control must be turned quite low to obtain a me- 
dium volume level, But the automatic device doesn't 
'hear" the actual loudness. It only "knows" that the 
volume setting ís quite low. From this it concludes 
that the music is playing very softly and applies fin: 
more bass boost than the actual loudness level de- 
mands. The obverse, of course, happens on records 
that just barely whisper at normal volume settings. 

Like all robots, the automatic loudness control lacks 
the judgment to deal with "exceptional" situations. 
Hence, provisions must be made for the listener to 
"over -ride" his robot control, much as an airplane pilot 
can override bis automatic "George" in emergencies. 
Practically all modern hi-fi systems have a switch for 
"disabling" ( i.e. cutting out) the automatic loudness 
compensation. Still another refinement lets the listen- 
er choose varying degrees of compensation, in case 
the standard Fletcher -Munson characteristics do not 
suit his ear or his discs. 

Because of these problems, some hi-fi fans feel that 
they are better off not to use the loudness control at 
all but make the various balance adjustments separate- 
ly on the tone controls whenever they want to play 
their music low. In this, they resemble drivers who 
distrust the automatic choke on their cars and prefer 
to regulate the mixture with a hand choke, which 
enables them to take into account such vagaries as the 
weather, the idiosyncrasies of their particular car, and 
their pet theories for starting the engine. Endless 
analogs apply to the hi-fi situation. 

But like the automatic choke, the automatic volume 
control is a welcome convenience for the vast majority 
who don't quite trust themselves to adjust their ma- 
chinery (whether automotive or hi-fi) by ear. The 
loudness control will provide approximately accurate 
balance with a minimum of bother. It affords the con- 
venience of a single -knob control for the non -technical 
listener as well as the possibility of playing music softly 
without apparent bass loss. -END 
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LOUDNESS-OGRAPHY 

Not all preamplifiers/amplifiers arc equipped with a method 
of securing loudness compensation. Sotne manufacturers main- 
tain that it produces "unrealistic" sounds since it assumes that 
the treble anti bass controls are operated "flat." Others claim it 
suppresses the dynamic range of music and thus "mutes" the 
hi-fi system into producing sounds that refute the purpose of 
high fidelity. The purchaser should experiment with loudness 
controls at the showroom or have the effect demonstrated to him, 
before making a final decision. 

The following list is not complete but rather, represents a 
cross-section of preamplifiers/amplifiers that have loudness 
compensation. 

Composite Amplifiers 
Altec Lansing 344-A Knight 

Bell 2325 Lafayette 
2360 
3 -DT 

Bogen DB-115 
DB-130 
RR -501 
RR -550 

Eico HF-20 
HF-52 

Electra -Voice A -20 -CL Pilot 
Fisher CA -40 

500 
General Electric PA20 
Grommes 10-PG8 

15 -PG -8 
20 -PG 

Harmon-Kordon A-12 

Altec Lansing 
Bogen 

Dynakit 

Eico 

Electra -Voice 

Fisher 

Gray 
Grommes 

P R -100-A 

HF-61 

PC -1 

400 
Bo -C 

AM -3 

207-A 
212 

A-120 
A-1040 

TA -12 
TA -120 
TA -140 

Madison Fielding 

Newcomb 

Precise 

Radio Craftsmen 

Scott 

Sherwood 

Tole-Motíc 

Preamplifiers 

440-C Interelectronics 

Lafayette LT -30 

Madison Fielding PR -45 

Marantz 

McIntosh C8 

Newcomb 

Pilot SP -215 

Radio Craftsmen CA -I1 

KN530 

LA -40 
LA -59 
LA -69 

A-15 

1010 
1012 
1020 
2500 

AA -903-B 
AA -920 

HF-30 
HF-42 

SM-244 

AMW 

C-250 

99.D 
210-F 

S-1000- I I 

KB -403 
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Starry-eved lovers and spring balances readily respond when they hear "our song." 

411> 

WM- d Lgo 
Load up with the simple explanations in this glossary and you -won't have to turn 

and run when the next seasoned hi-fi addict throws sonic livid lingo in. your direction 

RESONANCE 
("They're Playing My Note!") 

"TIME RE playing our song!" the lovers sigh when 
1 they hear the tune that originally accompanied 

the plighting of their troth and the sealing of their 
cosmic affinity. 

Not alone starry-eyed lovers, but many more prosaic 
'bodies"-even such unlikely items as suspension 
bridges, tidal basins formed by islands and continents, 
window -panes and beer-bottles-each of these has its 
own "song," a particular frequency, or note, to which 
it is tuned by its very nature. When this note comes 
along, the object leaps into strong "sympathetic vibra- 
tion." 

"They're playing my note!" the vibrating object 
ecstatically proclaims. This exaggerated response of 
44 

the obleet is called "resonance" and the particular fre- 
quency that evokes it is the "resonant frequency." 

We are surrounded by resonances in our daily lives. 
The strings on a musical instrument arc sharply reso- 
nant-each to a particular note. A wooden box, a cook- 
ing pan, a wall panel and dozens of other objects 
found in every home have their own resonant fre- 
quencies, 

The classic high school illustration is offered by a 
lead \veight hanging on a spring. NN hen given a push, 
the weight bobs up and down at a certain frequency, 
which is the natural "resonance" of this "system." This 
is a simple ' isuali atiou of the two elements present in 
every resonant system: springiness and mass. Reso- 
nance may he obtained by using capacitors, which are 
"springy" to the currents flowing into them, and coils, 
which react like "mass" to the same currents. 

IIzFr & Music. REVIEW 



To change the resonant frequency ín our first exam- 
ple, soften the spring or add to the weight at its end 
and it will bounce more slowly. The frequency has 
been lowered. Reduce the weight or stiffen the spring 
and the botmce will be faster. The frequency has been 
raised. 

In the hi-fi system, resonances swarm like bees. It is 

a good thing to be able to recognize some of the more 
common ones when you are buying or using hi-fi com- 
ponents. 

Turntable resonances 

Let us start with the record changer or turntable, 
usually mounted on springs. The springs are there to 
keep the tone arm and turntable combined from being 
upset by external vibrations-including shaking that 
can be caused by heavy bass notes emanating from the 
speaker system. 

Suppose that the turntable and its springs resonate 
at 40 cycles. Now if the speaker puts out a strong 
40 -cycle note, the turntable, instead of ignoring it, may 
take off in a wild dance. "They're playing my note!'" 
it shouts, and sends this 40 -cycle vibration back to 
the tone arm and cartridge, which promptly send it on 
to the speaker, which just as promptly sends it back 
to do more. shaking. This state of affairs is known as 
"acoustic feedback," a snake -chasing -tail process that 
causes serious distortion and, if bad enough, may even 
damage the equipment. 

The remedy is a turntable that resonates at a fre- 
quency well below any that may come out of the 
speaker, say below 15 cycles. Most high -quality turn- 
tables and changers are designed with this in mind, 
If, however, you run into a case of turntable shakes, 
acid N eight to the table or use softer springs or do 
both. That will get the resonance down out of the way. 

A covey of resonances nests in the pickup and arm. 
The record groove wiggles are pushing the stylus rap- 
idly from side to side while the spring that connects 
the stylus to the horizontally -moving weight of the 
arm acts to return it to center, 

Suppose this spring and the arm -mass resonate at, 
again, 40 cycles. When this note comes along and agi- 
tates the stylus, it will simultaneously give the arm a 
real case of the shakes. It is as if you were holding 
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the end of the spring in our initial example, with the 
weight hanging on the other end, and moving your 
band up and down in time with the resonant fre- 
quency. The additional motion you would impart to 
the weight would certainly be highly exaggerated. 

The remedy for this is again to get the resonance 
down out of the way, below 15 or 20 cycles, where no 
musical frequencies normally occur. Sufficient hori- 
zontally -moving mass in the arm will do this and most 
high -quality arms are so constructed that they have 
sufficient mass. A pickup with a soft spring, called 
"high compliance" by the engineers, Liso helps. Con- 
trol of this "arm resonance' is important not only be- 
cause the excess vibration causes distortion and record 
wear, but also because the bass response of the pickup 
falls off rapidly below the resonant frequency. I-Ience, 
the lower the resonant frequency, the more favorable 
the chances of reproducing the very low bass smoothly 
and clearly. 

The tiny mass of the stylus in the pickup, plus the 
stylus spring, plus the springiness of the record mate- 
rial will create a pickup resonance at the other end 
of the scale, the "top resonance" or "armature reso- 
nance." This is a real killer of high fidelity sound. 
It sets up a sharp peak in the treble that is nasty to 
listen to, exaggerates surface noises and messes up 
transients. 

The heavy pickups of old resonated anywhere from 
about 5,000 cycles up. A tremendous advantage of the 
new highly -refined pickups is that the stylus assembly 
has been made light enough to get the armature reso- 
nance up and out of the way, say about 15,00(1 cycles. 
Free from this resonance, the pickup can produce 
clean high frequencies, without the sharp, harsh sound 
of peaked response. 

Speaker resonances 
If we hop over to the speaker, we run into another 

set of resonances. One of the most significant is the 
"bass resonance" that influences the sound of your 
speaker in its lower region, It is formed by the com- 
bined weight of the cone and the voice coil and is 

affected by the flexible fastening that secures the edge 
of the cone to the frame of the speaker. The bass reso- 
nance is in the range below 150 cycles. 

(Continued on page 48) 

With many a turntable and speaker',, "my note" Izas a 40 -cycle frequency. 
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POTPOURRI IN TAPS STEREO 

Notes on a "beginner" stereo package front Concertapes 

WHEN I first put "classical" 
music tape stereo in my home, 

friends would ask, what does jazz 
and pops sound like in stereo? I 
didn't have the answer to their 
questions since I was reluctant to 
invest in full stereo reels of jazz or 
pops without first bearing this kind 
of music stereophonically. 

Does the new method of repro- 
duction enhance jazz and pops 
enough to justify the additional cost 
of stereo tapes over discs? After 
looking around I found a handy 
little package to suit a variety of 
musical tastes - the Concertapes 
Stereo Starter Set. This provides 
a perfect means to answer the above 
question and to demonstrate for 
your friends (and yourself) just 
how classical music, jazz and pops 
sound in stereo. 

Vol. 1-SILK, SATIN AND 
STRINGS 
Jalousie; Sleepy Lagoon; Holiday 
For Strings; From This Moment 
On; Laura; Fallin' In Love With 
Love. 

I-Iere we are presented with the 
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By RODNEY H. WILLIAMS 

lush orchestral arrangements of 
"The Sorkin Strings." Our ears have 
now become so accustomed to this 
style of whipped -cream and B & B 
liqueur presentation that we've 
stopped counting calories on our 
musical diet and just succumbed to 
gluttony. 

All of which makes this tape so 
much the more tasty and successful 
-there's enough here for a good 
portion of dessert without the dan- 
ger of too much. The stereo sound 
is rich, with a beautiful roundness 
to the orchestral tones. No feeling 
of being "boxed -in" (as is quite 
often found in a studio -taped al- 
bum) could be detected. 

Don't be misled by the title- 
you'll hear other instruments of the 
orchestra besides strings. The fid- 
dles occasionally have a bit of edgi- 
ness, but are not offensive. The 
arrangements are satisfying, with 
the sole exception of Holiday for 
Strings-the raison d'efre of this 
pleasing composition is destroyed 
by somewhat misguided orchestra- 
tion. But right at its heels comes 
the most exciting version of From 
This Moment On that I've encoun- 
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The four 5 -inch 
reels are housed 
in a gold -papered 
heavy card- 
board contai,zer. 

tered-served with a cha-cha heat 
begging to be danced to. In fact, 
several of the other selections are 
very danceable. All in aLl, a tape 
providing two avenues of enjoy- 
ment. 

Vol. 2-BIG BEAT WITH MIKE 
Take The "A" Train; "C" Jam Blues; 
Cherokee; After You've Gone; Lov- 
er; One O'Clock Jump. 

This tape takes right off with a 
couple of socks to the chums to sit 
you straight up-if you're feeling 
languid. Mike Simpson and his Big 
Band sound like they are just that, 
know it, and make the most of it. 

They have been stereo taped in 
an excellent manner-very close up, 
though, which may not be to every- 
one's taste. The Mike's Big Band 
has an even spread between the 
two speakers with no `'hole -in -the - 
middle" 'feel. 

This tape furnishes both good lis- 
tening and music for dancing. The 
arrangements are predominantly 
full-blown and suitable for listening 
from your living room chair. Some 
may question the "jazz" element 
mentioned in the liner notes-jazz 
purists being likely to take excep- 
tion. But what you ¿lo find here is 
worthy music of its genre-more 
than worthily presented. 

Vol. 3-LIGI-ITING THE TORCH 
There's A Small Hotel; It's All Right 
With Me; Take Me In Your Arms; 
Taking A Chance On Lo, e; Moon- 
light In Vermont; Thou Swell. 

This volume of the Starter Set 
gives you The Jay Norman Quintet 
with Martha Wright singing It's All 
Right With Me and Taking A 

Chance On Love. The Quintet is 

an excellent combo, and Jay Nor- 
man at the piano continues to back 
up my enthusiastic impression of 

(Confirmed on page 66) 
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for Ultimate Fidelity 
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oútslendino hon- 
ors bestowed, un- 
solicited. by most 
recognized testing 
organizations. 

No matter what your source of musk 
-FM, your own discs, or tape-you 
will enjoy it at its best coming from 
Sherwood's complete home rnusiccenter 

mosthonored of them sill Sherwood 
'tuners for example .. . 

First to achieve under one microvolt i 

sensitivity for 20 db FM quieting in- 
creases station range to over 100 miles. 
Other impor-tant-features include the '- 
new'1'Feather-Ray" tuning eye, auto- 
matic frequency control, flywheel tun 
ing output level control and cathode - 
follower output. 

Model S-2000 FM -AM Tune: f 139.50'nel 

Model 5.3000 FM (only) Tuner 399,50 net 

For complete ar cilioatloo %srite Dent. V6 

SNE11'1 fi! , 

ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC. 

4300 N. California Ave., Chicagd 18, Illinois 

The "complelo high Itdellte home music eetitei," 

r Y/, 

V/P( 
In New York hear "Accent on Sound" with Skip 
Wesnner, WBAI-FM. week Monts, 9 P.M. 1n 
Los Anpclee, KRHM;FM, 10 P. M. - 

JUNE 195$ 

From the .Brussels World's Fair to 
Horvey's in. New York, From Leading 
Consumer Test Labs to Musk City in 
Honolulu. 

The World's Most Honored HI Fí 

the first choice of those who: know 

5.2000 

worn 
.ct.inÑ. 

Sherwood has been selected to repre- 
sent the. American High Fidelity art at 
the Brussels World's Fair, 1958,1ead- 
ing consumer research organizations 
have declored it "best buy," and deal- 
ers ortiund the World feel secure in 
recommending it ... and no wonder) 
Sherwood tuners were first 'to extend 
FM reception beyond the 100 mile 
"limit" by achieving under one -micro- 
volt 'sensitivity for'20 db FM quieting. 

And recognlzirig firs! what you wont- 
ed in amplifiers, Sherwood engineers 
produced the 36 -watt amplifier 'that 
delivers instantaneous music peaks of 
100 warts. 

In addition, the new Sherwood am- 
plifier matches every feature competi- 
tion has to offer plus six features un- 
obtainable anywhere Ilse. 

No other choice, according to lead- 
ing research agencies, gives you so 

much while costing you so little! 

Here, with Sherwood, it Hi Fi designed 
-to satisfy the most exofting audio- 
phile while still being a precision in- 
strument that even the newest comer to 
High Fidelity con operote with ease 
and simplicity. For the housewife "lis- 
tener" ít delivers the finest music 
reproduction possible-and for her 
audiophile "hobbyist" husband Sher- 
wood has everything fie wants to 
achieve "The Ultimate" in the science 
of electronically reproduced sound. 

Plus beauty of cabinet design? in- 
deed yes-Sherwood fits info cloy 
home with consummate grace, offering 
tasteful design Sñ tuner and amplifier 
cabinets plus wood cabinets for com- 
ponents and speakers that have been 
featured iñ léoding home design mag- 
azine articles. 

No wonder thol from Brussels to 
Honolulu, Sherwood is the First choice 
of loborotbry sound men, discriminat- 
ing home planners, audio, enthusiasts,, 
music ,lovers and lust plain music "tlii- 
teners" who wont the best sound al a 
price anyone can afford to pay-yet 
unmatched.at any pricel 

Sherwood truly is the World's Most 
Honored Hi Fi. 

for Ultimate Fidelity 

....:,:ti 1 

.II 1 . 

'au !Mandl ng honors 
bestowed, unnotfclted, by 

most recognized testing oroenlretlons. 

Why will ,your records sound 'better 
with the new Sherwood 36 -watt am- 
'plifter, though you, seldom play them 
at levels exceeding _1e% watts?' Be- 

cause amplifier peaks ín many .mu- 
sical passages demand 100 watt peak 
capability-and the new Sherwood 

S-I000II-delivers this instantaneous 
peak power while operating at 11 
watts! 

S -I000 II front panel controls 
include 6-db presence -rise button; 
'record, -microphone and tape -play- 
back equalization; exclusive "center, 
set' loudness control, loudness 
compensation switch, scratch .and 
nimble filters, phono level control, 
tape -monitor switch 6 inputs, output 
tube balance control end test switch 
on rear. 

For complete specifications, 

write Dept. V6 

16141011-. 
Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc. 

4900 N. California Avenue. Chicago 1e, Illinois 

The "complete high fidelity Aetna music center!' 

L 

In New York hear "Accent on Sound" with 
Skip Weshner, WBAi-FM, week nights, 9 P.M. 
linos Angeles, KRHM-FM, 10 P.M. 
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MUSCOVY'S MERLIN 
(Continued from page 40) 

America came last in the line of 
the international conquests won by 
Rimsky-Korsakov's highly colored 
music. As late as 1905, the Boston 
critic, Louis Elson, proclaimed, 
"The Russians have captured Bos- 
ton! ... The Scheherazade en- 
gagement began with a bombard- 
ment of full orchestra, under cover 
of which the woodwinds advanced 
on the right. The violins now made 
a brilliant sortie on the left flank 
of the main body. It was a magnifi- 
cent charge; at one time the con- 
certmaster was quite alone, but his 
cavalry soon rallied around him. A 
furious volley of kettle -drums fol- 
lowed.... At this the entire audi- 
ence-including some very big guns 
-surrendered." 

A Russian Ghost in 
Tin Pan Alley 

The surrender of Boston to Rim- 
sky-Korsakov was nothing in com- 
parison to the abject submission a 
generation later of Hollywood and 
Broadway. This conquest was ac- 
complished by infiltration. A good- 
ly contingent of excellent Russian 
musicians came between 1905 and 
1920 to seek their fortunes on these 
shores and in so doing colonized 
first Broadway and later Hollywood. 
With the advent of talking pictures, 
their services as skilled arrangers 
and composers were soon in heavy 
demand. The film industry was still 
under the spell of sheiks, odalisques 
and suchlike Oriental characters, 
and music á la Rimsky-Korsakov, 
fragmentized and diluted, suited 

LIVID LINGO 
(Continued from page 45) 

Applying a strong push to the 
speaker at its resonant frequency 
makes ít take off ín an exaggerated 
motion, causing peaks and distor- 
tion. Thís speaker resonance may 
be controlled in a number of ways, 
including a variety of speaker en- 
closures that "damp" or muffle it. 
The important thing is to push the 
resonance as low as possible in the 
scale because a speaker will not 
respond well to notes lower than its 
48 

these subjects perfectly. Thus, un- 
der jejune palm -trees, sufficiently 
tropical to create the illusion of 
luxuriance, Rímsky-Korsakov's pris- 
tine muse became transformed into 
a Jezebel -like courtesan, redolent of 
aromatic oil from Makassar, and 
adorned with tinkling ankle brace- 
lets. 

On Broadway, too, public taste of 
the day demanded exotic spec- 
tacles, painted with Oriental colors. 
By watering down Rimsky-Korsa- 
kov's Russianized Orientalism, the 
composers of New York could ar- 
rive at the right formula for suc- 
cess. Many a popular hit of the 
1920s, derived melodic and har- 
monic turns from Rimsky-Korsakov 
and other Russian composers. Even 
cowboy songs began to sound like 
the Song of India from Sadko, with 
a pentatonic scale for its melodic 
foundation. 

Last, not least, sound tracks of 
virtually all movies set in Casablan- 
ca, Cairo, Tangier, etc., to say noth- 
ing of those for the sumptuous 
travelogues across Oriental lands, 
vibrate with Korsakovian chromat- 
ics. These are amply supported by 
luscious Kostelanetz-type harmo- 
nies, with every interstice of sev- 
enth and ninth -chords filled in to 
saturation-all this arranged for the 
most glutinous combination of 
strings, woodwinds and brass, form- 
ing at climactic points a vast and 
all -pervasive plasma of sonority. 
Rimsky-Korsakov would probably 
have shuddered at this lateral off- 
spring of his creative imagination. 
But the genealogy cannot be de- 
nied, despite its monstrous muta- 
tion. 

In the half century since his death 

bass resonance. This resonant fre- 
quency usually marks the bottom 
limit of the speaker's range. In a 
good woofer, the bass resonance 
may lie somewhere between 25 and 
45 cycles; in a single all -frequency 
speaker, it is more likely to fall be- 
tween 55 and 70 cycles. 

The resonance story is a long one 
and we have just skimmed a little 
off its top. Your listening room, for 
instance, is one great big grab-bag 
of resonances, but that is a chapter 
in itself. If you have come this far 
with us, you have an awareness of 

in June of 1908, Rimsky-Korsako 
has become an object of veneration 
throughout his native land. His 
operas are standard repertory on all 
Russian stages; his symphonic 
works, and his songs are as greatly 
loved as they ever were. But there 
ís a decided shift in the apprecia- 
tion of his art outside Russia, and 
particularly in the United States. 
Scheherazade, once a mainstay of 
symphonic programs (the operas 
have never gained a real foothold 
here), has now moved into the less 
elevated locale of summer concerts 
or the "Pops," has been arranged 
for small instrumental ensembles, 
and further degraded by indiscrim- 
inate jazzification. The once mys- 
terious and exotic art of Rimsky- 
Korsakov is now in public domain, 
not only juridically (for there is no 
American copyright on Russian mu- 
sic), but also esthetically. The rain- 
bow of Korsakovian hues has faded, 
largely through the abuse of these 
colors by imitators and unintention- 
al traducers. Whether the thrill of 
the original impact can ever be re- 
stored, with or without "high-fideli- 
ty," is a question. In the meantime, 
the pale ghost of Rimsky-Korsakov 
flits through bits of popular music, 
in would-be exotic ballads, in the 
booming sound tracks of the movies, 
in the very flavor of popular -styled 
modernism. This transmutation of 
Russian Orientalism continues un- 
abated. The final product may bear 
no visible-or audible-resemblance 
to the original Korsakovian seed, 
but the great Russian has effected 
a sea -change of tremendous propor- 
tions, spread over an astonishing 
area of chronological time and geo- 
graphical space. -END 

the resonances that flourish within 
the hi-fi system itself and the prob- 
lems they raise. Project this aware- 
ness to a consideration of the envi- 
ronment wherein the hi-fi system 
functions-the studio or auditorium 
where a performance is recorded or 
broadcast and the room in which it 
is reproduced-and you will appre- 
ciate the multitudinous problems 
that must be solved if we are not 
to hear a myriad of sharp, demand- 
ing voices, each proclaiming "Hey, 
there! They're playing my notel" 

-END 
HIFI & Music REVIEW 
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KLAUS GEORGE -ROY 

Symphonic Varieties 

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 9 in CG 

Major. 
The Cleveland Orchestra,.George Sze11eond, 
Elsie LC 3431s 

i first licrird _George Szell conduct the 
"Great" Schubert C Major Symphony fif- 
teen years ago -in Boston. Ever since that 
time I've been waiting for a Szell record- 
ing of the score. Here it is, and it has 
been well worth the wait! Szell brings 
immense strength to the music; a drive 
and surge which are irresistible. There 
is an inexorable forward motion through- 
out which' leaves one limp at the end. 
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Tempi seem just right, balances perfectly 
adjusted. The Epic engineers have en- 
veloped the performance with a big, resn- 
nant acoustic which matches the concep- 
tion to a T. Here is one of die truly 
"epic' recordings of a work Iron, the 
great classic repertoire, an accomplish- 
ment wholly comparable to Klemperer's 
recent recordings of Beethoven and 
Brahms symphonies. 

M. B. 

TCHAIROVSKY: Symphony No. 2 in 
C Minor, Op. 17 ("Little Russian"). 
Phllharmonie Otchestra, Carlo Mafia Giulio] 
cond. Angel 35463. 

JUNE 1958 

..! 
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BEST OF THE . MONTH 

For Those Who Want Their Symphonies Heroic-Epic offers George Szell and 
the Cleveland Orchestra in a thrilling reading of Schuberf's "Great" C Ma- 
jor (this page), while Otto Klémlierer with the Philharmonic for Angel bring 
us -a monumental Brahms First (p; 53). 

For the "Offbeat" in Rómantic Melodrama=Sir Thomas Beecham with su- 
perb actors, soloists, chdrus and the Royal Philharmonic gives the first re- 
cording- ever of Lord Byron's Manfred with Schumann's music on Cofunib'ia 
(this page). 

For Elegant Romantic Pianism, Lyrical and,Pyrotechnic-Listed lo Dame Myra 
Hess in Schumann -plus -encores for Angel (p. 54) and to Liszt,'s Hungarian 
Rhapsodies by Cziffra for the same label (p. 55). 

For Definitive Recording of an '18th Century Iltalian'Masterwork-Be sire to 
lend an ear to Vivaldi's L'Esfro Armonk() concerto grossi with Mario Rossi 
directing for Vanguard (p, 75). 

DVOÜÁK: Symphony No. 2 in D Minor, 
Op. 70. 
Halle Oréheslra, Sir John Barbtrolli cond. 
Mercury MG 50159. 

Here an two superb - examples of 19th 
century nationalism expressed within the 
format of the classical 18th century sym- 
phonic medium. Iñ the Tchaikovsky sym- 
phony, Russian folk tunes arc actually ín- 
eotporated into the score, accounting for 
the "Little Russian" 'subtitle. The 
Dvoiák too, despite the Insistence of the 
composer's biographer, Alec Robertson, 
that "the work shows him looking to 
Vienna rather than to Prague," 'exudes a 

spirit that can only be called Bóhemian. 
Though neither work can be termed a 

standard item in our concert halls, both. 
have been well represeutet) in the record- 
ing catalogues, Giulini, who scored a 

personal triumph conducting the Tchai= 
kovsk'y with the Chicago Symphony Or- 
chestra dining the past season, gives us a 
performance with lots of bounce and 
sparkle. 'The Angel recording is superb: 
rich, full-blown and clear. I have no hesi- 
tation in placing this at the head of the 
list of available recordings of Tcbaikov- 
sky's j,Itde Russian Symphony. A color- 
ful reading of-Moussorgsky's A Night on 
Raid hfninifairs completes the second side, 
añd here Giulini shows a keen ear for 
clarifying orchestral texture. He clearly 
is a comluctor~to watch. 

Barbirolli is unusually successful with 

the Dvofák; from the brooding melan- 
choly of the opening to the healthy exu- 
berance of the ending everything is part 
of ,a broad land unified conception. Itere, 
at last, is a performance to place along- 
side Schmidt-lsserstedt's masterful one on 
London's LL -778, new withdrawn. There 
is greater brilliance in the sound here than 
in Angel's recording of the Tchaikovsky 
symphony,_ brit I would ,have wished for 
some of Angel's sound warmth. 

M. B. 

Beecham's Byronic Fling 

SCHUMANN: Incidental Music to By - 
ion's "Manfred," Op. i75 (complete record- 
ing). 
Royal Philharmonic Orchestia with BBC 
Chorus. Soloists and Actors, Sír I honras 
Beecham cond. Columbia 1vt2L 245 2 12". 

To become. acquainted, after decades 
of wide-ranging listening, with the largest 
work of a great composer which up' to 
then had been shrouded in a mythical 
half-existence-that is an exciting moment. 
Ask anyone about Robert Schurmanrr's 
Manfred, and you will hear about the 
overture by that name which may be 
found on four LP discs. Once again. Co- 
lumbia 'has offered us both a gift and a 

prizes, with the first complete recording 
of Manf red. a melodrama with text by 
Byron, music by Schumann, acted, sung, 
and played. Sir Thomas Beecham puts us 
in his debt by this revival, lovingly pro - 
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duced, superbly performed and recorded. 
Byron's poem is self -revelation of the 

most shattering clarity. "Cold, cold even 
unto the heart" is this artist -magician 
Manfred, who lives like Faust and dies 
like Don Giovanni. Schumann's fascina- 
tion with this character, the epitome of 
literary -philosophical romanticism, was 
inevitable. As Charles Burr writes in his 
exceptionally thoughtful and stimulating 
notes ( which also omit much basic in- 
formation the consumes needs), "Manfred 
sought madness end could not find it. 
Schumann clung to sanity-as great art is, 
I think, an expression of anagnificent san- 
ity-, and could not hold it." The com- 
poser succeeded in a remarkable feat for 
what is ostensibly a melodrama. Often, 
the music has no direct dramatic relation 
to the text at all; it comments upon it 
while ít is recited, thus becoming a sort of 
spiritual observation on what transpires. 
Excerpts from various other pieces of 
Schumann hover in the background, not 
exteriorizing the action but, as it were, 
meditating upon it. It is a strange work, 
impossible to classify; yet in its mystery 
moving and deeply impressive. A theatri- 
cal and musical director of genius could 
mount the work for the stage with strik- 
ing effect. 

George Bylaw's, who recites the title 
role, nppcars to net the part rather than 
be it. Later, one suddenly realizes that 
this stilted declamation may he intention- 
al; for Manfred, like Byron, was an actor 
as much as a man, a person who pre- 
tended and posed and fought against him- 
self. Jill Balcon as Asearte does not have 
quite the bewitching voice and inflection 
one waits for. The finest acting of the 
cast is done by Leidman Browne as A 
Spirit and as the Abbott of St. Maurice- 
two great characterizations. The solo 
singers and the chorus are first-rate in 
their brief appearances. Al) considered, 
one of the most singular releases of the 
season, and one of the most worthwhile 
hearing. 

K. G. R. 

Dissent on Schoenberg 

SCHOENBERG: Violin Concerto, Op. 
36; Piano Concerto, Op. 42. 
Wolfgang M,arschner (violin), Alfred Bren- 
del (piano) with ;he Southwest German 
Radio Orchestra. Michael Gielen cond. Vox 
PL 10530. 

The musician intensely Interested in 
Schoenberg will surely acquire this disc, 
on which are superior performances of 
the two concertos, each in its second re- 
cording. If the average music lover for 
whom most moderns hold no terrors 
chooses lo give this release a wide berth, 
f regret to say that he will have my com- 
plete sympathy. 

As moved and impressed as I was by 
Schoenberg's opera, Moses and Aron ( see 
last issue), each hearing of these two 
works repels me more. The Violin Con- 
certo, which had fascinated me when i 
heard Loris Krasner play it in January. 
1952, now seems incredibly strained and 
unnatural to mc; the Piano Concerto I 

heard only 29 hours before playing this 
disc, from Glenn Could and the New 
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York Philharmonic ender Mitropoulns, lik- 
ing it much less the second time through. 
This is all very personal, I am aware, and 
one will look in vain for an "objective" 
appraisal. Nor would I wish to be dis- 
respectful toward a composer much of 
whose work I admire, and who is unques- 
tionably one of the most influential mas- 
ters of our century. 

Schoenberg claimed to have no interest 
in the finding of the twelve-tone row by 
listeners and theorists, and it is true that 
these ears are not helped by any amount 
of explanation and study, nor by the en- 
uotatot's statement that the two con- 
certos are sublime. I may be completely 
wrong; but with all the unquestioned 
structural genius, the undoubted intensity, 
sincerity and passion the composer felt, 
these pieces seem still -born. Many mo- 
ments of textural and coloristic fascina- 
tion do not make up for nrinntes on min- 
utes of sound which is plain ugly. Ugly, 
that is, not by the here inapplicable stand- 
ards of Bach and Beethoven and Brahm.;, 
but by those of Stravinsky, Bartók, Hinde- 
znith, and even Berg and \Vehern. In 
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both works, the obsession with the re- 
peated -note pattern iS a killing one, and 
the melodic substance will not be whis- 
tled-as tine composer naively hoped- 
as long as the human car is built Else 
way it is. To he sure, there is a degree 
of charm in the closing Rondo of the 
Piano Concerto, a fine shape and lyrical 
flight ire the slow movement of Violin 
Concerto. But the denial of interval ten- 
sions at times wreaks havoc with the 
sensitive ear; it was typical of Schoen- 
berg to destroy with one hand what he 
had created with the other, to inflict pain 
and apply salve almost simultaneously; 
one pays a heavy price for each moment 
of vision. 

Please be reminded that these bitter 
words eesine not from a reactionary, but 
from is fervent advocate of 20th-crmtnry 
music, who has very carefully read Nico- 
las Slonimsky Lexicon of Musical In- 
vective and absorbed its warning message. 
But there it is. Brendel and Marschnerr 
are both musicians of admirable skill, 
Gielen conducts with understanding as 
far as I ,can tell, without the scores at 
hand and the recording is good-except 
for menu pre -echoes which only intensify 
the all -too pervading atmosphere of the 
horror -movie. 

K. G. R. 

Concerted Regionalism 

WALTON: 'Cello Concerto; BLOCH: 
Schelomo-l'lehrew Rhapsody. 
Gregor Piatigorsky with the Boston Sym- 
phony Orchestra, Charles Munch cond. RCA 
Victor LM 2109. 

Schelomo is probably Ernest Bloch's 
masterpiece, a gorgenns work that has 
lost nothing of its deeply moving quality 
since 1916. As a rhapsody, as a piece of 
music for the combination chosen, and as 
an expression of what Bloch has called the 
"sacred race -emotion" dormant in the 
soul of his people, Schelomo may have no 
equal in the literature. It is passible that 
Munch does not feel the piece as keenly 
as does Piatignrsky (and as Kousscsitzky 
did ), since he gives at moments the im- 
pression of accompanying (il very well 
indeed) rather than fully taking pal t. The 
'cellist plays sublimely, in a spirit virtual- 
ly, transfigured. 

The 28 -minute Walton concerto, writ- 
ten for this soloist in 1956 and first per- 
formed in Boston in January of 1957, 
strikes these ears-always hopefully in- 
clined toward Walton-as an uneven 
piece. The first nun ement, with all its 
lyrical expressiveness, is much too deriva- 
tive (Rachmaninofl among the sources!) 
and at moments ckaying. The central 
Scherzo is much more interesting to hear, 
if in no way, memorable, The third move- 
ment, a theme with variations, is by, far 
the best, technically inventive and genu- 
inely communicative emotionally. The 
unique sound of Scheloa.nn seems to have 
been in Waltou's sexed t limes, to his 
creative benefit. The performance by all 
is superlative. The sound of the solo 
'cello is too close-up in both pieces, to 
the detriment of the orchestra. This well - 
meant falsification of balance is far too 
common in cesnecrto recordings; even if 
the disc is billed as "high fidelity," it is 
simply not what the concert -goer in the 
best scat will. ever hear. 

K. G. R. 

FALLA: Nights in the Gardens of 
Spain; Granados: The Lady and the Nightin- 
gale; Andaluza; FaIIa: Miller's Dance from 
The Three -Cornered Hat; Albéniz: Sevillana; 
Córdoba; Mompou: Cansáo i Dania. 
Arfur Rubinstein (piano) with the San Fran- 
cisco Symphony Orchestra. Enrique Jorda 
cond, RCA Victor LM 2181. 

As a warm admirer of the music of 
Manuel de Fella ( the ballets, llrrese Pe- 
dro, the harpsichord Concerto, etc.), I 

lave never been able to muster enthusi- 
asm for his "Neches'. A work of 1906, 
ít continues to strike me as overblown, 
ovcrccored, and generally uninteresting. 
This is the eighth recording presently on 
Ll', and although it is played by hvo 
artists who knew Falla and studied his 
music with him, the performance sloes 
not, to me, elicit the magic that may be 
there. The piano tone is rather hard, and 
the orchestra is not distinguished for 
subtlety under Jorda who has also re- 
corded the work with Curzon ). 

On the reverse side, Rubinstein plays 
the seven Spanish piano pieces marvel- 
ously, i -lis tone here is limitless in range 
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a next 
year's 
stereo 
sensation 
now... 
from 
Harman- 
Kardon 

For complete information on new HarmanKardon TriPlex 

Stereo Amplifier and other.Hne HarmanKardon instruments, 

write to DepartmentHF-06, Harman-Kardon,.Westbury, N. Y. 

JUNE 1958 

MOST FLEXIBLE STEREO AMPLIFIER ON THE MARKET 

MOST ADVANCED STYLING AND OPERATING FEATURES 

ONLY $ 9 995 rratl 
cage 

The Harman-Kardon Stereo Tri-Plex Amplifier 
(Model A-224) is really NEW. Otte handsome, compact 
unit embodies three superb instruments : 

A complete stereo preamplifier with two ,separate 
12 watt channels (24 watt peaks each) or A complete 
24 watt monaural system (48 watt peak) or A 24 watt 
monaural amplifier with complete stereo preamplifier 
arranged to convert an existing monaural 
amplifier to stereo. 

OUTSTANDING FEATURES: Can be used with any signal 
source-stereo or monaural Separate ganged treble 
and bass controls Balance Control Mode Switch 
for Stereo Normal, Stereo Reverse, Monaural A and 
Monaural B Inputs for stereo magnetic cartridge or 
tape head, monaural magnetic cartridge or tape head, 
monaural or stereo tuner, tape preamp Speaker 
Selector Switch for local and remote speaker system 
(monaural or stereo) Rumble Filter -Loudness 
Contour Control Special preamplifier output to drive 
existing monaural amplifier Tape output (after tone 
controls) for recording application. 
Cage (optional) AC -12, $yioo 

n 

The new HarmanKardon TriPlex Sterio Amplifier makes 

stereo ,attractilie, sensible, effective-and inezpénsív/ 

harman kardon 
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-from the enchanting delicacy of The 
Lady and the Nightingale (perhaps not 
quite a match for Hess's version on An- 
gel) to the stunting clangor of the Mill- 
er's Dance. The pieces are intelligently 
chosen and well -contrasted. Mompou's 
composition is just as fine as Alfred Frank- 
enstein's notes claim it .is. 

K. G. R. 

KHACHATURIAN; Violin Concerto; 
SA4NT.SAENS: Havanaise, Op. 83. 
Leonid Kogan with the Bastan Symphony 
Orchestra, Pierre Monteas cond. RCA Victor 
LM 2220. 

Leonid Kogan made his American de - 
hut on January 10 of this year, with the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra (in Brahms 
Concerto). Two days later he recorded 
the present two pieces with Pierre Mon- 
teux. Admirable fiddle playing it is: 
stylish to a degree, teclnmically without 
flaw, and highly communicative, Mon- 
teus, 33 -years old, who had never con- 
ducted the Khatchaturian concerto before, 
accompanies with absalutc assurance. the 
work itself is, I think, superior to the 
Piano Concerto; very attractive and effec- 
tive music. Kogan looks for all the mu- 
sical meaning there is in it, and finds 
more than one might have expected. i-Iis 
version may well be x match for those of 
the two Oistrakhs. The same artists also 
perform Saint-Seens' charming Flacamiise 
with flair and obvious delight; this too is 
one of the composers best pieces. 

K. G. R. 

Haydn Symphonic Quartet 

HAYDN: Symphcny No. 100 in G Ma. 
jor ("Military"); Symphony No. 101 in D 
Major ("Clock"). 
London Symphony Orchestra, Anted Doreti 
cond. Mercury MG 50155. 

HAYDN: Symphony No.92 in G Major 
("Oxford"); Symphony No. 104 in D Major 
("London"). 
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Hans Rosbaud 
cond. Decca DL 9959. 

This is a good month for Haydn, since 
one coils] hardly imagine any more felic- 
itous performances or recordings of his 
symphonies than those represented here. 
Both conductors have a feeling for the 
Haydn style, and their respective orches- 
tras have responded accordingly. Mer- 
cury's sound is slightly more full-bodied 
and richer; Dccca's microphones seem to 
be just a little farther front the orchestra, 
Listened to apart front the othor, each 
recording seems to be wholly appropriate 
-which demonstrates that within reason- 
able limits, .-aricd Methods of orchestral 
recording can prccluce etjually valid re- 
sults. 

Rosbaud's tempi struck me as being 
nothing short of perfect throughout both 
symphhonies. In addition, the orchestral 
tout emerged with exceptional transpar- 
ency. There was a sheen to the string 
tone that fell most gratefully upon the 
ear. I can only suggest that you listen 
to the recording, in the hope that you will 
also he struck by the 1r rrticeler muttons 
quality that i refer to. ,And this, in a 
Ha\tin symphony, of all places, where the 
32 

strings do nothing "spectacular," and have 
00 "lu+lt" episodes in the nineteenth cen- 
tury romantic manner! 

Doratí's tempi also seemed to .mire to 
be wholly suitable. in most of the fast 
movements, he adds just a slight extra 
touch of triost welcome sprightliness. To 
my surprise, though, he took the final 
movement of the Clack Symphony at a 
rather reserved pace. Comparison with 
Sclae.rchen's ( Westminster) v< rsion of 
that movement showed, to my surprise, 
that he too adopted the same pacing. 
On the other hand, Wieldlke's /recent re- 
cording for Vanguard favors the Santee 
tempo that I prefer. "You pays your 
money... 

D. R. 

The Band on Parnassus 

HI N D E M 1 T H: Concert Music for 
Strings and Brass, Op. 30; Symphony in B -flat 
for Concert Band. 
Phithartrorste Orchestra, Paul Hineiemn l 
cond. Angel 35489: 

BANID MASTERPIECES featuring 
the GOLDMAN BAND, Richard Franko 
Goldman cond. Gossec: Classic Overture; 
Mendelssohn: Military Overture; Wagner: 
Funeral SinIonia on Themes from Webei s 

Euryanlhe; Bruckner: Apollo March; Bergs 
ma: March with Trumpets; Grainger: Chil- 
dren's March; Schuman: Chester Overture; 
E. F. Goldman: Fanfare March. 
Decca DL 8633. 

The "Concert Music" of 1930 is not, on 
the whole, one of my favorite i-Iindermith 
works. In its weightiness of sound and 
texture, it represents, perhaps, a trutsition 
between the searching masterpieces of 
the 1920's like the Third Quartet, the 
Kamnmerrnm,iken, Gardillac and others, 
and the ripe st\ le of the 30's, to which 
belong t\lathi.e der Alder, Nobi)is.cima 
siiome. and the many sonatas. This is not 
to say that the Komzertnmssik ís not mag- 
niloquent music of great impressiveness, 
the slow close of the first part, for in- 
stance, stggests a 20th-centtmry Bruckner. 
Exccllc_at too is the vigorous fugue of the 
second port, music that has influenced 
ma,y composers-among them \Vílliutn 
Schuman. Curiously weak, to ure, is the 
ending-something of a miscalculation. 
There is only one other version on discs, 
Ormandy's, and I recall it as a good one 
gl.cn. 

I tíndemith, of Course, is not Only one 
of the really great composers of our time 
( his present status as n "consefvetiee" re - 
minis the a little of Bacli s around 1740), 
halt ;t splendid conductor. Very inter- 
esting it is to compare his performance 
o f the Symphony for Concert (land (a 
big work of 1951) with Frederick Fen- 
nell's on Nicrcury, conducting the East- 
man Symphonic Wind Ensemble (see the 
first issue of this magazine. February 
1954, p. 85). Fennell's conceptioo I re- 
called as admirable in its drive, clarity 
and keen attention to the score. But is 

hearing ef the Ctrmpeser'S own perform - 
mince reveals' nanny a new aspect, c\'cn :r 

different approach t0 this master' mnsie, 
ifindemith elms -see the "symphony- rstlrtr 
than the "band." iris themee ate mimare 

lyrical. his tempi more flesible. his con- 

cept broader and less hectic. (The re- 
corded sound, appropriately, is of softer 
hues than the floodlights of the Eastman 
recording.) In the slow movement, the 
composer brings out ceunterliues that 
Fennell underplays, especially the re- 
sponses of the -.saxophones; how peculiar 

lt,:.dee-fte 
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that a saxophone from London should be 
so much richer in sound than one from 
Rochester, N. Y.J. Although ifindemith 
takes the fugue theme of the finale even 
faster, the slow sections are ouch more 
poetic in the version ou Angel. But it is 

astonishing that the composer should have 
allowed the jangle of wrong notes in the 
last measures to pass, where Fennell in- 
sisted on and got perfect unanimity and 
incisive brilliance! Norman Del Mar has 
supplied discerning notes for this attrac- 
tively packaged album, a "must" for l-fin- 
deuithians, 

If the Hindemith "Symphony" con- 
siderably extends our view of what a band 
can dn, the Decca album of the Goldman 
Band both returns to the norm and gives 
new insights into its literature. 

The founder's son here leads his splen- 
did aggregation in sonic lusty and lively 
playing. It is best, of conrsc, not to hear 
the whole disc, however well -recorder!, at 
One sitting, unless It ells be done in an 
appropriate outdoor setting. The Gossec 
Overture is a conical augury of Beetho- 
ven, and the Mendelssohn and Wegner 
items arc "crashing bores" rather than 
"band masterpieces." But the Apollo 
March of Bruckner (1865) will supply a 
musical gathering with the neatest guess- 
ing game of the season; one could stake 
a fortune on the ass 'ranee that nobody 
will recognize this Johann Strauss -imita- 
tion item as a work of that Austrian sym= 
phonist, Bergsmms s and Schumtin's pieces 
are very effective, and Percy Creinger's 
Children's Mare -h though too long, is full 
of charms; the composer himself is at the 
pi;urb! (Same of Grainger s bigger and 
more serious compositions desperately 
need recording, incidentally.) The only 
piece of "real" hand 'music in the Sousa 
tradition is Dr. E. F. Coldnrari's ocwu 

Fran fare, the 100th pf his 109 marches- 
and tr first-class avrnrpositton of its kind. 

K. G. R. 

Brahtns, Heroic _and Lyric 

BRAHMS: Symphony No. 1 in C Mi- 
nor, Op. 68. 
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Philharmonío Orchestra, Oito :,Klemparer 
cond. Angel 35481. 

BRAHMS: Symphony No. 2 in D. Ma- 
jor, Op. 73; Tragic Overture, Op. 81. 
Philharmonic Orchestra, `Otto Klemporer 
cond. Angel 35532. 

BRAHMS: Variations on a Theme by 
Haydn, Op. 56a; Hungarian Dances-Nos. 1, 
2,5,6,7, 11, 21. 
London Symphony Orchestra, Anca! Doroti 
cond. Mercury MG 50154. 

Otto Kleniperei, veteran master con- 
ductor and one cf the peat musicians of 
our time, has recorded all the Brahlns 
symphonies far Angel. Let us assume that 
we have a mythical consinner who a ) ad- 
mires Kieniperer enormously, b) does not 
yet have the first and second symphonies 
(the only ones here to be considered) in 
Iris collection. Looking over the lint' of 
about twenty available versions for each 
symphony; what should he .do? If this 
listener were .forced to make a recom- 
mendation-of course without having 
studied all the other recordings-he would 
have to say this: By all means acquire. the 
First Symphony; pass up the Second. 

The very characteristics drat make 
Klelutierer`s Braluhs First so superior 

's seem to do harm to the Second. The 
OlymPlan grandeur of the First, its B e- 
thoven-ness-that is what Klemperer con- 
veys with magnificence. There is a surg- 
ing, swelling utterly serious quality here 
that may hove .few equals; it is a reading 
worthy of an Aeschyleon tragedy. 

The third movement, however, is hard- 
ly grazioso; and when we hear the Second 
Symphony, that lack becomes bothersome. 
Mellowness, a line in sweet flow, amia- 
bility-thole do not seem to conic easy 
to this conductor. There is ponderous - 
tress where there should he Ivricisnr; only 
in the grave. slow movement does Klem- 
perer seem to be quite at home. ( One 
could of course consider that the conduc- 
tor may hove consciously wished to coun- 
teract the prevailing conception of the 
Second Symphony as ''sunnier," search- 
ing for its weightier rtleanings.) But most 
surprising arc some sloppy passages, and 
why the off -balance beginning of the 
finale was passed by everyone instead of 
being instantly caaight and done over, I 
do not understand! In the Tragic Over- 
ture, which fills out the disc, one feels 
the shock of recognition; this is what 
Klemperer does best-as stirring a read- 
ing as may be found on records. The 
sound is fine, as expected, though not 
overly warm. 

e 

The "Haydn Variations" of Bralmts 
(about ten versions, one al them Klein- 
perer's) receive it treatment. at least high- 
ly competent from Anta1 Dorati on this 
Mercury disc. The textures ire clean, the 
resonance right. But the pacing often 
seems metronomic rather than free and 
pulsing, and the slow¿:r sections do not 
flow as'others have made them flow. The 
seven Hungitrian dances Dorati has chos- 
en arc dispatched with vigor and excite- 
ment, but wibbout, Touch subtlety in de- 
tail or in the 'many tempo changes. Dorati 
is himself Hungarian, and perhaps this is 
how the Dances should go; but there 
JUNE 1958 

SUPERB NEW VOCAL RELEASES 

eMíl t ella 

.HILDE GUEDEN 
as ZdE;nka 

GEORGE LONDON 
as Mandryka 

LISA DELIACASA 
as Arabella ° 

thé,Viehna Philhormosiic Orchestra 

GEORG SOIrT) ° 

qi%ohQd ciNelmiehe '-"Pecohding 

R. Strauss: ARAB'E LLA-complete 
Lisa della Casa Hilde Gueden 

George London Anton Dermota Otto Edelmann 
assisting cast with the Vienna State Opera Chorus and 
the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra conducted 

Georg Solti 
a ;ecced, wlrr. i. brntro A-tli I(19 921 

Mohler: ' Jill$ D wed Kinefertotenlíeder _ 

and (lades cines 
Fohrenden Gesellen. 

The Vienna) 
Philharmonic 

Orchoslle 
Conductor: 

sir Adrian Boult. I 
5330 ` w epslits 

CARLO BERGONZJI 

Arios from Aldo, Porro Del 
Destino, II Trovalore, Andrea 
'Chenier, Tosco, Monon Lesraul 
and 4 other operas. 5356 

GEORGF, LONDON Lett.!13 

148 

Songs by Purcell, Brohrns, 
Poulenc, and Tueino, 5375 

JItOME HINES sings Gospel Hymns of ' 

Onward, . 
the faleellon Army 

Christian Soldiers; 
Holy, Holy, Holy; 

. ° 
Hove You Been to 
,Jesus; Have Thine 

Own Way; 
Trust and Obey; 

God Be With You 
and 6 others. 

101 

by 

Selection, from 
My Foil' Lady, 
South Pacific, 
Paint Your Wogon, 
Brlgadeon, Knicker 
backer Holiday, 
Very Warm for 
May, Carousel and 
Show Boot. 5390 

¿I0(11100)tt1O d 

Arios horn Turandot, ala Gib. 
condo, La Boheme, Fedora, 
Tosca, and Lo Feria Del De- 
stino. 5.08 

1 Ati{LEER 
FER'RtE'R 
folk songs 

e' 
I .P.......y..tF,... .. ^' 

o 
Blow the Wind 

r! 
Southerly, Mo 
Bonny lad, The 
Keel Row, Ye Bank, 
and Broos, Over 
fire Mountains. 
My Boy Willie, 
I Wilf Walk with 
My Love and 
11 ethos. 5411 

OIYDON 
1r arcoso s 

sae wCSY asen SeRe('c new Yase'1, N V. 
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introducing 

r)'14 Fi, 

B MAIL 
Designed to brighten your collection 
with new releases as soon as they ap- 
peor art the market; rare collectors' 
items that become unovallable as cata- 
logs are reduced or go out of print, 
and complete catalogs or every label 

. immediate delivery, 

SPECIAL tINTRODUCTORY OFFER 

Aeolian -Skinner 
"The King of instruments" 

regularly 55.93._,__..-3.99 ea. 

Mode originally as selling devices for 

the finest organs In America, these re- 

cordings are the combination of the best 

engineering techniques and knowledge of 

the instrument. The complete catalog is 

available at this 'spe=cial price: 

THE AMERICAN CLASSIC ORGAN AS -Y 

ORGAN LITERATURE, Bach to 

Langlais - AS -II 
ROBERT OWN, Christ Church, 

Bronxville, N. Y........ - AS -III 
HILLiAR AT ST. MARK'S ........._ ASIV 
THE MUSIC OF RICHARD 

PURVIS ......:.._r..=.._..,, .... ASV 

THE CATHEDRAL OF ST. JOHN THE 

DIVINE, Alex Wyton AS -VI 

MARILYN MASON, St. John's Chapel, 

Groton, Moss. AS -VII 
NORMAN COKE-JEPHCOTT, St. John 

the Divine AS -VIII 
THE MOTHER CHURCH, Boston, 

Ruth Barrett Phelps ................... AS -1X 

ROY PERRY, First Presbyterian, 
Kilgore, Texas ,......r... AS -X 

HENRY HOI(ANS Al ALL SAINTS AS -11 

PIERRE COCHEREAU AT SYMPHONY 

HALL, Boston .._..-..,....AS-Xll 

NEW RECORDS RY MOIL Dept: H.R.-68 
Dupont Circle 8tdg Woshington, D. C. 

All +ecords guaranteed against defects. 
Send 25c postage for the first record; i0c 
for each additional record. Add 15c west 
of the Missitc ppi . , . Check, money order 
or cash accepted. 
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must: be more in them than that. ( That 
this music is essentially Gypsy -derived, 
not Hungarian as such, has been very 
conclusively demonstrated 1» Bhla Bar - 

K. G. R. 

Solo and Tandem Concerti 
BRAHMS: Double Concerto do, Violin, 

'Cello and Orchestra, Op. 102. 
Mischa Mischakoff and Frank Miller wail the 
NBC Symphony Orchestra, Arturo Toscbnini 
cond. RCA Victor LM 2178. 

BRAHMS: Violin Concerto in .D Major, 
Op, 77, 
Erica iMcrini with the Philharmonic Sym- 
phony Orchestra of London, Arrur Rodzinski 
cond. Westminster XWN 18600. 

RCA's potential supply of Toss;mini 
recordings from his NBC broadcasts is far 
from nearing its end, but it has been al- 
most a year since the last Toscanini re- 
lease ( the 1949 performance of Aida) 
and one had begun to cvoncle -. Tisis re- 
cording of the Brahms Double Concerto 
derives from the NBC broadcast of No- 
vember 1.:3, 1948. Obviously originated 
in NBC's old Studio 8 -I -I, all the cramped, 
hard tone associated with that infamous 
sound source is here. The performance 
as such is excellent. Both soloists were 
long-time first chair players in Tosc.anin s 

NBC Symphony and there is a fine meet- 
ing of the minds evident here. 

71he Morini-llodzinski performance of 
the Violin Concerto is most recommend- 
able. The approach is rugged, but en- 
dowed alto with Lulus repose and confi- 
dence which arc most winning. Morin; 
plays very well indeed, if without quite 
that last full measure of abandon chame- 
teristic of 1-Ieifctz, Milstein, or Oistrakh. 
This recording performance has been 
available as a \Vestminster-Sonotupc 
stereo release for some time; the stereo 
sound is big and resonant, but the disc 
sound has a slightly pinched quality. 

M. B. 

Twin Northern Lights 
GRIEG: Peer Gynl-Suite No. 1: Sym- 

phonic Dances; 2 Elegiac Melodies. 
Hallé Orchestra. Sir John Barbirolli cord. 
Mercury MG 50164. 

SIBELiUS: Tone Poems-The Ocean - 

ides; Pohjola's Daughter; En Saga: Tapiola, 
Philndelphriu Orchestra. Eugene Ormandy 
cond. Columbia Ml 5249, 

B,lrbirolli again favors trs with an un- 
commonly fine disc. IIis performances of 
these thrice -familiar Crieg pieces have 
freshness and spontaneity; details are 
carefully planned and executed; and the 
recorded sound is exemplary, having 
greater warmth than in the recording of 
Dvorilk's Second Symphony reviewed else- 
where in this issue. 

Ormandv's disc manages to get a lot of 
music onto a single record, but this is ac- 
complished by the choice of tempi which 
seem hurried for such expansive music. 
Neither En Saga nor "lapiola have the 
brooding Introspection which van Beinuna 
brought to them in his coupling of the 

two works on a London disc (LL -737 ). 
1'ohjaln's Daughter and The Ocennides, 
on the other bond, fare well here. The 
recorded sound is superb throughout, 
thrilling in its richness and with the 
massive dynamic contrasts magnificently 
reproduced. 

M. B. 

Five Keyboard Magicians 

HOROWITZ PLAYS CHOPIN 
Scherzo in Bflat Minor, Op. 31, C sharp 
Minor, Op. 39; Nocturnes, Op. 9-No. 1 in 
B -flat Minor & No. 2 in E -flat. Op. 15, No. II 

in F Major. Op. 27, No. i in C -Sharp Minor; 
Barcarolle in F -sharp Minor, Op. 60. RCA 
Victor LM 2137. 

CHOPIN: Etudes, Op, 25 (complete): 
Ballade in G Minor, Op. 23. 
Gen, Anda (piano). Angel 35420. 

While he was "world champion" of 
pianists, years ago, Vladimir I-Iorowitz 
struck many listeners as a less than ideal 
Chopin player. During his self-imposed 
retirement (from which is supposedly 
soon to return-hurrah/ ), his art has deep- 
ened and ripened. This is, for the most 
part, extremely fine playing. I lis technique 
is fabulous as ever, and there is sensitive 
inflection in the quieter sections. It is hard 
to tell whether it is thy artist or the engi- 
neers that keeps these cars irons experi- 
encing complete pleasure. The recording 
is accomplished at too close a range (the 
pianists living room?), so that every for- 
tissimo becomes harsh; in the proper con- 
cert -hall -to -car relationship it might be 
sonorous and rich. 

Gem Anda, the young Iungarian 
whose recordings are multiplying at a 
striking rate and in a widely varied rep- 
ertoire, plays the l;tudes of Op. 25 with 
admirable musicality. His technique is 
near -flawless and his conceptions invaria- 
bly penetrate the surface. 1 -Te feels and 
conveys the C minor Ballade with sin- 
cerity and power. The sound is a bit 
muffled-perhaps that is right for this 
music: it Sounds better in the sonic mua 
image of a plush and gilded chamber her than 
under the garish lights of a modern studio. 

K. G. R. 

SCHUMANN: Symphonic Etudes, Op, 
13; SCARLATTI: Sonatas-C Minor, G Ma- 
jor; GRANADOS: The Lady and the Nightin- 
gale; MENDELSSOHN: Song without Words, 
Op. 102, No. 5; BRAHMS: Walls in A -flat: 
Inrermesso in C Major; BACH: (arr. Hess) 
Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring. 
Myra Héss (piano). Angel 35591, 

The Symphonic; Etudes here receive 
what may be the warmest, most human 
recording of the ten available. Dante 
ilAyrit takes the tempi with unusual slow- 
ness, hut affords an opportunity to look 
deep and to search without haste. She is 
one of the few to give proper emphasis 
to the change -of -direction in the theme, 
near the end, This music allows ntnch 
Latitude of approach, and n great player 
can make it e profrnusd experience. 

Very beautifully played also is the "re- 
quest program" riverside. Although This 
well -loved artist is reported to dislike re- 
cording, and has therefore done compara- 
tively little of it, she can communicate 
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eloquently even through the impersonal 
microphone. Her technique is undimin= 
islicd in control,. and her tones is at all 
times superb. The two Scarlatti sonhtas 
ate 'enchantingly done, the :Mendelssolhn 
and Brahms with kcen.sensitivity. Never 
have I heard The Lady and the Night- 
in,ale from Crariados' Gayest/is expressed 
so wonderfully; this is, in meaning, -a 

woman's piece, and Hess discovers it, The 
Bach chorale is known to millions in the 
transcription made by her, and 'it is 
played here with reverence and affection. 
Angel Records have done a strange thing 
with this disc, however: Por the Schu- 
mann, which calls for much sonority, the 
microphone was placed at a proper dis- 
tance, with excellent results in repro- 
ducing Dame vfyra's rich and never 
forced tone. For the reverse, the hñike 
is so close that -the sound often becomes 
clangorous and blasting. There ís no 
reason why more intimate music cannot 
also be 'given a sense of recital hall dis- 
tance,' Angel has done better by the 
piano, as proven 1n its 'Cziffra discs. 

K. G. R. 

LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsodies Nos. 2, 
6, 12, 15. 
Gyorgy Cziffra (pieno). Angel 35429. 

1 LISZT: P;ano Transciipiions trom Op- 
eras 

Sextet frñm "Luca tvilserere (tom "II Trov- 
atore Grand Fantasy from "Norma"T Over- 

. ture to "Oberon"; Benediction end Oeth 
from "Sam/am/to Cellini"; Pil'grims' Chorus 
from 'Tannháus'er"; Liebestod from "Tristan 
and lsolde". Alfred Brendel. Vox PL ,10580. 

In the first issue of this magazine (Feb- 
ruary .1058, p. 87), this -listener described 
his unconditional surrender to the pian- 
istic sorcery of Cyorgy Cziffra. His at- 
tempt, this time, to resist joining the 
bandwagon of raves proved just as in- 
effectual. Any queasiness about hearing 
again the too -well-known Hungarian 
Rhapsodies was dispelled in the first min- 
ute of the famosis No. 2, by what is per- 
haps the most astonishiiig keyboard vir- 
tuosity to be encountered today. 

Cziffra managez to make this music an 
utter delight instead of a flamboyant 
nuisance. He does this not only by his 
fantastic technical control, which seems 
lb overcome the ,fiercest obstacles' with 
nonchalant ease, bier by his sense of de- 
tail; not only by his power and speed, 
hint by his musicality; not only by his 
tremendous drive, hut by his finesse of 
rhythm and textdre. With such fingers, 
no overpedaling ever need occur, as it so 
often <loos in Liszt's music. This review- 
er has not heard the other versions of the 
Rhapsodies - Farnácli's and Roros%sky's 
complete ones and Brailowsky's nearly 
complete nne - but he cannot imagine 
them excelling these performances. Again, 
Angel has captured a piano sound that 
approaches the ideal. 

As well as Alfred Wendel plays' the 
Transcriptions from .Operas (a venture 
apparently unique thus far), one almost 
wishes that Cziffra had been turned loose 
on this 'incredible stuff. Brendel has n 
tendency to let his pedal blur what ís 

(Continued on page 74) 
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While The Lights Are Low: The McGuire S'sters. 
'Moonglov ,' 'Tenderly; 'Think Of Me R'ndly,' 
'My Darling, My Darling,' etc, CRL 57145" 
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Electrified Favorites: Steve Allen at the Wúr- 
litzer Electronic Piano. 'it Had To Be You; 'On 
The Alamo; 'Careless,' many more. CRL 57195 
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ICíWRÉ*N71. WELK 
With A Song In My Heart: Lawrence Welk and 
his Champagne Music. 'Peg O' My Heart,' 
'My Foolish Heart,' etc. CRL 57147 

Stevé, 
Lawrence... 

Here's -Steve Lawrence: He sings great songs 
like 'Day In And Day Out,' 'You Made Me Love 
You,:'Sunny Side Up,' etc. CRL 57204 

What's 1%liat! 
Fuo 

T$ C1V1L iva 
11.1....~1..1....11, Lx., WA 

r^-':+,, ' -P-q w c: ,r 

4;1,:,,.' . 
The True Story of the,Civil War. The Award Win- 
ning Original Movie Sound Track. Music by E 
Gold, narration by Raymond Massey. CRL 59100 

Anita 
My 
Love . 

- 
Robert 

. 

Anita, My Love: Roberto and his Orchestra.'I'ra 
Yours,' 'Anita, My Love,' 'We Could Make Such 
Beautiful Music Together,' etc. CRL 57154 

Manny Albam's sensitive jazz writing show- 
cases top soloists from both coasts. A modern 
jaiz must? Vol. 1,CRL 57173; V01. 2, CRL 57142' 

LAWRENCE WELK 
PETE FOUNTAIN 

' . s`a' 

Lawrence Welk's sensational clarinet star is 
teatu ed with the Welk band on 'My Blue 

Heaven,' 'That'Old Feeling,' etc. CRL 57200 

WA's lwAti/ - ' iU1cc,6ic..oL C O R 
_ _ anoo>fans , 

'Available in 45.RPM 
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ROB ER TS 
TAPE RECORDERS 

The only recorders with a 
HYSTERESIS SYNCHRONOUS 

motor in their price class! 
Audiophiles, professionals or non-professionals,. 
are all delighted with the performance, quality 
and modest price df the all new ROBERTS. The 
clean, functional design, complete portability 
(28 lbs.) and versatility are unsurpassed. Each 
ROBERTS is a complete unit... integral ampli- 
fiers, extended range speaker, and high -sensi- 
tivity microphone. 

There is a ROBERTS dealer near you. Why 
not see him today for an ear -opening demon- 
stration. He can give you complete technical 
information, too. 
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Brand New! 

ROBERTS 
is now available in a 

STbJR-.F]O 
Playback Model 

Here indeed is nerve! Combine all the lacing 
¡CO es .of the lfronaural model with more 
amplifiers, stereo heads and you have ri 

performing wonder that,ris equally -out- 
standing on single or double -track -tapes. 

Prieed at,$849.50, there just isn't any- 
thing on. the market to compare with. the 
ROBERTS. Xo.need to put off stereo sound 
any longer-Nst order your ROBERTS 

today. flurry, though, supplies are limited. 

td 

ROBERTS 
The only recorder with a 
hysteresis synchronous motor 
in its price class_ 
Completely portable 
(153/.1" x /41/2"x 914", 281b1.) 
A'complete unit with integral 
amplifiea;s and extended 
range speaker: 
VU meter for positive 
recording levels. 

P' Professional, cast aluminum, 
constriction. 
Wow and flutter 0.18% RMS 
Response 40 .to 15,000 CPS 
Timing accuracy to 0.2% 
Dual record/play heads 
7" reels 
33/.1 or 71/2 -inch tape speeds 
Safety interlock controls 
Complete with case and 
high -sensitivity microphone 
Wrap around tape threading 

ROBERTS ELECTRONICS INC, 
1028 N. LA BREA AVENUE, LOS ANGELES, CALfFORNIA 
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Hígh fidelity audio never sits still. 'II is a lively art where new ideas pop like firecrackers. This 
monthly department reports on equipment that has been carefully inspected and evaluated 
by the staff of Hifi 8 MUSIC REVIEW. Technical specifications have been omitted since they ore 
immediately available from the manufacturer and they are often phrased in jargon that precludos 
direct comparison with comparable gear. We are interested in what the new equipment does, 
how it does it, and most important, how it sounds. 

d Shure Dynetic Cartridges 
and Arm 

%0ST hi-fi systems employ some 
Z type of magnetic cartridge as 

W ,the phono pickup. Anti many maw 
netic cartridges employ a moving 

a coil and a stationary magnet to set 

5 up the relationship whose variance 
changes the mechanical energy 

W 
picked up from the record grow. es 
into electrical energy suitable for 

Z electronic amplification. 
Q In Shure's two Dynetic car- 

tridges, the same principle of set- 
ting up a magnetic flux is applied, 
but the elements are reversed: the 
coil is stational y and the magnet is 

' movable. There is a refreshing sim- 
plicity about these cartridges. The 
magnet is a little square bar, about 
1/,:, inch thick and % inch long. At- 
tached to one of its ends is a short 
strip of magnesium shaped like the 

I 
sole of a shoe. At the other end of 
the magnesium strip is the diamond 
stylus. The extremely light weight 

land strength of this cantilever stylus 
suspension enables it to transmit the 
complicated wiggles of a hi-fi disc 
recording with negligible resistance 
-through the stylus, through the 
magnesium shoe, to the magnet. 

The magnet is firmly seated in a 
square opening in the cartridge and 
may be removed easily for stylus 
replacement. Surrounding the mag- 
net is soft compliant material, offer- 
ing minimum resistance to the mag- 
net's vibrations and permitting it to 
react to very high frequencies with- 
out loss. 

Shure offers two styles of Dynet- 
ic cartridges: the Professional and 
the Studio. The Professional car- 
tridge is designed for use with a 

standard tone arm, and in size and 
general appearance it is similar to 
other makes of cartridges. It tracks 
at three to six grains and may be 
used in a record changer. 

it is the Studio cartridge that is 
truly unusual and very original. 
This is a tiny affair, made to plug 

4 

- r. 

The Shure Studio Dynetic Cartridge is an integral port of the tone arm. 
Separate cartridges are available under the name "Professional Dynelic." 
The phantom view shows how the cartridge is elevated clear of the record. 

ISh }re Bros., Inc., 222 Hartley Ave.,, Evanston, Ill.) 

-or, 

ts 

9 

I 

1 

It isn't necessary to remove the Sonoromic plastic tope container from 
its storage place to extract the tape reel. The dovetail slot (right) may be 

slipped on a fitted strip attached to the wó11. See review on page 58. 
(Ferrodynamics Corp.. Lodi, New Jersey) 
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After going all out on high wattage amplifiers, Heath has released its 
12 -watt bookshelf amplifier Model EA -2, which uses five miniature tubes. 
The whole amplifier kit was wired in just under five hours. See review on 
page 60. 

(Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Mich.) 
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into a specially' designed tone arm. 
Together, they comprise an asserri- 
bly that is beautiful to behold and: 
even more beautiful to listen to. 

The Shure arm is só constructed 
that the. Dynetic May function at its 
.very best. This optimum compati- 
bility between ar-in and cartridge is 

not always present when one com- 
ponent is not designed to perform 
specifically with the other. For in- 
stance, some of the benefit -of .the 
Studio's lightness would be lost if 
it were to he used with a large -mass 
arm instead of the slender and light 
Shure arm. Thus, the Stu' dió Dy- 
netic tracks at only one to two 
grams in its'own arm, whereas- the 
Professional Dynetic requires a 
force of from three to six grarris to 
be effective. The smaller 'tracking 
force substantially lessens 'record 
and stylus wear, 

The Shure arm noves'hotizontal- 
ly on jewel bearings with such com- 
plete freedom that even if the turn- 
table is tilted, the stylus will con- 
tinue to 'track without difficulty. 
The major portion of the arm has 
:no vertical movement; it remains 
horizontal at all times. On. its top 
side, a few inches behind the car- 
tridge, is a button. When this is 
pressed, it pushes down a rod with- 
in the arm that is connected direct- 
ly with the cartridge. This rod has 
vertical 'movement only and it 
pivots on jewel bearjngs.located im- 
mediately behind the cartridge. 
When the button ís pressed, the 
cartridge rises, clearing the record. 
"Spottiñg" or "cueing" the stylus on 
an exact spot with this button ar- 
rangement is exceedingly simple. 

At- the end of the rod and out of 
sight under the arm is.a screw: -type 
counterweight for adjusting the 
tracking force of -the cartridge. In- 
asmueh as the section that moves 
vertically ís short and light,: the 
stylus and cartridge have' no diffi- 
culty in coping with warped rec- 
ords, riding them' with 'ease., Along- 
side the arm is a bit of a magnet. 
This holds the arm firmly 'against a 
steel post mounted on the turntable 
plate when it is not in use. 

As simple as ít looks, the Shure' 
arm nevertheless is made with un- 
canny ingenuity and prec+Sion. The 
material of which it is fabricated ís 
hard aluminum, for lightness and 
strength: and it tapers from a widé 
back to a narrow front where the 
cartridge, plugs ín. This triper is 
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calculated precisely so that no res- 
onance peaks form within the arm. 
And though the arm and the car- 
tridge forrtr a straight lihc, the mag- 
net is so seated that the stylus as- 
sembly is offset Yrt ab angle -that. 
minimizes tracking error. 

In appearance, the Studio arm 
and cartridge are handsomely mod- 
ern, with marked esthetic, appeal. 
Their construction does not require. 
camouflage.' So basically -just is the 
mechanical -electrical design that 
their graceful proportions -simply 
grow out of their functionalism. 

The -tone of the Su`udio Dynetic 
cartridge and arm ís pleasing and. 
clean. hiom the deepest notes of 
the bass .to - the highest audible. 
tones, there are no peaks .to color 
or distort the sound drawn from 
the records. Obviously, the design 
of the components has put the reso- 
nances helow- and above the ranee 

The Shure Studio Dynetic Cartridge 
and Arm realize the operational 
benefits of lightness and simplicity. 

of audibility, where they can do no 
harm. The. cartridge develops 
enough power to feed directly into 
any pieaiuplifier without the Use of 
a step-up transformer, and with its 
arm, ít fits into a quality hi-fi in- 
stallation as a deckled plus factor. 

We did like: The absence of 
needle talk. The Shure Dynetic is 
just about the quietest pickup 
around, and that is a pleasure dar-. 
ing heavily recorded passages: Also, 
it is aImost impossible to scratch, ii 
record with the Studio. Even if the 
stylus is slid clear across the face 
of a disc, no damage will he done 
to; the grooves. 

Sonoramic Tape and' Box 

TIIE Ferrodynamics Corporation 
has designed a tasteful solution 

of the tape: storage problem -in the 
course- of producing its Sonora/Inc 
line df virgin tapes. The new con- 
tainer is a gray shatter -proof high - 
impact polystyrene box, with á 
hinged front that flips open to. the 
touch, making the enclosed reel 
readily accessible. 

The Sonor aniic 'boxes may be 
stood-ori end in a bookshelf, stacked 
flat one atop the other, or even 
hung -on a wall by -means of a clove - 
tail slot that slips on to a fitted strip. 
The box need not be removed from 
its resting place to open it: Indenta- 
tions and raised nibs on the Hat 
sides of the boxes insure their stack- 
ing solidly without sliding. Preis, 
sure -sensitive index Iabels arc fur- 
nished and these may be bonded to 
the spine and side of the hoz. They 
can be removed and replaced with- 
out damage to ;the smooth finish of 
the plastic. The empty container 
sells for 75 cents. 

Sonotamic tape corireg-only our a 
7" 'reel, which also is composed of 
gray polystyrene. A large area on 
each side of the reel. has been 
roughened so that ít may be «%rit= 

ten on with an ordinary lead pen- 
cil, avoiding the use of grease -pen- 
cil. A common rubber eraser will 
effectively remove pencil markings 
without marring the surface. 

The reel is designed -for easy 
threading and has a long radial slot 
on each face, with finder numbers 
molded along its length. These per- 
mit rapid location,of arspecific spot 
in the tape. -When used :in con- 
junction with a tape ruler that also 
is supplied, the finder numbers .in- 
dicate the amount ,of tape already 
used, the amount still available, the 
elapsed time and the. timo remain- 
ing, iirformatiot-r that is handy for 
the home recordist. 

These packaging and -handling 
conveniences add up' to u plus for 
Sonoranuic. The tape. is available in 
1.5 mil acetate (1200 feet), 1.5 mil 
Mylar (1200 feet), 1 mil Mylar 
(1800 feet) and .5 mil Mylar (2400 
feet). The .5 mil thickness also ,is 

obtainable in DuPont Tensilized 
Mylar, which is even stronger than 
regular Mylar and is far more re- 
sistant to stretching. 

{ Coüinued on page 60) 
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Bozak .... 

a name apart 

in loudspeakers 

for ,uneompiomising, 

'standards of design 

and craftsmanship ...., 

for integrity 

in the re-creation 

of music. 
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Hear the Bozaks ata franchised Bozak dealer/write for literature/The R, T. Bozak Sales Ca/Darien, Conn. 
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(Continued from page 58) 

Stephens 80FR Speaker and 
814, Enclosure 

THE,old boxing adage that a good 
big man is an .odds-on favorite 

to beat a good little man has its 
parallel in the hi-fi arena. A good 
big amplifier has definite advan- 
tages over a good little amplifier 
and a- good big speaker can show 
the way to a good little speaker. 

However, every now and then a 

piece of small -size- equipment..ap- 

..va~1.4..: 

- 

The side port of the Stephens 
Bass -Plane 814 Enclosure is vital 
to its smooth response. 

(Stephens Trusonic, Inc., 893 Warder Drive, 
Culver City, CaGf.) 

pears that does mote than is 'ex- 
pected of it. Stephens has one of 
these exceptions in its Trusonic 
80FR speaker. Although this is an 
8 -inch speaker, it can give most 12 - 
inch units a hard run. in fact, it 
takes a really good 12 -inch speaker 
to manifest any substantial supe- 
riority over the 80.FB. 

For purposes of this review, the 
80FR was heard in an enclosure 
( Model No:.814 ) especially de- 
signed for it by Stephens. This -is 
termed a Bass -Plane enclosure and 
ás an attempt to combine the load- 
ing characteristics of a horn with 
the compactness of a bass reflex 
housings Its size is 24:_" high by 
15>;" wide by 11/r" deep. 

Toward the rear of the cabinet, 
narrow ports run almost the full 
length of both long sides, while the 
back is completely sealed. The en- 
closure is sturdily built of heavy 
wood and Is carefully fabricated. 
60 

The speaker is aíá original Ste- 
phens design. Its magnet structure 
weighs 4 pounds and the frame is 
die cast and heavy. The'cone is sus- 
pended along its edge by án ex- 
tremely eomplient,material, permit- 
ting the edge ,te remain virtually 
free, 

This care in design and construc- 
tion pays dividends in operation. 
The Lower handling capacity. of the 
80FR is high -25 -watts program 
material, 50 -watt peaks, enough for 
all but the most powerful of ampli- 
fiers. The sound=and now we have 
arrived at the essence-is clean and 
bright. In its midrange, there is 
startling clarity. Speech is so nat- 
hral,and uncolored that it creates an 
'almost uncanny feeling of speeker- 
'in=the-room. Mid -range musical in- 
struments ,are precisely ,defined, 
with timbre and tonal color intact 
and undistorted. 

The 80FR does not reach into the 
stratosphere of sound; neither can 
it plumb the `sue -basements. The 
high end handles treble tones 
smoothly, without -shrillness, harsh- 
ness or breakup. At the other end 
of the scale, the lowest tones of the 
organ are incapable óf pul.hng the 
floor beams out of their sockets, 
However,,. despite these limitations 
at the sonic terminals, the 80FR 
produces beautifully balanced 
sound when used as a full range 
speaker. As 'the midrange speaker 
of a three -speaker system, it should 
be unbeatable, 

The Trusonic -Bsss Plane Enclo- 
sure should be placed on the float 
and near a wall (or better vet in a 
corner) for maximum efficiency in 
developing bass tones, Experiments 
:in placement will help to determine 
the spot where .the speaker propa- 
gates the strongest and smoothest 
bass. As the enclosure is an unob- 
trusively handsome piece of h rni- 
ture,available in walnut, mahogany 
áfid blond finish, choosing an optf 
mum listening location need not up- 
set a tasteful room décor. 

We Did Like: The high power 
handling capacity, the compactness 
and the clean sound. 

Heath EA -2 Amplifier 
fvOW that they have gone about 
J 
- as far out as one would reason- 

- ably want to go in power output 
(70 watts), the Heath Company has 
suddenly reversed course and set 

their sights on -small moderately 
powered equipment. Kicking off 
this trend is the "Bookshelf" 12 -watt 
amplifier kít called the model EA -2. 

In using the tern `Bookshelf' to, 
describe the model EA -2, Heathkit 
is saying that this is an amplifier 
built along the fiat (less than 5" 
high) pancake -style -lines that have 
become quite popular. Of course, 
the other dimensions are,also small 
-about 8" deep and 121" wide. De- 
parting from the style of earlier 
Heathkits, the EA -2 cabinet is fin- 
ished with a black vinyl leatherette 
plastic while the panel is a mixture 
of brushed black -and gold. All -in - 
all, it makes a -small, reasonably at- 
tractive package that can be slipped 
innocuously into any bookcase. No 
danger of leaving it acciclenitally 
turned on since there is a small pea- 
nut -size neon light right in the cen- 
ter of the front panel. 

The Bookshelf' EA -2 is a five - 
tube amplifier using a pair of high 
quality British tubes in the power 
output circuit. The tubes are all of 
the so called miniature variety. As 

7a 
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Living room decor is not marred by, 
the treat modern styling of the 
Heathkit EA -2 Amplifier. 

usual in a kit, the amplifier is sup- 
plied to the purchaser completely 
unassembled; however, all he needs 
is a small soldering iron, two sizes of 
screwdrivers, cutters, long nose 
pliers, and possibly a pair of gas 
pliers. 

The Electronic c4thp ñeiits, as 
-well as all the necessary Hardware, 
wire, insulated tubing, screws, bolts, 
nuts, washers, and solder are part of 
the original purchase. 

Oui wiring time .for assembling 
this .atitplifier was just under five 
hours. 'Probably this is a bit better 
than average, although anyone fa- 
miliar with point-to-point wiring 
land soldering should do well. 
Speaking of point-to-point wiring 

(Continued on page 68) 
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stereo sound equipment ... pukei d-141 

stereo 
tape deck kit 

HEATHKIT 
Sy 

43955 
MODEL TR-10 i 

Enjoy the wonder of Stereophonic sound in 
your own hornet Precision engineered for fine per- 

formance, this.tape deck provides monaural-record/play- 
back and stereo playback. Tape mechanism is supplied complete. You build only the 
preamplifier. Features include two printed circuit boards --low noise EF-86 tubes in 
input stages-mic and hi -level inputs-push-pull bias -erase oscillator for lowest noise 
level-two cathode follower outputs, one for each stereo channel-output switch for 
instantaneous monitoring from tape while recording. VU meter and pause control for 
editing. Tape speeds 3% and TA IPS. Frequency response t2 db 40.12.000CPS at 74 
IPS. Wow and flutter less than .3%. Signal-to-noise 55 db at less than 1% total harmonic 
distortion. NARTB playbaék equalization. Make your own high quality recordings for 
many pleasant listening hours 

'41 
tI0 

tti, 
DELUXE AM -FM 

TUNER KIT 
HEATHKIT 

MODEL PT -1 
TionI 6 

Here Is a dejuxe Combination 
AM -FM tuner with all the ad- 
vanced design features required 
by the critical listener. Ideal for 
stereo applications since AM 
and FM circuits are separate and 
individually tuned. The 16 -tube 

-tuner uses three circuit boards 
for easy assembly. Prewired and 
prealigned FM front end. AFC 
with on/off switch-flywheel' 
tuning and tuning meter, 

1.4a ra! , 

ar 

STEREO PRE- 
AMPLIFIER KIT 
HEATHKIT MODEL SP't1 

(Price lo be -announced soon) 

This unique two -channel con- 
trol center provides all controls 
necessary in stereo applications. 
Building block design lets you 
buy basic single channel now 
and add second snap -in channel 
later for stereo without rewiring. 
12 inputs each with level 'con- 
trol-HARTS tape equalisation 
-6,dúal concentric controls In. 
eluding loudness controls -- 
built -In power supply. 

stereo equipment 
cabinet. kit 

HEATHKIT MODEL SE -1 

(Price to be announced soon) 

'Beautifully designed, this stereo equipment cabinet has 
ample room provided for an AM -FM tuner-tape deck - preamplifier - amplifiers - record changer - rec- 
ord storage and speakers. Constructed of%' solid - 
dire Philippine mahogany or select birch plywood, 
beautifully grained. Top has 'shaped edge and sliding 
top panel. Sliding doors for front access. Mounting 
panels are supplied -cut to fit Heethkit units with extra 
blank panels for mounting your own equipment Easy - 
to -assemble, all: parts are precut and predrilled. In 
eludes all hardware, glue, legs, etc.. and detailed_ in-, 
struction manual. Speaker wings and center unit can 
be purchased separately if'desired, Overall dimensions 
with wings 82- W, x37" H. x 20- D. Send for free details. 

55 WATT HI=FI 
AMPLIFIER KIT 

HEATHKIT 
MODEL W -7M $549b 

First time ever offered-a 55 - 
watt basic hi-fi, amplifier for $1 
per watt. Features EL -34 push- 
pull output tubes, Frequency re- 
sponse 20 CPS to 20 KC with 
less than 2% harmonic distor- 
tion at full output throughout this 
range. Input level control and 
"on -off" switch provided on 
front panel. Unity or maximum 
damping factors for all 4, 8 or 16 
ohm speakers. 

12 'WATT RI -FI 
AMPLIFIER KIT 

HEATHKIT 
MODEL UA-1 

2192T 

Ideal for stereo applications, this 
12 -watt power package repre- 
sents an outstanding dollar 
value. Uses 6005/EL84 push- 
pull output tubes. Less than 2% 
total harmonic distortion 
throughout the entire audio 
range (20 to 20000 CPS) at full 
12 -watt output. Designed for use 
wtth preamplifier models WA - 
P2 or SP -1. Taps for 4, 8 and 16 
ohm speakers. 

'For complete Information on above kits-Send for FREE FLYER. 

HEATH COMPANY a subsidia 
frf 

ystrom, Inc. Benton Harbor 40, Mich. 
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easy -to -build 

high quality 
..( 

Look... how simply you can 

assemble -your very own high fidelity 
system? Fun -filled hours of shared 

pleasure, and an everlasting sense 

- of personal accomplishment are 

just a few of the rewards. Heathkits 
cost you only HALF as much as 

ordinary equipment and the quality 
is unexcelled. Let us show you 

how easy,it really is! , . . 

( ftutali a .001 HId dUc co.denser from /loch&!. 
57 (Ns) to ;round It Bit (NS1. Cot the 
lead. so !rut they ore lull long enough to 
reachanddreee the coadenaer close to enaa- 
su, Werth, Wires already present. 

t ) Connect a 470 ¿CO .roritlor (y.1law-yletet- 
- yellow) from socket :al IS) (2) to es (NS). 

Mount ae el 4. to the &peke, aw po..lble. 
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Step-by=Step 
Assembly 
Instructions . . 
Read the step .. , 

perform the operation 
; and check it off- 

it's just that Simple! 
These plainly -worded, 
easy -to -follow steps 
cover every assembly 
operation. 

:Easy -to -follow 
Pictorial 
Diagrams . - 

Detailed pictorial 
diagrams in your Heathkit 
construction manual 
show where each and 
every wire and part is 
to be placed. 

Learn -by -doing 
Experience 
For All Ages ., ... 
Kit construction is not 

( only fun-but it is 
r- educational tool You 

learn about radio, 
electronic pans and 
.circuits as you build 
your own equipment, 

Top .Quality 
Name -Brand 
Components 
Used in All Kits, . 
Electronic components 
used in Heathkits come 
from well-known manu- 
fdcturers with established 
reputations. Your 
assurance of long life 
and troublefree service. 
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bookshelf 12 -watt} 
amplifier kit : MODEL Eá-2 , 

NEW : 
$2?95 

There are many reasons why this attractive amplifier is a tre- 
mendous dollar value. You get many extras not expected at this 
price level. Rich, full range, high fidelity sound reproduction 
with low distortion and noise ... plus "modern" styling, mak- 
ing it suitable for use in the open, on a bookcase, or end labia. 
Look at the features offered by the model'EA2: full range ire= 
ouency response (20-20.00o CPS ± 1 db) with less than 1% 
distortion over this range at lull '12 watt output --(s own built -UN 

preamplifier with "provision for three separate inputs, map 
phono, crystal phone, and tuner-RIAA equalization-separate 
bass and treble tone controls-special hum control and it's 
easy -,to -build. Complete instructions and pictorial diagrams 
show where ov@ry part poet. Cabinet shalt has smooth leather 
texture in black with Inlaid gold design. Front panel features 
blushed gold trim and buff. knobswith '(]old inserts. For a real 
sound Thrill the EA -2 will more than meet your expectations. 
Shoo, Wt. 15 lbs. 

TIME PAYMENTS AVAILABLE 
ON ALL HEATHKITS 

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS 

HxFI & Mu5IC REVIEW 
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chs,irside enclosure kit 
This 'beautiful equipment enclosure will 
make your hi-fi system as attractive as any 

'factory-buf t professionally -finished utlit. Smartly designed for maxi- 
mum flexibility and compactness consistent with attractive appear- 
ance, this enclosure is Intended to house the AM and FM tuners 
(BC -1A and FM -3A) and the WA -P2 preamplifier, along with the 
majority of record changers, which will fit in the space provided. 
Adequate space is also provided' for any of the Healhkit amplifiers 
designed to operate with the WA -P2. During construction the tilt -out 
shelf and lift -top lid can be installed on either right or left side as de- 
sired. Cabinet is constructed of sturdy, veneer-súrfaced turnittJre- 
grade.plywood W. and %" thick. All parts afe precut and ;predrilled 
for ,easy assembly. Contemporary available ín birch or mahogany, 
traditional in mahogany only, Beautiful hardware supplied to match 
each style. Dimensions are 18' W x 24" H x 35%" D. Shpg. Wt. 46 lbs. 

CE -IC Mahogany 
CE-1CB Birch 

CONTEMPORARY 

é" 

CE -IT Mahogany 
Be sure to specify ' 

model you prefer 

.,.,,, 
TRADITIONAL. 143" 

each 
s, 

` __----- 

. S3r2h. - , r 

HMATHKIT 

high fidelity FM tuner kit 
For noise and static free sound reception, this FM 'tuner is your least 
expensive source of high fidelity material. Efficient circuit design 
features stabliired oscillator circuit to eliminate drift after warn -up 
and broadband IF circuits assure full fidelity with high sensitivity. All 
tunable components are preallpned so It is ready for operation as soon 
as construction is completed. The edgeilluminated slide rule dial is 
clearly numbe-ed for easy tuning. Covers complete FM band from 
88 to 108 mc. Shpg. WI. 8 lbs. 

MODEL FM -SA $25.95 (with cabinet) 

l 

-d 

H EATHKIT 

broadband AM tuner kit 
This tuner r'iffers from an ordinary AM radio in that it has been de- 
signed especially for high fidelity. A special detector is incorporated 
and the IF circuits are "broadbanded" for low signal distortion. Sen- 
sitivity and selectivity are excellent and Quiet iperformance is assured 
by a high sicnalto-noise ratio. All tunable components ate prealigned 
before shipment. Incorporates automatic volume control. two outputs, 
and two antenna inputs. An edge -lighted glass slide rote dial allows 
easy tuning. Your "best buy" in an AM tuner. Shpg. WL 9 lbs. 

MODEL -BC-1A $26.95 (with cabinet) 

- 
... 

pioneer /n 
"do -II -yourself"! 

i, elactron/cs 

HEATH 

JUNE 1958 

HEATHKIT 

master control preamplifier kit 
Designed as the "master control" for u'se with, any of the Heáthkit 
Williamsdn-type amplifiers, the WA=P2 provides the necessary compen, 
satlon, tone, 'and volume controls to próperly amplify and condition a 
signal before sending if to the amplifier. Extended frequency response of 

IX db -from 15 to 35,000 CPS will do full justice to the finest program 
material. Features equalization for LP, RIAA, AES, and early 78 records. 
Five switch -selected inputs with separate level controls. Separate bass 
and treble controls, and volume control on front panel. Very attractively 
styled; and an exceptional dollar value. Shpg. WI 7 lbs, 

MODEL WA -P2 $19.75 (with cabinet) 
bsldlsry of Daystrom, Inc. 

COMPANY .13ENTÓN HARBOR 40, MICHIGAN 
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MODEL W -5M 

$5975 

HEATHKIT 25 -WATT 

á- 

t 
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HEATHKIT 70 -WATT ' 

high fidelity amplifier kits MODEL W -6M 

$10995. 
To provide you with an amplifier of top`flighf performance, 
yet at the lowest possible cost, Heath has combined the 
latest design techniques with the highest quality materials 
to bring you the W -5M. As a critical listener you will thrill 
to the near-distortionless reproduction from one of the 
most outstanding high fidelity amplifiers available today. 
The high -peak-power handling capabilities of the W -5M 

guarantee you faithful reproduction with any high fidelity 
system: The W -5M is a must if you desire quality plus 
economyl Note: Heathkit WA -P2- preamplifier recom- 
mended, Shpg. Wt, 31 lbs. 

Fot an amplifier of increased power to keep pace with the 
growing capacities of your high fidelity system, Heath 
provides you with the Héathkit W -6M. Recognizing that as 
loud speaker systems improve and versatility in recordings 
approach a dynamic range close to the concert hall itself, 
Heath brings to you an amplifier capable of supplying 
plenty of reserve power without distortion, if you are look- 
ing 'for a high powered amplifier of outstanding quality, 
yet at a price well within 'your reach, the W -6M is "for you f 

Note: Heathkit model WA -P2 preamplifier recommended. 
Shpg. Wt. 52 lbs. 

ti 

HEA1tHKIT DUAL -CHASSIS 
MODEL W3 -AM 

$4975 $3975 
HEATHKIT SINGLE -CHASSIS 
MODEL*W4-AM 

44. 

high fidelity; .amplifier. kits 
Óne of the greatest developments in modern hi,fl reproduction was. 
the advent of the Williamson amplifier circuit. Now Heath offers 
yob a 20 -watt amplifier incorporating all of the advantages of 
Williamson circuit simplicity with a, quality of performance -con- 
sidered by many lo surpass the orig'nal,Wiltiamson, Affording you 
flexibility in custom installations, the W3AM power supply and 
amplifier stages are on separate chassis allowing them to be 
mounted side by side or one above the other as you desire. Here 
is a low cost amplifier of Ideal versatility. Shpg. WI. 49 tbs. 

In his search for the "perfect" amplifier, Williamson brought to 
the world a nowfamous circuit which. after eight years, stilt ac 
counts for by fertile largest percentage of powér amplifiers ín.use 
today. Heath brings to you in the W4 -AM a 20 -watt amplifier in- 
Corporating all the improvements resulting from Ibis -unequalled 
background. Thousands of satisfied `users of the Heath - 
kit Williamson -type amplifiers are amazed by its outstanding per- 
formance. For many pleasure -lifted hours of listening enjoyment 
this Heathkit is hard to beat. Shpg. Wt. 28 lbs. 

HEATHKIT 

high fidelity 
amplifier kit 

MODEL A -9C $3550 
For maximum performance and versatility at the lowest 
possible cost the Heathkit model A -9C 20 -watt audio 
amplifier offers you a tremendous 'hi-fi value. Whether for 
your home inslalllatton or public address requirements 
this power -packed Ikit answers every need and contains 
many features unusual 'in instruments of this price range: 
The preamplifier, main amplifier and power supply are all 
on one chassis providing'a very compact and economical 
package. A very 'inexpensive way to start you on the road 
to true hi-fi.enjoyment. Shpg. Wt. 23Ybs. 
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H EA:WHKIT 

electronic 
crossover kit 

MODEL XO-1 

ilear,..,. . 
/ 

$1895 
One of the most exciting improvements -you can make in 
your hifi system is the addition of this Heathkit Crossover 
model X0.1. This unique kit separates high and low fre 
quencies .and feeds thein through -lwíi amplifiers dni;o 
separate speakers.' Because of its location ahead of the 
main amplifiers, IM distortion and matching pfoblems are 
virtually eliminated, 'Crossover frequencies for each chan- 
nel are 100, 200, 400, 700, 1200, 2000 and 3500 CPS. Amaz- 
ing versatility at a moderate cost. 'Note: Not for use with 
Heathkit Legato Speaker System. Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs. 
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` LEGATO" 

high-fidelity speaker system kit 
Wrap yourself in a blanket of high fidelity music in its true form. Thrill to 
sparkling treble tones, rich, resonant bass chords or the spine -tingling 
clash of percussion instruments in -this maste-,piece bf sound reproduc- 
tion, In the creation of the Legató no stone has been left unturned to bring 
you near -perfection in performance and sheer beauty of style. The secret 
of the Legato's phenomenal success is its unique balance of sound, The 
careful phasirg of high and low frequency drivers lakes you on a melodic 
toboggan ride from the heights of 20,000 CPS into thelow 20's without the 
slightest 'bump or fade along the way. The elegant Simplicity of style Will 
complement yourfurnishirigs in ahy part of the home, No electronic know 
how, no woodworking experience required for construction. Just follow 
clearly illustrated step-by-step instructions. We are proud to present. the 
Legato-we know you will be proud to own it! Shpg. W1; 195 lbs. 

.',r.-PrsG 
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MODEL $3995 
SS -1 

HEATHKIT 

BASIC RANGE 

HEATHKIT 

RANGE EXTENDING 

1L 

high fidelity speaker system kits 
A truly outstanding performer for 'its 
size, the Heathkit model SS -1 provides 

ybu with an excellent basic high fidelity speaker system, The 
use of an 6" mid -range woofer and a high frequency speaker 
with flared horn enclosed in an especially designed cabinet 
allows you to.enjoy a quality instrument at a very lbw cost. 
Can be used with the Heathkit "range extending" (SS -1B) 
speaker system. Easily assembled cabinet is made of ve'neet- 
surfaced furniture -grade %" plywood. Impedance 16 ohms. 
Shpg. Wt. 25 lbs.. 

Free Catalog 
Don't deprive yourself of 

the thrill of high fidelity or 
the pleasure of building 

your own equipment any 
longer. Our free catalog 

lists our entire line of kits. 
With complete schematics 

and specifIcalions. 
Send for it today! 

NEW! '"DOWN -TO -EARTH 
HIGH FIDELITY BOOK 

JUNE. 1958 

THE HOW AND WHY OF HIGH FIDEL- 
ITY, by Mdton Steeper, explains what high 
fidelity is, and how you ran select and plan 
your own System. This Liberally-illustratCd, 
48paga book tells you Me HIFI 
Flory wllnout fancy leehn cat 25C 
jaroon or high-sound,ng ter. 
minolopy. - 

HEATH 

'Designed to supply very high and 
very low frequencies to fill out the 
response of the basic (SS -1) 
speaker, this speaker system ex: 
tends the range of your listening 
pleasure to practically the entire 
range of the audioseale: Giving the appearance of a single 
piece of furniture the two speakers together provide a su- 
perbly Integrated four speaker,system. Impedance 16 ohms. 
Shpg. Wt. BO lbs. 

.... .... ..,. ...- 
MODEL HH-1-C 

(imported while birch) . 

MODEL HH-t-CM 
(African mahogany) 

$32 goo 
ea 

r 

MSS-1ODELB J $9995 

COMPANIi/ _BENTON HARBOR 40 MICHIGAN 

eepioneer 

In 

"do-lf-yuurll" 
- 

electronicsse 

' e)Pbs/diary of Daystrorn, Inc. 

Please send the Free'HEATHKIT catalog. 

'Enclosed is 25c 'for the New HI -Fl book, 

.name 

address 

city & state - 

ALSO SEND THE FOLLOWING KITS: 
QUANTITY ITEM MODEL NO. PAIGE 

Enclosed :nod i Please enclose oOSluQ, or barbel post-uof ass orders ¿lye" shipped oeliw y 
char009 Collect. All prices F.O.B Benton Harbor, Mlch.-NOTE! Prices subject to change without nolice: 
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BIGGEST 

catalog 
76 items, ~gin from 
symphoº íes 
to sabrejets 

best STEREO 
;iraster f ally 
recorded 
by Cook, 
produced with 
utmost care 

FREE' 

CATALOG 

Send for.'yóur, copy NOW 

TTY -r1 

Write for 

literature 
¿ name of 

your nearest 

dealer.. 
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Laboratories, Inc. 
101 Second St., Stamford, Conn, 

Dear Cook: A copy .of your new stereo 
catalog, please. 

Name 

Addiess 

m. e 
n . 

- 
- herttage of Swiss precision 

1 

J 

R EVOX 
TAPE RECORDERS 

Dual Track e36: $399.00 net 
Coming! Stereo Adapter, engineered to the 
some unmolched standards as Si.t Reyes 8-36: 
When 'you see its unmatched precision-, 
instrumentation engineering..., experience 
its beáutiful, full -toned clean list'enlílg 
quality .. . you'll know why the experts 
acknowledge Revox as the new leader in 
high fidelity tape recorders. 

3 motors. Speeds.? %, & 3% 
IPS, Wow & flutter better 
than NART8 standards. 40- 
12,000 cps 4-1, -2 db; to 
15;000 at -3 db.-8 tubes. 
18%x1114x13W. 

ELECTRONIC 
RIP Pl ICATIONS, Ines 

194 Richmond Hill'Ave. 
Stamford, Cónn. 

HIFI-NDIlYGS 
(Conifnued,from page go) 

(as opposed to printed circuits )5 

there'can be a strong case made for' 
ease in double-checking wiring con- 
nections and 1'eally learning while 
working as to how electronic cir- 
cuits operate. Maybe we're being, 
old-fashioned, but there ire many 
instances where point-to-point wir- 
ing takes only a -few extra minutes 
and rewards the builder with a bet- 
ter understanding of his projedt. 

No unusual problems 'Sr difficul- 
ties worth mentioning were éin- 
countered in putting ,together the 
EA -2. In fact, everything went a 
little easier than with previous 
Heathkits due principally-, we feel, 
to the cutting to size and tinning of 
the ;power and output transformer 
leads. 

The model EA42 worked from the 
first moment we turned ít on. The 
input connections are suitable for a 
magnetic cartridge (such as the' 
General EIectric, Fairchild, Shure, 

cei-amic or crystal, and either 
an AM or FM tuner. There are no 
record -equalization positions' other 
than. the.single RIAA which sliould 
fit about every -record being made., 
The output connections (three of 
them). will match 99% of the speak: 
ers used in hi-fi at this time. 

The three other panel controls 
are for volume (worked smoothly), 
treble and bass (both with good 
range of boosting and cutting). An 
extra control on the chassis, which 
is reached by a screwdriver shaft 
entering the ventilation hole, cuts. 
down on the a.c. hum when using 
a magnetic cartridge. Once the lat- 
ter control is set you are finished 
with it and it maybe left alone until 
the cartridge is changed. 

The EA -2 had: io trouble -át all'in 
coining eery close to the manufac- 
turer's specifications, The distortion 
figure ran a little higher. (2% to the - 
claimed l%) and there was a slight 
drop off in response below 25 cycles. 
(claimed to 20 cycles), but the out- 
put rating -was definitely conserva 
tire (amplifier can be pushed to 15 
watts )-snip totali excellent per- 
form.uice. 

We did like: In additioº to the 
points mentioned above, the idea of 
a quality moderately priced ample,' 
fiei- which could be very iiseful for 
a Iow budget hi-fi system, or a tem- 
porary second channel stereo setup. 

We were doubtful about: The 
lack of sturdiness in the aluminum 
U-shaped cabinet. Not that it has 
any detrimental effect on -the elec- 
tronic.performárice, but sheet metal 
screws and aluminum do not mix. 
Also, the panel markings could be 
a little brighter-very difficult to see 
in a dark recessed bookcase. 

STEREO POTPOURRI 
(Continued from .page 46) 

him derived from his stereo tape 
`88 X 2 (Concertapes 

Unfortunately the recording job 
on this tape does Trot measure up 
to 'the other three in the set. The 

- combo has too great a spread and a 
bigger -than -life sound with a hard- 
ness which becomes a bit annoying. 

` ` However, -the instruments still have 
á wonderful clarity and crispness. 

Miss' Wright sings, her. two, num- 
hers cry well indeed, but the man- 
ner in which she has been,tecorded 
'is almost intolerable. Scimehow 
Miss Wright is subjected to a :re- 
verberation characteristic different. 
than that of the combo. Her voice, 
because of this, taping, alinost shat- 

' ,ters the eardrums"when the volume 
.level and Miss Wright's pitch rise 
at the same time. 

In spite'of this third volume be- 
ing a slightly weak link, there is 
much to settle back and enjoy. The 

- arrangements are in good taste and 
give the combo's various instru- 
ments opportunity to show off their 
timbres' both individually and_ col- 

` lectively.. 

Vol. 4 -SYMPHONY OF DANCE 
Rimsky-Korsakov: Dance Of 'The 
Buffoons; Sibelius: Valse Triste-, 
Bizet: Minuetto from L'Arlesienne 

,Suite; Gliére: Russian Sailor's 
Dance from The.Red Poppy. 

The final volume of this set (in-; 

.folds the manifold beauties of ster- 
< < eophonic sound in full symphonic 

dress; and thus provides a fitting 
culmination both sonically, and aes- 
thetically. 

There can be .clothing but praise 
' for -the -taping presented' here: Lus- 
cious, creamy -smooth sound is pro- 
jected in a solid front. The strings 
.have a greater silkiness than ís evi- 
dent in Vol. 1. Transients are crisp, 
but .natural. The brass choir- his 
lovely moments, particularly in the 
Bizet And the performances -of all 

HiFi & Music "Revx w 
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fl used to 

WATCH 

the 

rdn the 

oscilloscope , , 

t, but a 

NOR ELCO°1 
speaker 

made. Irne 

... `" N-,,rt 

Eversrt.iríie'`I boúght 
a recorda used to set 
up the calibrated Mi- 
crophone, connect the 
oscilloscope, start the 

music With bated breath, and" keep my 
eyes glued to the screen.' If anything -on 
the 'scope pattern poked suspicious 
(something always did). I would Start 
checking tubs, voltages and crossover 
frequencies. and examine the record 
under a microscope. 
Then, at the house of a musician ttient), 
I heard a NORELCO loudspeaker. I was 
suddenly carrier) away by the sheer joy 
of listening! What lovely sound! Clean, 
tight. bass: -creamy smooth highs: crisply 
defined middles. it was music! 
E rushed out to the nearest hi-fi dealer, 
bought my own' NORF.LCO speaker, 
took it right home e ... and I am a,differ. 
ent: person today. Man, just listen to 
that music! 
(You can chevige your hi -G life, too-just 
write to North American Philips 'Co., 
Inc., High Fidelity Products Division, 
230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, long 
Island, N, V,! 

1 

'º complete line ol,,á" lo 12" htgh,idelity , 

speakers and acoustically cnginrered.eneloe+erea 
i 

JUNE 1958 

four selections by the Musical Arts 
Symphony Orchestra conducted by 
Leonard Sorkin are first-rate inter- 
pretations. I. would single out the 
Valse Triste and the Russian Sailor's 
Dance as examples wherein this 
tape provokes a fresh reappraisal 
and appreciation. The latter con- 
cludes in an electrifying frenzy of 
sonority and rhythm. 

The individual who thought up 
the idea of this tape deserves com- 
mendation. Who would guess that 
four such disparate compositions 
when arranged in the traditional 
classical symphonic sequence-fast, 
slow, "dance" and fast movements- 
would fuse into an :-esthetic entity? 
But exactly that has been clone here 
with unqualified success: And since 
each piece is itself allied to dance; 
we have literally a Symphony of 
Dance. Of course, if you choose to 
listen to any of these compositions 
either singly or in combination you 
still have a valid performance. 

Now let's consider the Set as' a 
whole. Concertapes is presenting 
what they call a Starter Set. You 
may personally quibble with. choke 
of selections. But it must -not be 
overlooked that the effectiveness of 
the stereo illusion is the basic ele- 
ment governing one's commitment 
to this new medium In terms of pur- 
chasing playback equipment and 
pre-recorded tapes. We are still 
preoccupied with the sheer joy 'in 
this "greater sotuld' -and the Stereo 
Starter Set gives just that with qual- 
ity to spare. 

This investment pays off hand- 
somely in terms of rich, true stereo- 
phonic sound. For a collective total 
running time of just about one hour 
the asking price of S19,95 ( for a 
limited time) is most reasonable. 
True to its name, this neat, small 
bbx gives you a start on your stereo 
collection-it pretends no more than 
that. -END 

MANUAL ON RECORD- 
ING AVAILABLE 

Through the season 1957-58, the Au- 
dio Engineering Society sponsored a thirty 
lecture series on tape and disc recording, 
The lectores were given by authorities in 
their respective fields, Reprints are being 
bound and will he available in the latter 
part of June, The complete series (two 
volumes) costs $7,50, Further information 
from Surirncr Hall, Lecture Series Chair- 
man, Amityville, L. I., N. Y. 

The professiónál's 1 

choice e`% . 
:: en'- 

- 

Series 
aA 

,n11, 

Made in England 

. 

reFF rap = 

wórldns finest ELI -F1 
tape recorder 

The -fact that professionals and musicians 
have selected the FERROGRAPH as the 
perfect answer to "studio quality" recording 
tells more about its performance than any 
words. If you demand the same high fidelity 
that pleases the critical ears of these per- 
fectionists, choose the FERROGRAPH for 
your own'.. , it has been proven the finest) 
Dual -speed, dual track FERROGRAPA re- 
corders are also available in custom models 
(Series 66). Frequency Response _`2 db be- 
tween 40 and 16,000 cps*; all models employ 
2 motors with a ,synchronous hysteresis for 
capstan drive. Wow B: flutter less than 0,2%. 
Model 3A/N 3% - 71/2 ips $379.50 
Model 3AN/H 71/2 -- 15 1ps+ $425.00 

At acfeCtcd franchised dealer -I 

ERCONA CORPORATION 
(Electronic Division) 

551 Firth Ave., Dept. 62. New York I7,,N. Y. 
Is Canada; Astral Electric Co. Ltd. 

44 Danforth Rood, Toronto is 
NEW.ULTRON UNIT PROVIDES 

¡-SONIC REALISM- 

R 
THE MODEL U.2 

REVERBERATION UNiT 
MAKES YOUR MUSIC SYS- 
TEM REPRODUCE NATURAL 
QUALITIES Of LIVE SOUND 

"PRESENCE" AT LOW COST 
APPLICATION OF REVERBERATION PRINCIPLES 

GIVES EFFECT Elf STEREO WITHOUT REQUIR- 

ING MULTIPLE,'PROGRAM SOURCE 

Ultron Company's Model U-2 Reverberation 
Unit will link any supplementary amplifier- 

' speaker combination to your basic monaural 
system so asap provide realistic sound re- 
production from a single -source of -program 
material.- Music through a U-2 equipped 
system acquires a depth and sparkle known 
only to those accustomed to more expensive 
stereo installations. Hook-up is a simple 
matter covered in full by installation in- 
structions accompanying each unit. Dimen- 
sions are approximately 2 x 3 x 51/4 inches. 

ORDER NOW 
OR SEND FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Purchase price will he refunded If unit is riot 
as claimed and is returned undamaged wIlhfn 
ten days of purchase. 

ULTRON COMPANY 
Dept T3, 7943 Haskell' Ave., Van Nuys, Calif. 

Ci Send free descriptive folder 
Send U2 Units @ 518.15. Calif. Resi- 
dents Add 4% Sates Tax 

C.O.D. O Postpaid (check enclosed) 

Name 

Address. 

City & State 
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You can record 

and interpret 

satellite signals 

\Vhat arc the satellites saying? F rona 
the limitless 'void of outer space, 
their radio voices sere continuously 
sending out coded data on the condi- 
tions which they encounter-cosmic 
rays, meteorites, temperatures and 
other phenomena of great value to 
our understanding of the universe in 
which we live. 

A tape recorder. an FM radio re- 
ceiver and a little ingenuity tire all 
you need to receive and record these 
radio signals from outer space-and 
perhaps make a valuable contribu- 
tion to our satellite program. 

Although official [racking and re- 
cording stations have been set up at 
many points around the globe, there 
aren't enough of them to cover every 
point on each orbit. And amateur 
recordings, from widely scattered lo- 
cations throughout the country could 
very well pick up information avail- 
able from no other source. 

With a few simple modifications 
that anyone can make. you can adapt 
your home fill receiver or communi- 
cations receiver to bring in the sig- 
nals from the Explorer and Van- 
guard satellites. What's more. by re- 
cording them at a high tape speed, 
you can actually understand much of 
what the satellites arc saying! 

How to do this is fully explained 
in our new laneklet, "You Can Re- 
cord the Satellites." It tells you bow 
to modify your equipment to receive, 
record and even interpret the satel- 
lite signals-and how to make your 
recordings available to the proper 
authorities in the satellite program. 
Ask your Audiotapc dealer for a 
copy of this 12 -page booklet. Or send 
10 cents, to cover the cost of han- 
dling and mailing, to Dept. AR, 
Audio Devices. Inc., 444 Madison 
Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 

one of a series 
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TiC 'TTDEO rEEs 
THE STEREO REEL iNE STEREO REEL 

Reviewed By BERT WHYTE 

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7 in A 
Major Op. 92. 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner 
cond. RCA Victor ECS II $14.95, 

Pittsbergh Symphony Orchestra, William 
Steinberg cond. Capitol ZF 22 $12.95, 

hilharrnonia Orchestra, Olio Klemperer 
cond. English Columbia Slereosonic BTA 
114 Ito be available in future on Angel). 

The Beethoven 7th symphony is now 
.mailable in the three versions listed 
above, with a fourth edition by Vanguard 
due any day. While admittedly the Bee- 
thoven Seventh is a popular work, is such 
concentrated duplication so necessary so 
soon? \Ve]l, like it or not, we' e got two 
American anti one British recording to 
consider. The Victor tape was one of the 
earliest stereos on the market and both 
time sound and the Reiner performance 
have met with critical acclaim. Listening 
to the tape today, and comparing ít to 
Muse later editions, it is obvious that 
progress has been made in the stereo art. 
Ieíncr's performance is big and robust, 
taken at a rather brisk pace. Ills phras- 
ing and dynamics are on the bluff side 
and be commands playing of great sweep 
and power from his superb orchestra. 

The heroic effort is heightened by the 
acoustics of Chicago's Orchestra Hall: but 
these same acoustics, wrongly used, di- 
minish the overall sound quality. At first 
hearing the sound seems most impressive, 
but 'in many spats it is rough and over - 
resonant to the paint of being muddy, 
especially in the bass, which tends to be 
over -emphasized by the unrestrained hall 
reverberation. in spite of these shortcom- 
ins, the performance generates a lot of 
excitement and in terms of stereo is most 
effective. 

The newly issued Steinberg Capitol re- 
cording demonstrates how much has been 
learned about the recording of stereo- 
pluruic sound. This is nice clean sound, 
with the widest frequency response of 
any of the competing versions. Jlicro- 
phone perspective is moderately close but 
with enough hall reverberation to give 
fullness to the sound. Direction, posi- 
tioning, and depth illusion are first-rate. 
Steinberg does not strive for the dramatic 
in his reading. which is straightforward 
and neatly phrased with moderate dy- 
namics. He displays considerably more 
sensitivity and restraint than Reiner. and 
in general lets the music speak for itself. 
1f this is nut the must exciting. possible 
interpeetatiun, on e must admire the mu- 
sicianship of Steinberg and the splendid 
playing he elicits from his orchestra. 

The Klenaperer recording noted here 
will not be generally available in this 
country until Angel Records releases it 
sometime in the fall of this year or early 
nest year. It is included here as a har- 
binger of what is to come, and as an 
example of the kind of work the British 
are doing in stereophonic recording of 
the same repertoire. I obtained the tape 
through the kind offices of a Pan Ameri- 
can pilot, plus some stereo listings of 
British Columbia and í-IMV recordings. 
One can anticipate such things as Bach's 
.\lugnificat, Prokofie.'s Third Piano Con- 
certo with Moura Lympanv, The Abduc- 
tion from the Seraglio with Beech;un, 
Carl Orlf's, Die Kluge and even Gilbert 
and Sullivan's. 7'he Gondoliers. 

To get hack to the Klempercr version 
of the Beethoven Seventh Symphony. this 
ís a tremendous performance. Here is a 
Beethoven 7th with stature and nobility, 
a reading of heroic proportions. Klein- 
perer probes searchingly, revealing nicara- 
logs and expressions in the score only 
hinted at by others. His widely contrast- 
ing dynamics would be mannered were 
it not for the convincing logic of his ap- 
proach to the score. His is the gradual 
exposition, wherein he builds tower on 
sonic tower to achieve climaxes of crush- 
ing power. This is great and exciting 
music -making. As I believe I explained 
some time ago, our British friends record 
stereo quite differently than we clo. They 
use a coaxial "double microphone"-as op- 
posed to the frontally spaced two or three 
mikes commonly employed over here. The 
recording amplifier circuitry accomplishes 
a "coding" of the direct and reverberant 
components of the total sound in terms of 
generalized left and right channels. An 
aclvaretage of this type of stereo recording 
is the elimination of the so-called -hole- 
in-the-middle--a common problem of 2 - 
channel recording which has led to the 
current practice of making 2 -channel 
home stereo tapes from S -channel masters. 
It discs this at the cost of apparent direc- 
tionality. Thus, in this recording direc- 
tionality is not as striking as in the two 
American versions. The sound as such is 
very clean and sonorous, with fine spa- 
cious acoustics making for superb depth 
illusion and liyeness. My one reservation 
about the sound of this tape is that fre- 
quency response seemed a bit restricted, 
but this may be clue to differences in the 
recording curve used in Creat Britain. 

Summing up, we have in the Reiner a 
reasonably good tape, which must bow to 
the Steinberg effort in matters of sound. 
The Klernptrer tape is magnificent, but 
must await importation. \Vith the new 
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NEW ... THIS MONTH! 

Lenny Herman Quintet 
For Me end My Gal_.:... 
Let A Smile Be Your 

Umbrella ....................... 

{ 

n , a 7R 

...from LIVINGSTON, I PRESUME! 

THE MAGIC OF LIVINGSTON STEREOPHONIC TAPE 
is as exciting as the live performance itself. With 
Livingston Living Sound Tapes,' you'll transform 
your favorite chair into a "front row seat". 
thrill to concert hall realism and dynamic range .. . 

almost f eel the breeze of the conductor's baton ! 

Livingston, pioneer in stereo tapes, assures 
you of this premium performance every time. 
Recorded and duplicated to the highest 
standards on the finest equipment, Livingston 
offers not only the best but the world's 
largest library of stereo tapes as well. 

Ask your dealer or write for the new Livingston Catalog of 

+ S VMPHONIC POPULAR gAIAZZ qi5FFOLK MUSIC 
Jose Melis "TO\TIGHT" 2017C Elsa Maxwell 1105F 

Tehalkovsky Beethoven 
.........1103E Capriccio 'Wien 

Graz Philharmonic 
-1104F G,o,tau Cerny. Cond..........__....2015C 

Symphony No. 2 Egmont Overture 
Gra: Philharmonic 
Militada Co ridia. Cond...........4003K 

"C' series (600 ft.) $6.95 "F" series (1200 ft.) $11.95 

41( 

Sam Donohue 3, Orch. 
Body And Saul .............. ...... ..2012C 
Livingston Stereo 
Showcase. Vol. 4 ......................LS6C 

"H." series (1000 ft.) S17'15 

( 

Living sound from 
Ii LIVINGSTON 

°Tbi 

JUNE 1958 

Audio Products Corp., Dept. R-6. Box 202, Caldwell, N. J. 
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AT LAST! A practical answer to your cast prob- 
tem. The World's Largest Tope Recorder Outlet 
and Service Lab now brings you a money 
saving 

STEREO EXCHANGE 
We believe these benefits 
will astound and delight you: 

EXCHANGE $50 WORTH OF STEREO 
TAPÉ FOR ONLY S1.35 PER REEL ,'e,,;: Q= 

tauae the apeclaeular lien {NH tux, tti Capi l"I. Mercury. 
BOA end ever J0 comp=wiles. TT l I uu. a riven up ,nth 
.11100 the twee. reels Yost 50/14 ,in Meehant:o pro Neuones 
you no longer want. 

RENT STEREO TAPES FOR ONLY S1.45 
EACH mJs olerl A rue nitm;h :n amv ;e nor 111,0. 

Sto tenjoy (lose you bu)' In the do -k. Now roe 
may Try there. enjoy thtmb n1,ó111 Isla mr. And If you do 
pu rehale, ó1,e rental 011Mm Ís rnetIlcd. 

FREE! A TERRIFIC 59.95 PARTY TAPE 
Tell. special I!.00' -senp-n-Inng" lope Itae..om(Ihlnf nen 
Old hilarious . . . leis lvu record your 

oln 
friwuls ringing 

la.ntller lorry favorite. Intl combiners it with piano and Oriol ncruAfpani mv1t1 wheels you hearing *Paul. l ntaurly Irons wee, track. AlCOc the hit of Lite 
end ntay be dune over and over. 

FREE! 4 STEREO CATALOGS c l ipry1:li 
revery reel on the market ou.tr/ mty. 

BUY STEREO TAPES, BLANK TAPE & 
ACCESSORIES AT BIG SAVINGS 

HIGHER TRADE -I4 ALLOWANCES (lIl hullo service Jab and in 1,[10.71101111C ~filet highest 
I-wslble trade -In nilOwalleo.. rsy v the itnL tj presence 
nownnis.yhie Oil sites liar 01e115 ollls I. BELL. PENTRON. 
TANOBERC. to,d AMPEX. Only 20S. Down. 24 Months 
to Pay. 

Mail this coupon today: ¡ 
All ( the above privilege.. for 1 full yea for Culp 1 list lima value Pr him liOC loo. I_C0O Piny' 
tape aiunel. 
STC0E0 EXCHANGE. Dept. 2-6 344 plain St., Paterson. N. 3. 

tS r:ncln.o.l Ic cheek far SO,t1 tar I year's metnpvr- 
0h11' Pend Islet)- SApt, t11idoy. and desalts for es. change Anti MUM of lapor. 

f7 Send (driller infO rv: clerro mate exelt:.ner lope 
rentals. 
Hong literature and pricer. M. .l.rru recanllr.. 

NAME 

AllnkFC; .. 

CITY s.TATr: 

OMEGA 
0{0W5 

FEATt1RE 
WOROS 

ANO 
fC 

ea 

it 

L T3 THE MUSI MAN 5 

ST 2122, ) SOUTH PACIFIC 51.95 
ST 2023 PAL JOEY $11:95 

ST 2024 OKLAHOMA! $11.95 

ST.2025 MY FAIR .LADY $11.95 

STD 12 SHOW DEMO $ 5.95 J 

Ask your dealer for the finest quality 
stereo tape recording. 

megattape- 
IV W o -Óo 
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Vanguard version due shortly, it might be 
prudent to defer any. purchases until we 
have had a chance to bear it and com- 
pare it with the others. 

P R O K O Fi E V: The Love for Three 
Oranges-Suit e. 
London Symphony Orcflesira, Anted Dorafi 
cond. Mercury MWS 5 $6.95. 

Stereophonic sound means spectacular 
sound to most people, and while this does 
not obtain for all types of music, there ís 

little doubt that people associate stereo 
with the more dynamic and highly col- 
ored orchestral repertoire. Based on Ibis 
criterion, such a tape as this will stand at 
the top of any list of "spectaculars. Pro- 
kofiev's suite is made to order for a dis- 
play of all the dazzling effects so dear to 
the heart of the stereo enthusiast. The 
very pungent scoring makes much use 
of dissonance, with heavy emphasis on 
brass and percussion. It is music made 
to order for Dorati, who handles its com- 
plexities with utmost assurance. 

I-Iis tempi arc brisk, the reading pow- 
erful. The dynamics he demands and gets 
from the London Symphony are stagger- 
ing. This recording sterns from those hap- 
py circumstances where music, hall, con- 
ductor and recording technique all coin - 
bine to produce something outstanding. 

Directionality is superb, as is pin -point 
positioning of the instruments, and their 
articulation. The sound is very forward 
in its projection, yet with spaciousness 
that provides a startlingly realistic sense 
of depth. The music is delightful and 
TV fans will recognize the "March" as an 
early theme of the Dragnet show. At 
$6.95 this is a best buy super -spectacular 
stereo. 

SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 2 in D 

Major, Op, 43. 
Philadelphia Orchestra, 'Eugene Ormandy 
cond. Columbia NMB 12 $17.95. 

I happen to he very fond of this par- 
ticular work and ant pleased to report 
that this is the best of all the Columbia 
tapes yet issued and ranks with the select 
few that represent the industry's finest 
achievements in stereo recording. 'I his 
one should demonstrate to those who 
have "pooh-poohed" the advantages of 
stereo. lf, after listening to this tape 
through a reasonably good system, they 
still insist that they don't like stereo, it 
can only be concluded that they either 
don't like music at all, or have only one 
good ear. Here the Philadelphia Or- 
chestra is in excellent forur-an incredibly 
precise instrument displacing string tone 
that can only be described as ravishingly 
beautiful. Ormandy is unusually percep- 
tive and sympathetic to this particular 
Sibelius and his performance is altogether 
admirable. Ile essays a very lyrical ap- 
proach, permitting the music an easy flow 
that falls eery sweetly on the ear. In mat- 
ters of sound this recording is really 
extraordinary. There has been much dis- 
cussion as to what constitutes a 'concert 
hill" sound, and much conjecture as to the 
possibilities of capturing this count in a 
recording. Actually, there can be no such 
thing as a true facsimile of a concert hall 

sound. Physical and acoustical limitations 
of the average listening room preclude that 
possibility. The best recording science has 
been able to devise along this is a prop- 
erly made true binaural recording to be 
heard through etlrphnues. 

Concert hall sound or no, the Fact is 
that a first-rate standard stereo recording 
designed to be heard through home loud- 
speakers can still let yogi bear inure of 
score than is possible in the best seat in 
any concert hall. It is in essence a new 
medium, inextricably woven into and hart 
of the fabric we call concert hall soul d 
and yet something, beyond Ihar boundary. 
Which brings us to the point of this re- 
cording. 

1-lere its this recording of the Sibelius 
Second Symphony is one time where all 
elements have combined ideally to pro- 
duce the closest !lpprnsimatittn to the 
elusive concert hall sound we hale vet 
experienced. Iicre is the saute sense of 
proportion, the smooth naturalness of in- 
strumental color, easily perceptible direc- 
tional interpiny between instrumental 
choirs, gradations of sound intensi y, plus 
the stun and difference of a thousand hall 
reflections that make for the sense of 
depth. For a seasoned concert -goer, this 
tape will prove an experience disturbing- 
ly close to the real thing. Anyone who 
calls himself a music lover should some- 
how contrive to hear this tape. It is rec- 
ommended ssithout reservation. 

RACHMANINOFF: Symphony No. 2 

in E Minor, Op. 27. 
Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Paul Parry 
cond. Mercury MJS 5-17 $17.95, 

Ilere at last is a first stereo recording of 
this beautiful work and it is from all as- 
pects highly successful. The Panty per- 
formance is exemplary,. With sure and 
knowing musicianship, Panty realizes that 
the beauty and lyricism of this score can 
be a trap, in which the unwary can be- 
come ensnared in slushy sentimentality. 
He manages the neat trick of coaxing the 
last iota of passionate expression and 
beauty of tine, while (maintaining a firm 
beat and reasonable pace. ilis reacting 
has the sweep and grandeur that keep the 
work from cloying. Parry has done won- 
ders with the Detroit Symphony since be 
began his tenure and nowhere is this 
more in es idence them in the superbly 
smooth string sound and the bright pre- 
cision of the woodwind. The recording 
was trade in the news Edsel Ford Me- 
morial Auditorium and although it is said 
to present acoustical problems, the only 
evidence here is a somewhat less resonant 
sound than is usual with \lcrctiry. There 
is fine orchestral detail, good direction- 
ality, and broad forward sonic projection. 
The less than usual spaciousness Annle- 
that restricts the sense of depth, but the 
unbroken sonic front compensates for this. 

BARTOK: Sting Quartet No. 2. 
Kohon String Quartet. Stereo Age CI 
$12_50. 

It takes a great deal of moral and fi- 
nancial courage for a new and smell com- 
pany to issue such esoteric material as a 
Bart6k string quartet. One can only hope 
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KT -500 
IN KIT 

FORM 

74.50 

. _J F".1-.1,N Caner -. o G il "' w , ear I«. on a efraiRhf. r,t! I I } iY'7%1 ' ' ' 

_ F;11 or a.1/ tumor i f /, _.ue; -_- . i' ~ THE MOST FLEXIBLE TUNER EVER DESIGNED a . f 

_KT.400s 
e'= . 1Nr KIT yFORM a 1.69e5 

_ 

ONLY 

$7.45 
DOWN 

7.00 MONTHLY 

240! ea ,gdeadi 
LAFAYETTE STEREO TUNER KIT 

Vise II are q tlínº4ral-SrrrAnphDnir 
FM -AM «sonar 

I_tAl' if air a Lrial-Ifrrnaaral 

J 

MuH1Aex 0eiput far Kew Stereo rrA 

10KC Whistle Filter Pre -aligned 1F's Tuned Concede FM 

IT Sub., (incledieg I duol.purpesel +luring Eye + Selenium nclifcr Provide 17 Tube Perfermon ti 
Separately Tuned FM and AM Sections 12 Tuned Circuits Dual (othed& Follower Output 

Armstrong Gault with FM/AFC end AFC Defeat IL Dual Deubl,Tuned transformer Coupled Limits. 

Moro than a year of research, planning and engineering went into She molting of 
the Lolayette Stereo Tuner. Its unique flexibility permits the reception of binaural 
braodcosting (simultaneous irons otstion on both FM and AM), the independent 
operation of both the FM rand AM lecliont at Ina some limo, and the ordinary 
reception of either FM or AM. The AM and FM sections ore seporolety tuned. 
each with a separa,* 3gang tuning condenser. separate flywheel toning and 
Separate volume Conlrol for proper balancing when used ler binaural programs; 
Simplified oecurate knifeedge tuning is provided by magic eye whith operate) 
Independently on FM and AM. Automatic frequency 4onIrol "locks in" FM signal 
Permanently. Aside from lls unique flexibility, this Is, above all else, a quality 
high-fidelity tuner incarporaling features found exclusively in the highest priced 
tuners. 
FM specifications include sroundedprid Iriodo low noise Iron) and with Triode 
mixer, double -tuned dual limiters with Feller -Seeley discriminator, less than 1% 
harmonic distortion, frequency response 20.20,000 cps ± 1/r db, full 200 kc 
bandwidth and tenshivily of 2 microvolts for 30 db quieting with Full limilinº al 
ono microvolt. AM specifications include 3 stages of AVC, 10 he whistle filler, 

KT -300 
1N KIT 

FORM 

39.50 

lY 
6.95 DOWN7 

00 MONTKLY 

4 fg1, d 

built-in lerrile loop antenna, less than 1% harmonic distortion, tentitivity of 5 
microvolts, 8'he bandwidth and frequency response 70.5000 cps -r- 3 db. 
The 5 controls of the KTS00 are FM Volumes AM Volume, fns Tuning, AM Tuning 
and 5 -position FonclleN Selector Switch, Tastefully siylad with gold -brass escu 
tureen heving dork maroon bathgfound plus molching maroon knobs with gold 
inserts. The Lafayette Stereo Tuner woo designed with the builder in mind. Twit 
separate printed circuit boards moire conilructfon and wiring simple, oven for 
such o complete unit: Complete kit Includes all parts and metal cover, a step -by. 
step instruction manual, schematic and pictorial diagrams, Sire it 133/4" W x 
703/1" D x 4'/t" H. Shag. wt., 18 lbs. 
The new Lufayeile Modal KT -500 Stereo FM -AM Tuner it a companion piece to 
ha Modell KT -300 Audio Control Canter Kit and KT -d00 70 -welt ironic Amplifier 
Kit and the' "Triumvirate" of )hose 3 units form the heart of a too quality stereo 
hi-fi system. 

KT -500 ....................:.:................:. ......._............:.........« ........_Net 74.50 

LAFAYETTE MASTER AUDIO CONTROL CENTER 
with BINAURAL CHANNEL AND DUAL VOLUME CONTROL. 

Sell -Powered DC On All Filaments 24 Positions of Equalisation 
Tape Hood Input, High Impedance Dual Cathode Follower Output Stages 

This is sox only the finest hi -A pteamp choroctelited by unmatched Immures, but it hot been 
functionally designed to keep pace with the conversion of you% present hi -A intern to binaural 
(Stereophonic) eoLnd: Incorporolas on 0.110 chonabl end dual volume control for binaural 
teprodeelie,n. Features include DC on all tube flamn).,, negative .feedback in wry storm, 
dual cathode follower output 510901 and latest printed circuit construction. Less than 0.00% 
IM distortion and lets than 0.07 harmonic distortion of IV, Mum and noise level' better ikon 
80 db below 3V. Uniformly flat frequency response over entire audible spectrum. 7 Inputs for 
every type of phone, tuner or lope. Tasteful styling, brilliantly executed. Sire 121/1 914 x 
3%". Shag, wt., 101/t lbs. 
KT-300-loloyetle Mosier 'Audio Control Kit Complete with cope and detailed assembly in- 
tlructions. Net 39.50 
LT-30-Same as above .completely wired and tested with cog and instruction manual. 
Nei 59.50 

r-. 

DELUXE 70 WATT BASIC AMPLIFIER 
Conservatively Rated At 70 Wows Inverse Feedback Variable Damping 

Metered Balance And Dias Adjust Controls Availoble In Kw and Wired Form 
Herds ultra-slobllity In a 70 watt basic bower amplifier employing highest quality Comeonenit 
conservatively rated to Insure performance and long life. Features matched pot/ KT 88's and 
wire range linear Chicago output transformer, variable damping control, meter for bias end 
balance and gold finish chassis. Frequency response 10.100,000 co. ± 1db. Ham and noise 
90 db below full output. IM distortion lest then I1/t% of 70 wells, lest than 0.31/ bete. 30 
watts. Hormonic distortion less than 2% of 70 warts from 20 to 20,000 cps a 1 db. Output 
impedance 4, 8 and 16 ohms. Handsome decorative Cario perforated for proper ventilation. 
Site 145/r x 10 e 73/" Including coge and knob.. Shag. w)., 40 lbs. 
KT-400-tafoyette 70 waft Deluxe Basic Amplifier Kit complete with cope and deleiled 
auembly instruclioes, Net 69,50 
LA-70-Some os oliove completely wired and totted with cage and instruction manual. 
Nt 94.30 

12" VISCOUS 
DAMPED 

TRANSCRIPTION 

TONE ARM 

VISCOUS DAMPED 

PK-90 

11.95 

FREE! u111014% 
NEW 180 PAGE ELECTRONIC CATALOG 

FEATURING THE BEST BUYS IN THE BUSINESS 

The newest and largest assortment of Electronic, 
Radio and TV parts, Hi -Fl and Pnblic Address 
Components and systems, Test Equipment, tubes, 
Transistor Kits and miniaturized components for 
transistor circuitry, Hahn Equipment, :Builders 
Kits, Tools, Books, Microscopes, Binoculars, Tele- 
scopes, Cameras, anti Drafting Equipment.-ALL 
AT LOWEST PRICES-Catering to the economy 
minded dealer, serviceman, engineer, technician, 
experimenter and hobbyist. CRAMMED FULL OF 
MONEY SATING BUYS. SEND FOR YOUR FREE 
COPY TODAY. 

JUNt 1958 

TRANSCRIPTION TONE ARMS 

16" VISCOUS 

DAMPED 
TRANSCRIPTION 

TONE ARM 

LICENSED 
UNDER CBS 

U. 5. PATENT 
NO. 2676806 

1, 

PK 170 

17.95 
PLEASE INCLUDE POSTAGE WITH ORDER 

jñgjetxe DEPT P. 0. BOX 511 
HM -F 

JAMAICA 31, N. Y. 

Send FREE LAFAYETTE Catalog 305 

CUT OUT AND MAiL TODAY 

Name 

Address - 

Zane.... Stale 
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"here's a 
recording 

bonus 
you can't 

afford 
to miss!" 

says 
Sol 

Yaged 

SOU®15CRA !] 95 
'DIXIELAND 
JAMFEST 

IN STEREO' 
"is one of the hottest sessions 

rye ever -recorded!" 

AND IT'S YOURS _ _ . RECORDED IN STEREO 

OR MONAURAL ON ANY 7" Rh/IL OF 
SOUNDCRAFT TAPE.YOU BUY. To demon- 
strate the superb quality of Soundcraft 
tapes,you can have this $11.95 collector's 
item recording for just the pride of the 
tape plus 75¢ postage and handling? Over 
20 minutes of Dixieland ,Jazz Classics, 
featuring Sol and fellow Jazz Greats Cozy 
Cole, Coleman Hawkins, J_ C. Higgin- 
botham, Lou Stein, Milt Hinton and "Red" 
Allen ...an exclusive by Sounderaft.._ not 
for sale anywhere at any price? Soundcraft 
tape is invariably used for recording great 
artists and great moments in mnuiicd Ask 
about your bonus recording at your Sound - 
craft dealer today! 

ALWAYS BUY SOUNDCRAFT .. you can't afford not to! 

REEVES SOUNDCRAFT CORP. 
10 E. 52 St., N.Y. 22 West Coast: 342 N,ta Breá, LA.35 

that enough -people will appreciate the 
effort to insure success. On the basis of 
the recording itself, such buyers will find 
themselves amply rewarded. The Kohoa 
Quartet does not have the finesse or pre- 
cision of the Julliard or the Vegh quartets, 
both of which have recorded this work 
on monaural disc. On the other hand, 
they are an honest, nmsicianly and con- 
scientious group, who perform the work 
with a fine spirit of devotion and afford 
a genuinely moving experience. Above 
all, the Kobon Quartet has the advantage 
over its competitors of being heard ín fine 
stereo recording. The recording was made 
with fifie regard for the placing of the 
players and for the appropriate acoustical 
climate in which the work should be 
heard. Thus we have the quartet spread 
out no more than would he the case in 
a living room. They convey a good sense 
of directionality and aural positioning. 

The recording was made fairly close 
up for maximum detail and articulation, 
with just the barest hint of reverberation 
to lend roundness to the string tone. First 
and 'second violins are disposed to the 
right with the viola and cello to the left. 
There is no sense here of "separate 
halves" -of a quartet. Sound is very clean 
and the frequency range ample. 

DEBUSSY: String Quartet in'G Minor. 
Fine Arts Quartet: Concer+apes 23 -IA 
$11.95. 

DVORAK: String Quartet No: 6 in F 
Major; Op. 96 ("American"). 
Fine Arts Quartet. Concertapes 23-2A 
$'1 1.95. 

MOZART: Sfring Quirtef ín 6 Majoi 
(K. 317). 
1=;ne Arts Quartet. Coeceriapes 23-4A 
$1 1,95. 

Mare ehámber music of consistently 
good quality by Leonard Sorkin's execl- 
lent Fine Arts Quartet. Most stereo fans 
may be primarily interested in big sym- 
phonic works, hdt í would be derelict if 
I did not point out that chamber music 
on stereo conveys on its own level equally 
powerful impact. These three tapes are 
fine examples in .point. There ís beauty 
here, excitement, and at times a bitter- 
sweet sadness. The Debussy. is the easiest 
to-assiuilaté and is one of the most mel- 
odic of all quartets. The performances 
are all -good, asid endowed with eloquence 
and understanding-the Debussy being 
really outstaríding, Quality of found is 
remarkably consistent. Recording ís quite 
close up; and with reasonable spread be- 
tween instruments. Directionality is. ap- 
parent but not exaggerated. The only 
noticeable difference between these re- 
cordings is io acoustic perspective. The 
Debussy has the barest glint to lead. 
a little liveiiess, the Dvorak goes up a 
notch in reverberation, but. still not 
enough to destroy the "living room illu- 
sion,' the Mozart goes a step further and 
moves beyond living room scale to the 
Iarge music salon of a bigger house. 

WHERE ARE YO -U feu/luring 
FRANK SINATRA... 
Capitol ZO 17 $12.95. 
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° 'Name your ówn 

7 WONDERS 

OF THE WORLD 

.and visit thém. all 

FREE VIA Tylt/Q 
TRANS WOR[O ArRrNlS 

1VR01!-JRIrI IJ/I 

Just list any 7 places; people, 
or -events in the world that you 
would most like to visit anci 

.photograph, and you can .win 

this fabulous contest! 

TWA -TRANS WORLD Alltr.]NES 

will fly you to the 7 world won- . 

dens of yotfi- choice in luau-.. 
rious comfort aboard a JET - 

airliner! 

AMERICAN EXPRESS will 
make all arrangements for first 

class accommodations through 
its worldwide Tr=avel Service! 

Your expenses will be covered . 

by safe, convenient, Aincrí.c,rn 

Express Travelers pQea 
Cheques, spendable l a 
everywhere! !Er 

POPL-LAñ PHOTOGRAPHY maga- 
zine will reveal how you can 
get aboard this exotic magic 
carpet when it announces full 
details of .the most unique con- 
test ever-in the July issue, 

Read complete details in July 

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY 

on sale June 
*JrTSTAEAM 15 ASt11VICE MA?K OWn'lD ttCLUtIVtIY fY TV A 
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One of the good things about Sinatra 
ís his dependability. Rarely if ever do 
you get a bad perforritance from him. 
You can also depend on excellent sound 
quality. In this first stereo offering by 
Frankie he continues his winning ways. 
Here he is in a lonely melancholy mood, 
and he sings the type of songs that once 
set the teenagers on a howl. Laura, 
There's No You, Lonely Town, Where 
Are You, I Think cif You-these are among 
the old favorites given the full treatment, 
The inimitable phrasing and inflection 
that is Frankie's stork in trade gets full 
play here, How does the Voice sound 
in Stereo? Just great,with a new smooth 
roundness of tone and a little more metal 
in the lower registers than we had .sus- 

. pected. Gordon Jenkins has whipped up 
some fine instrumental backgrounds for 
Frankie and the two combined should 
wow the gals. Cute trick on this tape -.if 
you hear Frankie coming from exactly 
midway betweeis '.he speakers, then you 
know your system is in perfect balance. 

PORTS OF PLEASURE featuring 
LES BAXTER and. His Chorus and 
Orchestra. 
Capitol ZC 20 $12:95. 

WIDE RANGE -featuring JOHNNY 
RICHARDS and His Orchestra. 
Capitol ZC 16 $12.95. 

Two sides of the stereo coin here. One 
,a generous sample of Les Baxter's most 
entertaining exotic stns, and the other the 
big baud beat with Johnny Richards. It 
would be hard to choose between them 
in terms of the more effective stereo. Bax- 
ter scores with odd instrumentation, In- 
cluding much 'high percussion for a goodly 
share of stereo spice. Richards hats a brass 
section that surely must be the loudest. 
and most hard driven' since the heyday 
of Stan Kenton. In both tapes direction- 
ality is exploited with interesting effect. 
Both are "multi -mix" stereo recordings 
With varied depth illusion, In pop music 
anyt Thg goes for effect. 

SPEAK LOW featuring HAL OTIS 
'and His- Orchestra. 
Westminster-Sonotape SWB 7034 $6.95. 

SO IN LOVE featuring HAL OTIS 
and His Orchestra. 
WestminsterSonotape SW8 7031 $6,95. 

These are but two Of 6 tapes devoted to 
the talents 'of the extraordinary "hot fid- 
dler," I-Ial Otis. A collection of bit stand- 
ards, they offer pleasantly innocuous fine 
cocktail music. On 7034 you'll find Speak 
Low, Isn't'It Ronwntic, Lazy Afternoon, 
and Bess, You Is 1ij Woman. On 7031, 
we have Around the World, Poinciana, 
So In Lone, You Stepped Out of a Drearn 
and Adios. Sound is up to the usual ex- 
cellent Sonotape standard, with all of 
stereo's attributes fully utilized. Otis is 
a whiz with the violin and no slouch as 
á leader. 7034 may well be bought for 
the picture that adorns the covet, regard - 
loss of the music content. This album is 
entitled Speak Lou:, but considering 
where the line of Jayne's dress is, it might 
be more aptly titled, "Unspeakably Low!" 
JUNL 1958 

:0óublé,your pleasure ... .. . 
I° 

Superb sound plus the fine furhitur,e kook 

enjoy WLLCOR. 
HiGH FIDEL -ITV ENCLOSURES 

both'_with 

Tru-é Hi -Fi heeds visual as well as audio perfectióñ. You'll 
find that perfection ín Wellcor products. Acoustically supe- 
rior enclosures, tastefully styled in mahogany, oak and 
walnút Wood finishes. Also available: in heavily embossed 
wood -grained leatherette. 

All Wellcor products; from turntable bases to egítipment 
cabinets have been specifically designed to house the lead- 
ing domestic and imported Hi -Fi components. 

Over fifty "in stock" selections. Send for new literature, 

EQUIPMENT' CONSOLÉ 
CABINETS ENCLOSURES 

Atcommo- 
dotes 16" 
tone arm, 

turntable or 
changer. Tuner, amplifier, 

tape recorder, record storage. 

,Bars reflex 
principle. 
Highest quality 
acoustic baffling; 
maximum'efficiency. 
For 8, 12, 15 inch speakers. 

CORNER 
ENCLOSURES 

Ideally suited 
for minimum space 

requirements. For 
12, 15 inch speakers. 

TURNTABLE 
AND 

CHANGER 
BASES 

Exact fit for all 
leading models. 

SPEAKER 
KiTS 
For 8, 12,:1.1 
inch speaker 
enclosures, 
Con be fully 
assembled in 
five minutes. 

WALL 
AND 
CORNER 
BAFFLES 
Six sizesto 
satisfy every néed. 

CHANGER -AMPLIFIER CABINETS, 
BOOKSHELF 'ENCLOSURES 

for the 166k as well as the sounds . 

WaiCUR inc. 1214 NORTH WELLS ST., CHICAGO 10, ILL. 
IN CANADA: ATLAS RADIO CORPORATION LTD. 
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A transcription arm to complement the finest of phonograph 
cortridges. Precision carved from the finest walnut wood. 

Audiophile net $29.95 

(,BAUD LABORATORIES 4614 SEVENTH AVENUE BROOKLYN 20, NEW YORK 

EXPORT DIV. 25 WARREN ST. NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

In 106 cities-NO ADDRESS IS COMPLETE 
without a Postal Zone Number. The Post Of- 
fice has divided 106 cities into postal delivery 
zones to speed mail delivery. Be sure to include 
zone number when writing to these cities; be sure 
to include your zone number In your ;return ad- 
dress-after the city, before the state. 

a 

World's LOWEST PRICED Tape Recorder! 
I 

PRECISION, 
. ' i 

PORTABLE, I 
BATTERY OPERATED: 

ñ 

i 

TRANSISTOR TAPE RECORDER 
Hl -QUALITY RIPRODUCTION! WEIGHS ONLY .2 LBS.! 

PRECISION ENGINEERED - This amazing new, battery -operated, portable. fully tran- 
sistorized tape recorder, Imported from West Germany, Is precision engineered to render the same tune - 
lions as machines costing five tames as much. 

FOR HOME, STUDENTS, BUSINESS - It will be the center of attiactíion at home for recording family get 
togethers, capturing the magic of speech and song of family and friends - records radio, record and N 
Shows! Educators, too, agree that students, thro college level. :benefit greatly from studying with a tape 
recorder. Business men can pack It In brief case or bag and take It along on trips to record letters. 
Speeches, instructions, ideas; faithfully records verbal agreements, discussions. Perfect for recording 
Interviews. 
PENNIES TO OPERATE - The ingenious TelTape records, plays back and erases - even has variable speed 
controls! Operates.on 4 ordinary C -batteries available al any Store for pennies. A simple press of a button 
and you're ready to record. dt's so simple, even a child of live can operate It! 

$29" 

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED - A wonderful gift (or all - for ]tome, school or business. 

ÍTILA07 PRODUCTS dI1C., Deal. M-36. 101 W. 31 St., New York 1, 11. r. 

plus $1.5D 
pp. E. Hdlg. 

Comes complete with sensitive micro. 
phone, headset & tape - $29.95 plus 
$1.50 pp. 8 hdlg. 

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES 

PATCHCORD - Plug In attachment for 
playback thru radio, TV or phone. $2.00 

STETHO HEADSET-Like a doctor's steth 
oscope. Lightweight: Leaves hands free 
for Typing, etc . $6.95 

REEL OF TAPE (225 if.) $1.25 
BATTERIES - Set of 4 80e 

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED FOR 90 
OAYS AGAINST MECHANICAL DEFECTS. 

FILNOR PRODUCTS, INC. 
Dept. M-38, 101 W. 3t St., N. Y. 1, N, Y. 

I enclose S... .. . (check or money order) for the items 
that I have checked betas,. Please send at once under the 
conditions of your warranty. 

hone, Head Set, 
Magnetic 

LETE TELTAPE 
Reco ding Tape, 

RECORDER,Spar 

Reel Iand pFREE Inst uclipn 
Booklet. $29.95, plus $1.50 postage and handling. 
O Ratchford, $2.00 p Set of 4 Batteries, ROc 

Stetho Set, $6.95 E Magnetic Tape, $1.25 
Picose Print To Avoid Friars And Delay 

Name.............................:.......... 

Address - 

1 I 
City ............................................. zone state............ ,. 

Send C. 0. 0. 'Enclosed is 53.00 deposit. I will pay Ii 
postman 5.-._ plus all C.O. O. and shipping 

4 charges for the items ordered. 
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HI-FI CONCERT 
(Continued from page 55) 

already overrich in sonority; yet his play- 
ing otherwise reveals a pi;uüst of first-rate 
technique ;utcl musicianship. If one were 
to evaluate iire transcriptions as works of 
art, they might strike one as extraordinari- 
ly silly; in .s way they are neither fish 
not frrwl, neither opera nor piano music: 
but they certainly exemplify. a most cre- 
active re-creation of one medium in terms 
of another. ']"heir purpose is well ex- 
plained by annotator Andress Vortex, seho 
writes that cultivated listeners who have 
any response to opera will find that 
Liszt "far from compiling mere potpour- 
ris, recreates the spirit and mood of a 

Scene. even of a whole opera. And if, in 
addition, they fire interested in the piianu. 
they will marvel at prodigious kc'yho;nd 
writing. . . " The recording is adequate. 

K. G. R. 

Old Wine, Newly Found 

MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in 
E Minor, Op. 64; RAVEL: Trigane; SAiNT- 
SAENS: Havanaise, Op, 83. 
Michael Rabin with ;he Philharr-,o.ia Orches- 
tra, Sir Adrian Boult, Alcoa Galliera cend. 
Angel 35572. 

GOLDMARK: Violin Concerto In A 
Minor, Op. 28. 
Nathan Milstein with the Philharmonic Or- 
chostra. Harry Bloch cord. Capitol PÁO 
8414. 

Both these discs are sure winners. 
Yenning Mr. linbin has been getting some 
choice repertory assignments from the 
L" if recording staff and he continues to 
discharge them with genuine distinction. 
Take the \fondelsrolin Concerto: Prac- 
tically every one of today's leading violin- 
ists has recorded it; and out wonders irow 
whether they're all in competition to see 
who eon play it the fastest. Not so (Rabin. 
who from the very beginning adopts a 

civilized tempo-one which allows the 
lovely thence to take wings and soar its it 
rarely has in recent times. This same 
civility of approach is characteristic of 
the entire performance-a great one be- 
ennse it is honest. 

Rabin is equally sncccssful with Ravel's 
Tzi,Lmie and Saiut Saetas' FTucnnaisc the 
former dazzling in its technical fireworks, 
the latter languorous and seductive. Or- 
chestral support and recording are superb 
in all three. 

In the Milstein disc we find an ac- 
knowledgn'el toaster at the very peak of his 
form. The Coldmark Concerto is a minor 
product of 19th century Romanticism, 
with pretty melodies, uncomplicated har- 
monic and formal structure. and bravura 
display passages for the soloist: Milstein 
is practically alone among the virtuosi of 
today in This inclusion of this work in his 
active Cfllieert progrfunming; and he !allays 
it with a conviction that is positively en- 
nobling. Blench and the Philharmonic pro- 
vide Milstein with a thoroughly idiomatic 
accompaniment and bete, too, recorded 
sound is first-rate. 

M. B. 
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 HERBERT: 'Cello Concerto No. 2 in 
E Minor, Op. 30; PETER: Sinlonia No. 3 in 
G Major. 
Georges Mquelle with the Eastman -Roches- 
ter Symphony Orchestra. Howard Hanson 
cond. Mercury MG 50163. 

Stylistically the Victor Herbert's 'Cello 
Concerto could have been written by Karl 
Goldmark, whose Violin Concerto is re- 
viewec! elsewhere. Ilere too is a piece in 
the late 19th century Cerman Romantic 
tradition-n perfectly iingical state of af- 
fairs when one r(aner;i,t rs that this Irish - 
horn composer, so well known for his 
popular operettas, received most of his 
musical training in Stuttgart. I lerbert's 
writing here is wonderfully idiomatic for 
the 'cello-.grin no surprise when we re- 
member that he lirst cone to the United 
States in his lute twenties to become solo 
'cellist of the Metropolitan Opera Orches- 
tra. In view of the paucity of vital reper- 
toire for 'echo and orchestra, it is really 
surprising that this work has not become 
more fi oily established in the active con- 
cert repertoire. Georges \lirtuelle, for 
many years solo cellist of the Detroit 
Symphony Orchestra, plays this music 
with obvious love to a most sympathetic 
accompaniment from Manson and his or- 
chestra. The reverse side brings an u n- 
espccted delight. "Johann Friedrich Peter 
( 1;4(1-1513) of Dutch birth, was one of 
the early Moravian settlers in the United 
States. He composed a good deal of 
music for the Moravian church service, 
as well as six string quintets. The present 
Sintoaiia is the third of these quintets, as 

expanded for String orchestra. It is ut- 
terly stunning--13oecherini-like in its 
spontaneity and melodic. intention. Han- 
son conducts a fine performance, and 
the recorded sound is less brittle than 
that of some other recent \lercury Roch- 
ester issues. 

M. B. 

Two Ways with Strings 
VIVALDit L'Eslio armonico- 12 Con- 

certi Grassi. 
Chamber Orehºsirs of the Vienna Stole Op- 
era, Mario Rossi cond. Bach Guild BG 
572/74 3 12". 

MUSiC FOR STRINGS-Bach (arr. 
Stiokowski): Mein Jesu, was fur Selienweh: 
Preludio from Solo Violin Parlila No. 3 in E 
Major; Gluck: Lento from "l phigenia in Aulis",; 
Musette & Sicilienne from "Armide"; Borodin: 
Nocturne from String Quartet No. 2 in D 
Major; Paganini: Moto Perpetuo; Rachriiani- 
noff: Vocalise. 
Leopold Sialowsli conducting His Symphony 
Orchestra. Capitol PAO 8415. 

What a lesson ín style is offered in 
these two releases! On one we have Sto- 
kowski continuing his practice of the last 
Once decades or so, of performing early 
music in lush. romantic style; on the other 
Rossi and his group give us clean and 
beautifully fresh interpretations of Vival- 
di's twelve concertos collected sunder the 
title L'J siro urrnaniCo ("The Poetry of 
Harmony"). ). 

\ Vc roust say, with all due respect 
and with full acknowledgment of the 
debt tint we all owe Stokowski for his 
pioneering efforts, it was to be hoped 
JUNE 1958 
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quality designed by 

GRADO 
A phonograph cartridge 

created expressly for the 
quality conscious listener 

who wishe, to attain from 
his record library, the superb 

quality of rooster tape. 

Audiophile net $45 

GRADO LABORATORIES 
4614 SEVENTH AVENUE BROOKLYN 20, NEW YORK 

EXPORT DIV, 25 WARREN Sr NEW YORK, 7, N. Y. 

HiFI & MUSIC REVIEW HAS A BUYER 
FOR YOUR USED EQUIPMENT 

If you have hi-fi equipment, accessories or records to sell, look to the 
classified columns of Ili Pi & MUSIC REVIEW for fast results. 

Your message. placed in our classified columns, will be read by more 
than 125.000 hi-fi facts. Best of all, your classified ad need cost you no 
more than $3.50. For /ur1I;er information; write: 

Martin Lincoln 
IIiFi & MUSIC REVIEW 
New York Tú, New York 
One Park Avenue 

Some facts on the 
measure of the 

K Jansen loudspeaker 
1 

One very important measure of a loud- 
speaker's capability as a true high fidelity 
component lies in its ability to reproduce 

music with the same emphasis al all volume 

levels. As (he volume control is turned from 
maximum to minimum, each Instrument of 

an orchestra should remain in the same 

perspective ... the effect being of walking 
farther and farther away front a live or- 
chestra as it is playing. 

When a response curve is taken on a 

JansZen speaker from the lowest listening 
level up to a full 50 watts of power, the 

resultant curves are absolutely identical. 

This is a true measure of smooth response, 

which in turn is a measure of the similarity 
between what goes into a recording micro- 

phone compared with what comes out of 

your speaker at home. Hence, it is a meas- 

ure of whether a high fidelity speaker is 

in fact what it is supposed to be. 

A response curvé is taken on every 

I ansZen speaker before ib leaves the factory. 
Only in that way can it he assured that each 

speaker is right. Only in that way can it be 

assured that all speakers are exactly the 

same. That's why most knowledgeable 

listeners consider JansZen as The Speaker, 
C['.14%(D PV /AMU!. 4. 14N$ION 

Wile larJiteralure and the name of your neares? dealer 

Product at NESHAMINY ELECTRONIC CORP.; Nesharniny, Pa. 

Ertport Division: 25 Warren Street, N.Y.C. 7, CAI* Simonfrice, N.Y, 
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THE SECRET OF 
"BUYING SMART" 
costs you only a Dollar! 

You've noticed how some people 
seem to have a knack for buying photo 
equipment. Before they go into a store 
they know the kind of equipment they 
want, the manufacturer, model, fea- 
tures, and the price. They've compared 
beforehand . . and saved themselves 
time, effort and money. 

What's the secret? For many it's the 
Photography Directory & Buying 
Guide... a handsome catalog of all 
photographic equipment on the market 
compiled by the editors of Popular 
Photography it tells you everything 
you want to know about more than 
5,000 products, from cameras and 
lenses to film and filters-for black and 
white or color, for movie or still pho- 
tography. The cost? Only 51.00. 

PIÓTDGRAAHY 

DIRECTORY 
j eatur L. 

sector,. 

"/N 
fl 

1958 Edition 
Has These 

Extra Features 

Besides listing over 5,000 new photo 
products (and illustrating more than 
1,000 of them), the I95S Photography 
Directory & Blain; Guide includes 
helpful. simplified CAMERA COM- 
PARISON CHARTS. These charts 
compare the prices, shutter ranges, lens 
speeds and other features of over 300 
press. 35mm and reflex cameras. In 
addition, a special 16 -page section on 
FOTO 'FACTS gives data and figures 
on filters, films, lenses. exposure and 
conversion scales. An exclusive bonus, 
PHOTO SHORTCUTS points out 
ways to save money when you shoot, 
light, print and process. A section on 
PORTRAIT LIGHTING SETUPS 
lists tested diagrams .for lighting a 
model. As additional features, the 1958 
Photography Directory suggests sample 
MODEI, RELEASE FORMS and a 
roundup of the LATEST BOOKS ON 
PHOTOGRAPHY. 

The new Photography Directory is 
now on sale. This 1958 Edition, priced 
at only $1.00, will sell fast! So to 
insure yourself of a copy, pick one up 
at your newsstand or photo dealer's 
now. 

ZIFF-DAViS PUBLISHING CO, 
434 S. Wabash Ave. 
Chicago 5, Illinois 0 
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that he might outgrow some of his more 
obvious mannerisms as applied to early 
music. This disc, however, confirm that 
there has been no change whatever. The 
Lance rich arrangements of the Bach works 
are in evidence, and the performances are 
even more Iush, mannered, and romantic. 
In one of the Cluck pieces, hardly a 

phrase is allowed to emerge without Some 
'-intcr7.pret;ttion," nu matter how slight. 
Be this ns it may, tribute most be paid to 
the weiv in which Stokowski has exer- 
cised such minute control near his players, 
and to the skill and responsiveness of 
those players-whoever they may be, since 
the label lists only 'his" Symphony Or- 
chestra. The way every bit of shading, 
clown to the smallest detail, is brought 
out is nothing short of remarkable. One 
merely wishes that there were less of it. 

The sccond side of the disc, contain- 
ing romantic repertoire of Borodin, Page - 
pith trod llaehtnanlneff, merits bnl the 
highest praise. ilere lush tone and dy- 
namic shading are perfectly in place. In 
faint, it would be difficult to imagine inure 
sensitive and tonally beguiling recorded 
perforinences of the two Russian pieces. 
But please, Sir. Stokocc ski-must u/i music, 
even that of earlier tines-emerge with 
identical romantic coloration? 

As an example of what early tousle 
slroerltl sound like, one can do no better 
thbm to turn to the recording of the 
twelve concertos comprising \ivaldi's 
L'Frh» Arnrnnico. Here the music is al- 
lowed to speak for itself. There is no 
attempt to superimpose a later style of 
playing; there is no nyerinterpretatinn of 
each phrase. Conductor and players ob- 
vitausly have a feeling for this idiom, and 
the results are most satisfying. 

Iincluded among these dozen cemeertns 
are the six that Bach reworked as solo 
concertos for harpsichord and for organ. 
Alsn here is the concerto for four solo 
violins that Bach transcribed for four 
harpsichords. Best known of the series is 
No. 11 in D minor, which has been heard 
for several decades in a transcription for 
full, modern orchestra. The original is 
most welcome. as Is, indeed, the entire 
albmn. 

Front the standpoint of recording alone. 
both issues leave nothing to be desired. 

D. R. 

Opera Potpourri 

ALEXANDER KIPNIS ciagc RUS- 
SIAN OPERA ARIAS-Moussorgsky: Boris 
Godounov-Coronation Scene; Varlaam's Song; 
Inn Scene; Clock Scene; I Have Attained the 
Highest Power; Farewell and Death of Boris; 
Tchaikovsky: Eugene Onegin-Prince Gre- 
min's Aria; Rimsky-Korsakov: Sadko-Song 
of the Viking Guest: Borodin: Prince /gor- 
Gatifrky's Air; Dargamllsky: Rousso/ka- 
Miller's Aria. 
Alexander Kipnis (bass) with Robert Shave 
Chorale and Orchestra, Nicoltsi Beremwsky 
cond. Camden CAL 415. 

The release of this disc restores to cur- 
rency two supuils RCA Victor 7$ RPM 
sets of the mid -1940's. Though the did 
not make his Metropolitan Opera debut 
until 1940, Ukrainian -born basso Alexan- 

der Kipnis had been fur a quarter of a 

century before one of the world's most 
renowned singers, equally at home on the 
opera stage and on the concert platform, 
ilis European recordings of llralmrs and 
Hugo Wolf songs are cherished by vocal 
collectors the world over, and his por- 
trayal of Boris Codounov, as well as of 
the leading bass roks in Die Meistersing- 
er and Parc-fad, has earned for him a pinee 
among the immortals of the singing amt. 

Ctunden's transfer of the original 78 RPM 
ntnsters bas been wonderfully, accom- 
plished. 

M. B. 

MOZART ARIAS-Idomeneo: Fuor 
del mar; Don Giovanni: baila sus pace & II 
mio tesoro; Concert aria-Per pieta, non 
ricercate; La Ciemenza di Tifo: Se all' 
impero; Abduction from the Seraglio: 
Konstanrel Konstanrel; Wenn der Freude 
Trance Pedril(o s Romance; Cosí fan tuffe: 
Un aura amorosa. 
Nicolas Gedda henar) with the Paris Con- 
servatory Orchestra, André Cluytens cond. 
Angel 35510. 

Cedda, who made his Metropolitan 
Opera debut in the season just concluded, 
has a light, lyric voice which is well 
suited to some phases of Mozart's vocal 
cvritíng but not to ethers. Basically, Ced- 
da hocks flexibility, and where tlae vocal 
line tolls for rents, trills, mud other embel- 
lishments, he does not do lost well-the 
Icomeneo aria and 71 min Ieemo being 
instances in point. But cohere little else 
is required than to pour out beautiful 
sounds, as in Dallo soon pace or the por- 
trait aria from The Magic Flute, Cedda 
is rather more successful. Almost never 
does one feel that he has really pierced to 
the heart of the meaning of what he is 
singing. 

Cluytens and the orchestra offer ex- 
cellent support. and the engraving of the 
whole onto disc has keen first rate. 

M. B. 

CALLAS AT LA SCALA-Bellini: / 
Puritans-O rende)emi la speme & Qui la 
voce; La Sonnambula - Care compagne & 
Come per me sereno; Cherubini: Medea- 
Dei tuoi fighiia; Sponfimi: La Vesta(e-Tu che 
;nvoco; Hume 'utelar; Caro oggeto. 
Mario Callas ((soprano) with Chorus and 
Orchestra of La Scale, Milan, Tultio Serafin, 
Antonino Votto cond. Angel 35304. 

Here we have excerpts from four differ- 
ent operas which in recent seasons have 
been revived especially for Maria Callas. 
Chcrnbími s ATeclen, Spoulini's Lu Vesta/e, 
plus Bellini's 1 Pnrítani and Lo Swum - 
hula. The Bcllini selections are taken 
front Angel's complete recordings of these 
works, while the Callas interpretations 
front liferlee and Ltt Vestule appear on 
discs for the first tinte. 

'What has been true before is still hale 
again. Callas may not be the world's most 
technically secure singer and she may at 
times produce tones that are joust plain 
ugly; but she can infuse a scene with 
dramatic impact nod penetration of char- 
acter which for many listeners sweep all 
purely vocal shortcomings aside. How 
poignant is her 71leeJca aria in which the 
heroine pleads for the return of Jason, the 
father of her tw<, children! And how 
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We carry a full line of all Stereo 

Tapes at best possible prices, as 

well as tape recorders & acces- 

sories. Write, phone or visit our 

sales or service dept. for com- 

plete and informative catalogue. 

MAL'S RECORDING SERVICE 
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71-03A Beach Channel Drive, Averne 92, N, Y. 
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FREE 
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Trans -Ocean Niglltclubbing 

THE MASCULINE TOUCH featur- 
ing BILLY DANIELS with Orchestra. 
On The Street Where You Live; Long Before 
I Knew You: My Gal Sal & 12 others. Verve 
MCV 2085. 

PARIS MIDNIGHT featuring LI- 
ANE with the Boheme Bar Trio. 
4a Vie en rose: Parle-moi d'ernour; Printomps 
bu Rio & others. Vanguard VRS 9018. 

VIENNA MIDNIGHT featuring LI- 
ANE with the Boheme Bar Trio. 
Miriandl: Dos gíbt's nur einmol; Erziihl mir 
Leine Miirchen & others. Vanguard VRS 9026. 

The vicarious impact of "on -the -spot" 
recorded night chub performance is one 
of the more recent developments in the 
efforts of the recording industry to pro- 
vide a touch of "glamor" for those of us 
s'llo must, more often than not, do our 
night clubbing vía the gramophone. 

Billy Daniels' highpowered delivery, 
ideally suited to the after dark hot spots, 
is here captured during a performance 
at the \foc:unbo in Hollywood, and oc- 
casionally he does manage to come across 
effectively to the home listener as well. 
But he is heard here primarily as an 
entertainer rather than as a singer, and 
unfortunately a lot of the plainly visual 
elements of his -act- get pretty well lost 
when restricted to a purely aural medium. 

Even without an actual night club 
audience, Liaise on her Vanguard discs 
still manages to give the impression of 
singing at small cabarets, whether in 
Punic nr in her native Viennn. This is 
clue partly to the alternating instrumental 
numbers by the Boheme Bar Trio, but 
possibly even more to the intimate. warm 
sound that the recording engineers have 
given her. 

S. G. 

TV Varieties plus Andy 

HERE'S STEVE LAWRENCE-with 
Orchestra, Jack Kane cond. 
Easy To Love; Music, Meestro. Please; Lazy 
River & 9 others. Coral CRL 57204. 

EYOIE GORME VAMPS THE ROAR- 
ING 20's with Orchestra. Don Costa 
cond. 
Toot Tool Tootsie; Singin' In The Rain: Bock 
In Your Own Backyard & 9 others, ABC -Para- 
mount ABC 218. 

ANDY WILLIAMS with Orchestra, 
Archie Bleyer cond. 
Canadian: Sunset: Boby Doll; Straight From 
My Hcort & 9 others. Cadence CLP 3002. 

ANDY WILLIAMS SINGS RODG- 
'ERS & 'HAMMERSTEIN with Orchestra, 
Alvy Wesf cond. 
If I Loved You; I Hove Dreamed; People 
Will Say Were In Love & 9 others. Cadence 
CLP 3005. 

ELECTRIFIED FAVORITES featur- 
ing STEVE ALLEN of the Electric Piano. 
Steverino Swings: On The Alomo: Rose Room 
& 9 others. Coral CRL 57195. 

The old Tonight show on television 
was one of the best spawning grounds 

Before you buy a Stereo system 
read Crowhurst's 

STEREOPHONIC 

SOUND 
World-famous audio authority Norman H. Crowhursl's 
new book is the first true assessment of this ex 
citing new medium for realistic sound. "Stereo. 
phonic Sound" adds a new dimension to high fidelity 
and to audio reproduction of all types. The book Is 
devoted to the theory of stereophonic sound, the dif 
ferences it can make in listening pleasure, what 
goes into making it successful, and what is needed 
to bring out the best in the various systems available 
or likely to be available. It covers such systems as 
binaural, two- and three -channel stereophonic, stereo - 
sonic, and coded stereophonic . . and the use of 
these systems with radio, disc, tape and other media. 
It applies all this information to selecting the proper 
loudspeakers and other components for the best 
home stereo reproduction. The hook also covers 
stereo systems and techniques used for motion pic- 
tures. This book will give you the right approach to 
stereo and save you hundreds of dollars by guiding 
you to the choice of the right equipment 
x209 only $2.25 

You'll get so much more out of your 
Hi -Fi equipment with these Rider Books: 

HIGH FIDELITY SIMPLIFIED (3rd Edition) 

by Harold D. Weiler 

Gives you the complete upto-the-minute 1rifi story, 
and answers all questions about tuners, changers, 
amplifiers, tape recorders, speakers, record players, 
etc. No other book like it! 
:1142 only $2.50 

REPAIRING HI -Fi SYSTEMS 

by David Fldelman 

Deals with finding the troubles and repairing the 
faults In hi-fi equipment. Encompasses the repair of 
tape recorders, record players, changers, AM and FM 
tuners, preamps, amplifiers and loudspeakers. Typical 
troubles are analyzed and repaired through a system 
of logical steps. Will save time and money! 
=205 only $3.90 

HI,FI LOUDSPEAKERS & ENCLOSURES 

by Abraham 8. Cohen 

This hi-fi classic answers all your questions about 
loudspeakers and enclosures, design. crossover net- 
works, construction of own networks, etc, 

176, leather finish MARCO cover only $4,60 
«176-H. cloth bound Only $5.50 

GUIDE TO AUDIO REPRODUCTION 

by David Fldelman 

For the audio enthusiast with a technical background. 
Treats design, construction, assembly and testing of 
sound reproduction systems and components. 

146 only $3.50 

HOW TO SELECT & USE YOUR TAPE -RECORDER 

by David Mark 

For the user of magnetic tape recorders - and to 
serve as a guide in selecting a machine that most 
suitably meets individual requirements. illustrates 
actual set-ups for the many different applications of 
tape recorders. Read this book before you buy a tape 
recorder . . . it will save you many dollars! : 179 only $2.95 

HOW TO SERVICE TAPE RECORDERS 

by C. A. Tuthill 

Discusses the tape recorder and its operation. Ex- 
plains the types of circuits, drive mechanisms, 
troubleshooting and repair. 
X167 only $2.90 

ORDER TODAY! These books are sold by electronics 
parts jobbers and bookstores. If your dealer does not 
have the books you want, mall this coupon to us. 

John F. Rider Publisher, Inc. 
119 W. 14th Street, New York 11, N. Y. 
I have enclosed S Please rush the 
hooks I llave circled. 
209 142 205 176 176.1 148 179 167 

Name 
Address 
City lone State 
Canadian prices approx. 5% higher. HFM-6. 
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RATE: 35c Per word. Minimum 110 words. Autus1 Issue 
tinten May 29111, Send order and remittance to: HI FI 
MUSIC REVIEW, One Park Ave., New York IC. N. Y. 

TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS 

RECORDERS, lit -11, Tapes- wholesale Prices. 
Free Catalogue. Cnrni.m, 11S -\V East SS St., 
N.Y.C. 28. 

t11-41 Tape guy-Splirefiee perfect tape. Highest 
quality guaranteed ur /looney refunded. 40/15.000 
C.P.S. liulformly Coated. Abrasion Resistant. - 
Boxed Reels Acetate 1200'1V, Mil 1/$1.:19, 4/$5.220 
1800' 1 Mil 1/.$1.87. 4/$6.Te. Mylar 1800' 1 \ttl 
1/;270, 1/;9.60: 2.11(1' y¢ 111 1/663.60, 0513.00. 
5" recta available. Postage :md handling 1:,C per 
reel. III -Sonic. Box SCC New York 63, N. Y. 
STIiItEOI'HONICS Tapes. Reicorders, Accessories, 
Catalog. Lowest Prices. Illfsvo Sales. 270 Concord, 
\rest Ileurpstead, N. Y. 

ANY Stereo Tape 1, Price! Used for broadcasting, 
etc., but guaranteed perfect condition, or money re- 
funded. Slacked only. :end ]ts-t of tapes wanted, 
plus remittance for list price each tape. Shipped 
postpaid. MS, 1544 Croat \Vay, Sari .tole 25, 
Calif. 

HIGH FIDELITY 

lit -P1 Haven, NOV: .te-sey'" newest and finest 
sound center. write for into t'm.0110n on unique 
mall order plan that otTers professional advice and 
low 'Week. 25 Easton Aevone, New Rnmswick, 
New Jersey. 

TA PE recorders, hi-fi components, tapes, Unusual 
values. Free Catalog. Dressner, 69.0211F 174 
Street, Flushing 85, New York. 
1)1SCI:wry I) w1Elt "lü" HI -i -I I'ricesf unusual 
Discounts On Your High Fidelity Requirements. 
Write Key Electronics, 120 Liberty St., Yaw York 
s, N. Y. Evergreen 4-6071. 
i'1IICt'S1 Yoe! Fnrtory sealed RbFI components? 
Yes! Send for free catalog. ,l,udfon, 64-628 Doalit 
St.,, Rego Park 7.1. New York. 

REPAIRS & SERVICES 

Al.l, Makes High Fidelity Speakers Repalred. 
Anrprito. 70 Yesey St., N. Y. 7. N. Y. RA 7-2180. 

iVIISCELLANEOUS 

FREE Monthly Ili FI Magazine R'rise for quoletfon 
on any components. Sound Reproduction Inc., 34 
New St.. Newark, N..1. Mitchell 2-6816. 
ltl';COMF. a songwriter. or professional Pianist. 
Complete Borne Study Courses: Songwriting, Mod- 
ern Piano, and Personal Snece8n, Rapid, Unbe- 
lievable. Booklet free. Weidner, 4223 E. Seventh 
Street. Doston 27. Mass. 
'MR apace could he doing a selling job for )ott= 
reaching over 1211,0110 )eople who read lilFI & 
Muvle Review each month. if you have something 
to sell, place an ad in Hi7+i a Music Revieew's 
classified section for fast results. Rate: 156 per 
word. Minimum 10 words. Send order and remit- 
tance in Martin 'Lincoln, I141 C 3Iuaic Rcciew, 
One Park Avenue, New York It. New York. 
tax:ORDS Cut front tapes. Yale Hl -Fl Center, 816 
Marion Slreel. Tampa. Florido. 
1000 NAME and Atldreas labels for $11 Pocket 
rubber stamp $1: Send postcard For many other 
bargains! Hillhouse, Hex 170. Syracuse 1, N. Y. 
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for new talent, as the disc successes of 
some of its former permanent members 
amply testify. Steve Lawrence ís an 
especially personable performer with a 

great flair for showmanship, and would 
be even better, I suspect, if he would 
stop copying Frank Sinatra's phrasing and 
the awkward habit of adding extra wends 
in the songs to conform to his own in- 
terpretations. For some unfathomable 
reason, the verse to the song Ten for Two 
is here used to introduce Laztj River. 

Ncw also known as Mrs. Steve Law- 
rence, Evdie Gonme is a finger -snapping 
1>elter of the old school to which she has 
returned for a dozen numbers of the 
Twenties-some good, some so-so-that 
she delivers with fine understanding and, 
for the most part, praiseworthy restraint. 

While lie is saddled on his first record 
by some mediocre material, Andy Wil- 
liams, a pleasantly bland, somewhat nasal 
crooner, does an acceptable job on the 
H&H collection, although some of the 
songs are decidedly beyond his vocal 
range. 

Steve Allen, Tonight's former host, is 

heard on the \-rurlitzer electric piano, 
which sounds at various times like a gui- 
tar, an organ, and even a piano. The 
playing is happily free from tasteless os- 
tentation. 

S. G. 

Seattle's Suzuki Debuts 
THE MANY SIDES OF PAT SUZUKI 

with 'Henri René and His Orchestra. 
Fine And Dandy: Soliluda; Poor Butte -fly; 
Just One Of Those Things: Lazy Afternoon & 

8 others. Vik LX 1127. 

Miss Suzuki is primarily an entertainer 
with the blessing of a flexible voice which 
can become heavily dramatic or softly 
Sensual on demand. 

This is her first album and there are 
several good points about it. Firstly, the 
accompaniment by Hem -i acne is unusu- 
alh' well designed to display the singer's 
best qualities; secondly, the choice of 
tunes is excellent; thirdly, the entire LP 
is well programmed for variety, contrast 
and Continuity. 

Although there are better popular 
singers and although Miss Suzuki is no 
jazz singer at all, this is a rewarding LP 
with ,good songs. warm performances and 
a high degree of musical taste. In addi- 
tion, it is excellently recorded. 

R. J. G. 

Pop Bands with Jazz Beat 
THANK YOU FOR A LOVELY EVE- 

NING featuring BILLY BUTTERFIELD and 
H is Orchestra. 
Whif`renpoof Song: I'm Shooting Fligh; I'll See 
You In My Dreams; The Lamp Is Low; Thank 
You For A Lovely Evening; Goodnight Sweet- 
heart & 14 others. RCA Victor LPM 1590. 

THE WEST COAST OF BROAD- 
WAY featuring NANCIE MALCOMB and 
Her Group. 
,Bewitched; My Ship; If I Were A Bell; Cld 
Devil Moon; Comes Love & 7 others. Cam- 
den CAL 422. 

Almost everyone up to the Three Suns 
his a slight case of jazz these days. The 
'LPs in this grouping ;trc universally pleas- 
ant, attractive and easy to listen to while 
dancing, drinking or dreaming, But they 
are ni)t for ja:u listening. Butterfield has 

assembled a good big band with a clean, 
swing -style sound and a rather unusually 
good clarinet soloist (Hank IYAnrico ). 
There is a girl singer (Dodic Smith ), who 
is reminiscent of i¡clen Ward at times 
and the LP is great fun to dance to. 

Nancie \I:llcomb and her small combo 
are a little different. To a selection of 
fine Broadway tunes, she has brought a 

bright, if superficial, jazz piitrro style of 
her own, aided by the presence of an ex- 
cellent drummer (Mel Lewis). In addi- 
tion, she sings in a pleasant voice with 
overtones of June Christy. This LP is a 

kit closer to jazz than any of the others, 
though it still remains safely on the pop- 
ular side of that tightly drawn line. The 
imbalance of her voice with the group is 
no asset. 

R. J. G. 

Spain & Points East 

PABLO CASALS PRESENTS SAR- 
DAAAS OF CATALONIA. Cob/a of Gerona, 
recorded in Prades under supervision of Pablo 
Casals. 
Feslivola; le Nil do L'ar-or; La Reseda & 3 

others. Angel 35475, 

MUSIC ON THE DESERT ROAD- 
A Sound Travelogue by Deben Bhatta- 
charaya featuring Turkish, Bedouin, and 
Hindi music. 
Angel 35515. 

The sardunn is a dance of the Catalan 
people, one of whose most fervent. repre- 
sentatives i.e Pablo Casette. In this group 
of concert sardanas, there are two cont- 
posed by Casals himself; two by Julio 
Garetn; one by Casals' brother, Enrique; 
and one by Enrique Morera. Even though 
these are concert pieces, they retain much 
of the folk colorings, rhythms and élan 
of the street sardanas, For this recording, 
Casals trained the "cabin" (ensemble) of 
Cerona. A variety of moods is sounded in 
these pictorial pieces; the sound is spa- 
cious; and there is an illuminating, illus- 
trated booklet. 

Music cu) the Dosed Road is the record 
of an overland journey from 'Turkey to 
India in 1955-56. Included is ethnic mu- 
sic recorded in Turkey, Syria, Iraq, Pakis- 
tan and India. The result is Otte of the 
most absorbing folk recordings Baer is- 
sued. Each example is carefully selected 
and is penetratingly unique; the sonic 
quality is much better than on most field 
recordings, and in fact has almost star- 
tling presence in several places. There 
arc a number of extraordinary experiences 
-a chilling religious chant recorded in 
a Turkish border town; poly -rhythmically 
swinging Bedouin coffee grinding; an 
Iranian drummer imitating a train; and 
a hypnotic Indian raga recorded in Be- 
mires. As always with Angel, there is an 
excellent booklet with clear background 
data about each pe forinance with a nunl- 
her of musical illustrmticns, A remarkable 
collect ion. 

N. H. 
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tion, pronlptly'and at no charge, concerning 
the products advertised in this issue of HI 
Fl & MUSIC REVIEW. This free informa, 
t.ion will add to Your understanding of high 
fidelity and the equipmen t. records and tape, 
necessary for its fullest enjoyment. 
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the. coupon below. 

Cheek in the alphabetical advertising index, 
left, for the names of the advertisers in 
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code number. Circle the appropriate num 
ber'ori the coupon below, You may 'circle 
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THE FLIP S 

PSEUDO OR SEMi-STEREO? 
Is, or is there not, a big market for the company that 

has developed a semi -stereophonic device to enhance all 
monaural recordings? At least five u,anufecturers arc 
asking themselves this question. Currently 'tender ex- 
amination by the staff of I-iiFi & MUSIC REVIEW are 
four of the five proposed methods. "Pseudo -stereo" is 
probably, a misnomer for these units and to some extent 
we prefer the phrase. 'semi -stereo." Meanwhile, listeners 
using stereo cartridges are reveling in the astonishing 
sound they get from monaural discs played through a 
two -channel stereo system. David Ball, of our staff, will 
elaborate on semi -stereo in the August issue. 

FULL -RANGE ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKER 

Earlier statements in this column notwithstanding, 
there is evidence of a breakthrough enabling the manu- 
facture of a full -range electrostatic speaker. Art Janszen, 
whose products arc marketed through Neshaaniny Elec- 
tronics, has reportedly discovered a new solution to the 
problem of adequate bass note reproduction-without 
adding a cone -type woofer. Described as medium size 
and reasonably priced, the full-renge electrostatic is re- 
ported to provide room filling volume down to about 50 
cycles. A spokesman for Neshamimy (JensLen) says it 
will be available in early Fall. 

TRANSISTORS AND SERVO Hi -FI 

There have beets occasional glimpses within recent 
months of an unusual amplifier/speaker combination 
(called the "`Integrand") which has e whetted appetites 
of hi-fi enthusiasts. Combining transistorized amplifiers 
and servo -mechanical principles, this unit should be- 
according to theory-a fabulous perfenner. ' Engineers 
say that the Integrand will self -correct for room acoustic 
and inherent loudspeaker defects. Exhibited at the Los 
Angeles High Fidelity show, it attracted critical rave re- 
views. Not on the market at this writing, but worth 
watching-and hearing-the "Integraud" 

ONE READER'S SURVEY 
A few weeks ago, a reader of fill i R MUSIC RE- 

VIEW, Kenneth J. Aston, brought to my attention the 
results of his private survey on high fidelity equipment. 
Since it was made in Canada, Mr. Aster being a resident 
of Pointe Claire, I was intrigued as to whether tastes 
would be similar to those in the States. By and large, 
they were and confirmed a number of suspected Amer- 
ican trends. As these figures may be of interest to many 
readers, I have abstracted below some of the most per- 
tinent material. 

Speakers and Enclosures: Those surveyed pictured the 
speaker as the weakest link in the entire system. Four 
times as many thought of it in this light. as did those ob- 
jecting to poor quality recordings. Others felt strongly 
about cartridges, roomacoustics, turntables, and not too 
surprising, the human ear ... \ir.Asten found resistance 
to buying completely assembled speaker .anti enclosure 
combinations. Some 721 reported assembling speakers 

E - 
. 

By Oliver P. Ferrell, Editor 

into enclosures of their own choice. As far as types of 
enclosures arc concerned, the bass reflex was must popular 
(29T), followed by the folded horn (26%), anti infinite 
baffle (16%). 

Turntables, Changers and Cartridges: Playback systems 
featuring independent turntable and tone aun systems 
were used by 59% of those surveyed; compared to 41% for 
those with record changers of all types. Crystal and 
ceramic cartridges ran a very poor second to magnetic 
reluctance -hype cartridges (over 80%). 

Preamplifiers and Amplifiers: Some 57% of those sur- 
veyed used amplifiers with ratings between 10 and 20 
watts output. 21% used amplifiers with ratings above 20 
watts and another 20% with ratings less than 10 watts. 
Asseenblir g one or more amplifier kits (all American- 
there were no amplifier kits available from England) oc- 
cupied the time of 76% of the sample group. 

Tape Recorders; Less than one -tenth (9%) of the 
group owned a tape recorder, but 78% of the group an- 
swering ''no' to the ownership question indicated that 
they' intended to eventually buy a recorder. Price ap- 
peared to be the limiting factor to increased sales. 

Tuners: Approximately 591 of the group had either an 
AM or FM tuner. 

Genera?: Median age found by Mr. Aston was >3 years. 
Some. Z15% of those surveyed played a musical instrument 
and 67% regularly read rarioras hi-fi magazines. ltut, prob- 
ably most interesting, high fidelity is not a passing fancy, 
961 thought it would be going strong (and they along 
with it) for another ten years. 

NEXT MONTH 

Our high fidelity equipment writers have two interest- 
ing articles scheduled for the July issue. One of them is 
designed to answer a lot of questions about British loud- 
speakers. Utilizing huge powerful magnets for increased 
efficiency and unusual cone material (some are thin 
metal), they have long been considered very high quality 
products. The second article is titled "The Silent Part- 
ners" and is the first section of a new series discussing 
turntables, tone arms and amplifiers. Turntables come up 
for examination in July. Look for the latest iufnrmution 
on electronic belt and rim drive mechanisms in this 
article. 

A coast to coast exploration of jazz ie Nat llentoff's 
topic for the July issue. Nat is one of those people who's 
not thoroughly convinced that jazz came from New Or- 
leans (only) and that there is such a big difference in 
west vs. east coast styles.... The new record releases by 
Camden of material on Caruso, Galli-Curti and John Me - 
Cammack will be discussed by George Jellinek, while 
Richard Franke, Goldman will delve in the Vox "Spot- 
light" series. . . . Pierre Monteux appears on the cover 
and the story inside tells of his Maine backwoods school 
for young conductors. . . . Wally Robinson will also be 
telling ns about the sn-called "Lost Art" of the record 
covers. Wally has some interesting t ieu's about record 
covers and poses the question of why hide ail that 
superior color photography? 

Look for the July issue-on the stands Tuesday, June 
24th. 

PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
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UNIVERSITY INTRODUCES A VERSATILE NEW HIGH FIDELITY LOWBOY... 
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The smallest lowboy (only 271/4" wide, 
16" deep; .25W high, including legs) 
for 2- or 3 -way systems using f2" 
or 15" speakers. Designed to complement 
both traditional and modern decor, 
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BRILLIANT NEW .SYSTEMS AND ENCLOSURE 
EN -1215 DEBONAIRE ENCLOSURE Designed for full -range reproduction, the EN -1215 DEBONAIRE 
enclosure employs the phase inversion principle to augment low frequency response. For versatility, 
it integrates direct radiation principles to permit using a wide variety of extended range speakers 
and 2- and 3 -way Diffaxials. The versatile baffle board arrangements accommodate the many multi. 
speaker systems that may be developed with PSE-University's Progressive Speaker Expansion plan. 
PSE enables you to start modestly with an extended range speaker for immediate listening satisfac- 
tion and build up at your own pace to any one of a number of magnificent sounding speaker systems. 

MODEL S-3 DEBONAIRE-12 SYSTEM This system, employing the same 3 -way systom compo- 
nents so successfully used in the University SENIOR, now makes this highly popular combination avail- 
able to music lovers in both corner (sENtaR) and lowboy (DEBorIAIRE) form. The basic C -12W 12" 
woofer (less frequency limiter) is ideally suited to the EN -1215 enclosure, reproducing deep bass 
tones cleanly and efficently. Mid -range is covered by the new, improved H-600 "reciprocating -flare" 
horn with T-30 driver; treble range by the UXT-5 Super Tweeter clear out to 17,500 cps. The N-3 
Acoustic Baton 3 -way network crosses over at 700 cps foe mid -range, 5000 cps for treble. PRESENCE 
and BRILLIANCE balance controls provide optimum adjustment to room acoustics and personal taste. 

MODEL 5-4 DEBONAIRE-15 SYSTEM An excellent three -element system with a unique approach 
to mid -range reproduction is achieved in this version of the DEDOÑAIRE. A 2-ivay 15" Diffaxial, the 
Diffusicone-I5, is employed together with the new H -60D horn and new Hypersonic T-50 driver. 
The H-600, with hemispherical diffraction added, complements perfectly the T-50 driver to cover 
the mid and high ranges from 700 cps crossover to inalldil ility. The Diffusicone-I5 provides superior 
bass response to about 1000 cps where its multi -sectional Diffusiconc element takes over for mid and 
high frequency response. With thus both the Diffusicone element and the horn/driver combination 
providing wide-angle response of the mid -range, this three -element system results in an expansion of 
spatial separation and an exciting blend of reed and woodwind mellowness from the Diffusicone 
element) with the brightness of the brass (from the horn/driver). A balance Control adjusts the 
system to room acoustics and personal taste. 

LISTEN soaoté fei& 
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MODERN decor Is accommodated by adjustment 
of the legs to this triangular position. 

r--- 

TRADITIONAL decor Is accommodated when 
the legs are set "flat" in this position. 
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EN-1215 BAFFLE BOARD AND ADAPTERS 

A-Hole far tweeter Model HF-206 or 4401. 

B-Adapter blank to clase hole A when 
tweeter hot used. 

C-Adapter for Model UXT-5 tweeter. 
0-Note for mid -range (Model H.600 horn). 

E-Adapter blank to Close hole D when 
mrdrange unit'not used. 

F-Hole for Diffaxial Models 315-C, 6303. 
Diffuslcone'15; woofer Models C -15W, C -63W. 

C-12" adapter (supplied) (c -r Diffaxlal 
Models 312, UXC-123; Coaxial Models 
6201, Oitfusieone-12, UXC-122 or 
Model 6200; C12W woofer, 

USER NET PRICES: 

Finish EN -1215 S-3 

Mahogany 463.00 5196.00 

Blond 69.00 199.00 

Walnut 69.00 199.00 

S4 

$197.50 

200.50 

200.50 

Sov yon. h.Kh fd.lify doa47.., or for FREE 
LITERATURE on Unlverfity ,peaf.rrI. 
complete .y,N`m,, encloturel and leaf,, ,.rife 
D.,I, D -t Unlee, 1Iy Laod.peaknr,, Inc. 
RD Se,. Krnvira Av,.., Ryhife Y: 
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NEW RB115 RECEIVER 

See and hear Bogen's new RB115 and you know something imporinnt has happened in high 
fidelity. Nut wily striking high style-itself an exciting departure iu component design. But, above 

all, magnificent sound never before obtainable in a receiver of this size. On a single compact 
chassis, the RB115 combines radiation -proof superheterodyne tuner, 15 -watt power amplifier 
and complete preamplifier. Note that rare combination of sensitivity and selectivity on both AM 
and FM! The RB115 provides inputs for tape recorder, phonograph and other sources ... gives 
you flexible control of loudness, speaker selection, scratch and rumble. And the best trews of all! 

Chassis price: $149.50. (Zone 2: $151.81). Pearl Gray Enclosure: $7.50. (Zone 2: $7.86). 

SPECIVICATIGNS 
Response: 20 --20,000 cps ± 1 db. Frequency Range: FM: 88 

- 108 mc; AM: 520 - 1640 kc. Power Output: 15 waits at less 
than 2% distortion. Sensitivity: FM: 7 µ v for 30 db quieting: 
AM: S u v for 20 db s/n. Selectivity: FM: 180 kc, 6 db; AM: 8 kc, 
6 db. Controls (9): Volume, Bass, Treble, Selector (with 3 equal 
ization positions), Lo Filler, Hi Filler, Loudness Switch, Speaker 
Selector, Tuning. 

Write for complete catalog and/or send 25c for 56 -page book, 
"Understanding High Fidelity," to Dept. W-6. 

David Bogen Co., Paramus, N. .1. , A Division o/ The Siegler Corporafioh.1109 en 
HIGH FIDELITY 

..because it sounds better 

MANUFACTUR`ERS OF HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS. PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT AND INTERCOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 


